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Register
and Pay

You asked, we listene
d!
The first day of regist
ration on 11/23
now begins at 7:00am
instead of 5:00am.
Enjoy the extra sleep!

Fall registration opens Wednesday, November 23 at 7am

How to Register

Example of online registration option:

Online

Search and find your class in the online class
schedule at pcc.edu/community/schedule.

Phone: call 971-722-8888 and choose
option 3 from the menu.

You will be asked to sign in to your PCC account.
If you are a new student you will be asked to
create an account with PCC and then your
registration will be processed.

You are responsible to ensure that your account is paid
in full even if you do not receive a bill.

A confirmation email and bill will be sent to your
email address we have on file. You will then be
given a link to pay online.

Refund/Drop Policy

If you want to drop a class, you must do so online
via MyPCC. Drop deadlines vary for Community Ed
classes. 100% of charges associated with a class will
be removed if you formally drop before the appropriate
deadline listed below.

Note: for an easier and quicker experience,
existing students should not register via MyPCC.

Phone

Call 971-722-8888 and choose option 2 from the
menu to register with PCC Enrollment Services.

Register and pay for Motorcycle Rider
Training classes at team-oregon.org
For Motorcycle class questions call
Team Oregon at 800-545-9944, x0

How To Understand the Class Catalog
Location/Remote/Online

CRN

12345
Wed
Day

Building/Room Start/End Time

SE Campus
1/15-3/1

TABOR 102
Garcia

Instructor
Start/End Dates

6:30pm-8:20pm
$75 + $12 fee
Tuition/Fees*

*Fees are typically used to cover class supplies
and demonstrations. Combined payment for both
tuition and fees is payed together.
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Payment is due when your registration is processed. If
you do not pay when you register, use an option below:
MyPCC: log on to MyPCC at my.pcc.edu. Select the
PCC-Pay link on your homepage or under “Pay for
College.”

On the course listing, click the “Register Now”
button. See an example to the right.

Register and pay for online Ed2Go
classes at ed2go.com/portlandcc
For Ed2Go class questions call
971-722-2711 or email online@pcc.edu

How to Pay

The class listing may also include a
footnote listing additional information
about the class including:
• days the class won’t meet
• supply list instructions
• textbooks
• fees payable at the first class
• instructor website or contact
information

Non-attendance does not relieve you of your obligation
to pay. If you register for a class and do not attend or
stop attending and fail to drop by the drop deadline,
you will be responsible for all tuition and fees. Accounts
are subject to late fees if bills are not paid on time.
Class Length

Drop Deadline

Less than 2 weeks

Prior to the first day of class

2-7 weeks

By the end of the first day
class is held

8-10 weeks

Six calendar days after the
start of class

Specific Programs Drop Deadline
Online ED2GO

Six calendar days after the
start of class

1-On-1 classes

Six calendar days after start of
term. No drops or refunds on
partially used packages.

Note: some classes have specific registration/drop
dates listed in the course footnote. Those dates
supersede the drop deadlines listed above.

Registration Opens: November 23 | Register and Pay: page 8 | Remote/Online Class Info: page 9 | Policies and Student Info: pages 54-56

Remote and Online Class Information
Remote ZOOM
• Remote classes are held via Zoom. Your instructor
will email the Zoom meeting room link to your
PCC email account and the preferred email on file
approximately 48 hours before the class begins.
More info can be found in the FAQ below.
• Live instruction and as much instructor-student
interaction as possible.
• Register online at pcc.edu/community/schedule
or over the phone at 971-722-8888 (option 2).
• Senior tuition discount applies to the tuition of
remote classes.
• Drop deadlines for remote classes (based on class
length) can be found on page 8.

Zoom Tips and Tricks

• Try Zoom out with a friend before class starts.

Figure out your lighting. Have some fun! Play
around with Zoom’s extra features. To sign up for
a free Zoom account, visit zoom.us/signup and
enter your email address. You will receive an email
from Zoom (no-reply@zoom.us). In this email, click
“Activate Account.”

• Consider using headphones instead of your
computer’s microphone/speaker system for better
audio quality.
• When in class, mute yourself to avoid background
interruptions like lawnmowers or barking dogs.
• If someone else is talking, raise your hand or use
Zoom’s chat feature instead of verbally requesting
your instructor’s or classmate’s attention.
• Just like in an in-person class, please choose
carefully the content that you share with your
learning community, and consider how it might
affect others. PCC’s Student Code of Conduct
also applies to remote classes.

Online ED2GO
• Online classes taught in collaboration with
Ed2Go, a third-party online instructional resource.
• No live instruction. Most classes are designed for
structured group learning through modules and
moderated discussions.
• Students must register and pay through PCC’s
Ed2Go website: ed2go.com/portlandcc
• Payment is required in order to complete
registration.
• Senior tuition discount does not apply to the fees
of Ed2Go classes.
• Drop deadline for Ed2Go classes is six days after
the start of class.

Remote Class FAQ
Q What is Zoom?
A Zoom is an online audio-visual conferencing tool
that allows people to call each other and host
virtual meetings or classes. Examples of similar
tools are Skype, FaceTime, and Google Meet.
Q Do I need my own Zoom account to take a
remote class?
A No, you do not need your own zoom account in
order to join a zoom classroom. You only need
the Zoom meeting room link provided by the
host, which in this case will be your instructor.
Q How do I join a Zoom classroom meeting?
A You can join a Zoom meeting by clicking on the
meeting room link provided by your instructor.
The link will be provided via your PCC email, as a
calendar invite or in the body of the email. When
you click on the link, you will then be prompted
to either install Zoom software or open a Zoom
meeting file. Once you have completed this step,
you will be prompted to join the meeting room.
Click “Join” and then click the “Join Audio by
Computer” button to have Zoom use the default
audio/video devices currently connected to your
computer. You should now be able to access the
meeting room.
Q When will I get my Zoom link for the class?
A Your instructor will email the Zoom meeting room
link to your PCC email account approximately 48
hours before the class begins. If you register
after this point, the instructor will send you a link
on the first day of class. If you register after the
first day of class, which is allowed for 8-10 week
classes, you will receive your link on the second
day of class.
Q I don’t have a PCC email account. How do I
get one?
A Everyone enrolled as a credit or non-credit
student is assigned a PCC email account,
accessed by logging into their MyPCC account.
Even if you have not ever logged in, your account
still exists.
Q How do I login to my PCC email account if I
know my username and password?
A Go to my.pcc.edu. You will be prompted to enter

a username and password to login. Once you
are logged in to MyPCC, access your email by
clicking on the envelope icon in the top righthand corner of the screen.
Q How do I login to my PCC email account if I
don’t know my username or password?
A Go to my.pcc.edu. If you have never logged
in before, you will need to click the “First time
user?” link and set up your account. If you have
logged in before, but can’t remember your
password, click the “Forgot your password?” link
for assistance. For each of these processes, you
will need to know your username. If you do not
know your username, call PCC’s IT Help Desk at
971-722-4400.
Q Can I attend a remote class if I don’t have
a camera, or don’t feel comfortable being
on camera?
A In many cases, cameras are encouraged, but
not required for our classes. However, for some
of our classes, you might find that having a
camera is important. If you have questions about
whether having a camera is useful or essential
for your class, please contact your instructor or
email communityed@pcc.edu.
Q How do I find my instructor's contact info?
A You can find your instructor's email by
searching for their name in PCC's staff directory,
found here: pcc.edu/staff/directory. If you
are unable to reach your instructor, email
communityed@pcc.edu.
Q I still have questions about remote classes.
Who should I contact?
A If you have any follow-up questions call
Community Education’s infoline at 971-722-6266
(option 0) or email communityed@pcc.edu.
Q I still have questions about Ed2Go classes.
Who should I contact?
A For class details, including syllabuses, hardware
requirements, and instructor bios, search for
the class on ed2go.com/portlandcc. For further
support, call 971-722-2711 or email
online@pcc.edu.

For more FAQs and problem solving tips, visit pcc.edu/community/remote
Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Calligraphy: All Levels

Instructor: Mary Ellen Hartman
Explore and add to your calligraphy skills using the
traditional dip pen and ink, along with marker or Pilot
pens. We study one style and variations, working
toward a final project. Practicing can be meditative.
All levels welcome.

Find this class on page 14
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Arts

Dance
9DAN 611O Aerial Dance
Explore multiple movement concepts on the
floor and in the air, with an emphasis on moving
confidently in the air. Our primary aerial tool will
be single point trapeze. We will integrate a variety
of different apparatus over the course of the term,
depending on student interest and skill level.
Develop vocabulary, alignment, musicality and
improvisational skills in a welcoming and inspiring
environment.
13404
Wed

SE Portland ECHOTC THEATER 12:15pm-1:35pm
$ 385
1/11-3/15
Buddenbaum

13406
SE Portland ECHOTC THEATER 12pm-1:20pm
$ 385
Mon
1/9-3/20
Allen
No class 1/16.
14841
Wed

SE Portland ECHOTC THEATER 7:40pm-9pm
$ 385
1/11-3/15
Woolman

9DAN 612R Belly

Beginning 1

Dance At Home:

Learn the basics of belly dance from the comfort
of your home while developing core strength and
flexibility. We’ll create a supportive environment
with each other, virtually. For females of all ages and
sizes.
12933
Tue

Remote
1/24-2/28

ZOOM
VanDerlip

Creative Movement for
Complete Beginners
9DAN 612X

8pm-8:50pm
$ 49

Explore the fundamentals of dance by focusing
on light stretching, musicality, dynamics, creating
freestyle sequences and building a personal
movement philosophy. Having your camera on is
optional. For all ages, abilities and genders.
14772
Remote
ZOOM
10:30am-11:20am
$ 49
Sun
1/22-2/26
Gentile
Wear comfortable clothes and have enough space to move.
9DAN 612N Dance: American Rhythm Tap
Explore rhythm through your feet! We explore
fundamentals/vocab, timesteps, choreography,
improvisation. Tap shoes recommended; hard-soled
shoes will suffice.

12935
Fri

SE Portland ECHOTC THEATER 11am-11:50am
$199
1/13-3/17
Wheeler-Kay

9DAN 612T Dance:

Level 2

American Rhythm Tap

9DAN 600Y Mindful Movement
Follow your body’s lead. Focus on sensation rather
than aesthetics, on breath rather than technique.
Begin with guided relaxation and flow into improvised
movement and options for relating to classmates.
13408
SE Portland ECHOTC THEATER 12:30pm-1:20pm
$199
Fri
1/13-3/17
Wheeler-Kay
Accessible and inclusive for all bodies.
You may also like Mindful Writing on page 35
9DAN 610O Pole Dance: Beginner
A thorough introduction to pole dance for the
beginner. Thoroughly learn spins, floorwork,
climbing and foundational beginner choreography
(including technique and transitions). Email from
instructor will include building access code.
13415
SW Portland ECLYSI STUDIO 3pm-4:50pm
$ 275
Fri
1/20-3/10
LaStrapes
Wear shorts, tank top and warm-up/cool-down clothes.
14609
SW Portland ECLYSI STUDIO 2:45pm-4:45pm
$ 275
Tue
1/17-3/7
Howard
Wear shorts, tank top and warm-up/cool-down clothes.

We continue growing vocabulary, and learning
sequences, warm ups and structures for
improvisation as well as dynamics, syncopation and
musicality. For students with knowledge of basic tap
steps such as shuffles, flaps and cramp rolls.

9DAN 600R Street-style Hip Hop
Develop power, personal style and agility by
practicing routines that build momentum and rise
in intensity. Sometimes smooth and other times
intricate, hip hop moves you to express yourself
while getting a great workout. All levels welcome.

12936
SE Portland ECHOTC THEATER 11am-11:50am
$199
Wed
1/11-3/15
Wheeler-Kay
Tap shoes recommended; hard shoes will suffice.

14610
Rock Creek
Mon
1/23-2/20
No black-soled shoes.

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266

BLDG5 111
Harris

6pm-6:50pm
$ 55
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9DAN 612Y Swing Dance for Everyone
Swing dancing can improve strength, flexibility,
stamina and more. Learn the steps, rhythms and
musicality to each dance in a fun, safe and inclusive
environment for all genders. If you can move, you
can dance!
14844
SE Campus TABOR 102
6:30pm-7:50pm
Wed
1/11-3/15
Jonas-Munsey $119
Wear comfortable clothes; no black-soled shoes.

Songwriting for All, continued
13390
Remote
Sat
1/21-3/11
Bring writing tools.

ZOOM
Phillips

11am-11:50am
$ 59

1-On-1 Music Lessons

Contact instructor before registering to insure fit.
Sessions last 45 minutes. Expect additional
materials costs. Use sessions within the term; no
refunds for unused sessions. Individual sessions
must be canceled with your instructor 24 hours in
advance; otherwise the session is counted against
your package total. You must be registered before
participating in a session.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office within
six calendar days after the start of the term. No
drops or refunds on partially used packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Instructor Profiles and Availability
Instructor Spotlight: Hannah Jonas-Munsey
Hannah is excited to be teaching a few of her
favorite dances. She has been dancing since she
was 7 years old and hasn’t stopped. Music and
dancing are languages everyone can understand
and Hannah hopes her love and enjoyment of
dancing will spread to others to share their joy of
dancing too!

Music and
Theater
9PER 600P Group Singing
Build singing confidence in a friendly environment.
Learn basic sight reading, vocal technique and
singing harmony via popular, folk, gospel and
classical music.
14342
SE Campus SCOM 314
1pm-2:20pm
Fri
1/27-3/17
Hancock-Moody $ 95
Materials: pcc.edu/staff/pollyanna-hancockmoody
You may also like French Songs and Conversation
on page 41
9PER 600M Music Theory for All
Unlock mysteries of music, such as the relationship
of scales to chords, and chords to each other.
Explore intervals, scale types, altered chords,
modes. Not as scary as you may think. No
instrument needed; just bring text and a pencil.
14839
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-6:50pm
$75
Mon
1/9-3/20
Khovy
No class 1/16. Text: Edly’s Music Theory for Practical
9PER 625R Songwriting for All
Find the shapes for your ideas with words, melody
and form. Explore concepts and pathways, share
with peers and have a good time creating original
songs. Bring your instrument, or write for voices
only. All levels welcome.
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Pollyanna Hancock-Moody

9PER 610L 1-On-1 Music Lessons:
5 Session Package
12915

Remote

1/9-3/25

Hancock-M

$ 225

15133

Remote

1/9-3/25

Khovy

$ 225

12917

Remote

1/9-3/25

Zilka

$ 225

9PER 610M 1-On-1

Music Lessons:
10 Session Package

12916

Remote

1/9-3/25

Hancock-M

$ 450

15131

Remote

1/9-3/25

Khovy

$ 450

12918

Remote

1/9-3/25

Zilka

$ 450

Guitar
9PER 624H Guitar

Beginning

1 for All Styles:

Prepare for styles from rock to classical. Includes
tuning, chords, strums, songs, note-reading,
soloing, rhythm and tips to keep your practice
focused plus bonus pages. Bring guitar, required
text, tuner and pencil to class.

(voice, piano/keyboard, theory, bodymapping)
pollyanna.hancockmoody@pcc.edu
Availability: Mon-Thu, various daytimes

12662
Remote
ZOOM
4pm-4:50pm
$75
Tue
1/17-3/21
Khovy
Bring tuned guitar. Text: Contemporary Class Guitar 1

Polly will meet you where you are at with your
musical life, and create holistic curriculum with
you to further your goals. She sings with several
groups in town, and has soloed with the symphony
and elsewhere. Full bio: pcc.edu/staff/pollyannahancockmoody

9PER 610W Playing Guitar: Basics
We begin with basic terminology, parts of the
guitar and instrument care. Next we play single
note melody lines, then move on to chords, rhythm,
fingerpicking and integrating creativity. We end by
bringing it together with simple songs.

Jill Khovy

13416
Rock Creek BLDG2 111
Wed
2/1-3/8
McElhatton
Bring guitar, tuner, note-taking materials.

(ukulele, guitar, electric bass, sight-singing, theory,
songwriting, piano/keyboard)
jill.khovy@pcc.edu
Availability: Mon, 9am-11am; Tue, 9am-3pm; Wed,
varies
Jill teaches each student in their own learning style,
and keeps it fun. She has recorded with various
groups and her own music, and has performed live
as well as for television, radio, and film.

Mitzi Zilka

(vocal performance - jazz and contemporary, vocal
technique, repertoire development)
mitzi.zilka15@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue-Thu, 10am-4pm
Mitzi works with students to recognize their own
talents and to strengthen them. She is personable
and encourages students to not take themselves
too seriously. Mitzi is a jazz singer and lyricist who
performs regularly in jazz clubs.

1-On-1 Music Lessons

Whether you are dusting off an instrument,
continuing a musical hobby, or wishing to go
professional, working individually is the most
effective and efficient way to deepen your skills
and develop your talents. Learn at your own pace.
9PER 610U 1-On-1

Music Lessons:
3 Session Package
Remote

1/9-3/25

Khovy

$135

13496 Remote

1/9-3/25

Zilka

$135

15132

7pm-7:50pm
$ 49

9PER 610C Guitar: Fingerstyle Blues 1
Take it slow, step-by-step, to learn this rich and
powerful combination of fingerstyle and blues. For
the basic skills guitarist who can tune and play a
couple chords. Bring guitar, required text, tuner and
pencil to class.
14840
Remote
ZOOM
5pm-5:50pm
$75
Sun
1/15-3/19
Khovy
Bring tuned guitar. Text: Beginning Fingerstyle Blues Guitar

Strings
9PER 624P Ukulele
Play the ukulele with chords and strumming
techniques that will enable you to sing and play
songs with this happy little stringed instrument.
Bring yours, plus tuner and pencil to class.
11406
Remote
ZOOM
3pm-3:50pm
$75
Sun
1/15-3/19
Khovy
Bring tuned uke. Text: Essential Elements for Ukulele 1
9PER 610Z Ukulele:

Little Instrument

The World’s Happiest

With its four string tuning and small size, the
ukulele is an enjoyable instrument for beginners to
learn. We’ll explore instrument care and musical
terminology, and learn playing techniques including
melody lines, chords and fingerpicking.
13417
Rock Creek BLDG2 111
6pm-6:50pm
$ 49
Wed
2/1-3/8
McElhatton
Bring ukelele, tuner, note-taking materials.
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Winter 2023

Arts

9PER 623L Personal

Introduction

Storytelling

Tell your true, personal stories out loud. Learn to
shape and construct your story using the tools of
the oral tradition, and practice for an audience using
tried and true performance methods.
12096
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-2/16
Ellis
Bring notebook and pen.

6pm-7:50pm
$ 95

You may also like Memoir and Nonfiction classes
on page 18

Photography

You may also like Creativity on the Page: Writing
Meets Art on page 16
9FA 620T Getting

Camera

to Know Your Digital

Simplify your digital camera by learning about its
most important basic functions. Bring your digital
camera, charged batteries and owner’s manual, and
we’ll explore ISO, shutter speed, aperture, exposure
and other settings.
11393
Sat

CLIMB Ctr
1/21

CLIMB 306
Regal

9:30am-12:20pm
$ 35

13303
Mon

Remote
2/13

ZOOM
Regal

6:30pm-9:20pm
$ 35

9FA 620A Photography: Beginning
Learn the basics of camera operation, including
f-stops, shutter speeds and lenses, while improving
your compositions and developing your own style.
Bring digital camera and owner’s manual.

Guitar
9PER 610Q Ukulele: Celtic FingerStyle
Are you beyond beginner and have been strumming
a while? Learn traditional and original Celtic melodies
with chord backup, notation and TAB. Come with
tuned uke (not for baritone) and the required text.

You may also like The Celtic Consciousness: Irish
History, Literature, Culture on page 39

to the Meisner
Technique for Actors and Non-Actors

Learn to be more present, trust your instincts and
achieve more emotional freedom on stage. Through
a series of simple, yet gradually challenging
exercises, improve your leadership skills, empathy,
creativity and focus. All levels welcome.
14740
Tue

Cascade
1/17-3/7

TEB 120
Jupillat

6pm-7:50pm
$125

10986
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/18-3/1
Regal
In-person, outdoor field trip during class.

10am-11:50am
$115

14849
Remote
ZOOM
11am-12:50pm
$75
Sat
1/21-2/18
Funk
More info: https://pcc.edu/staff/mary-funk

Instructor Spotlight: Nicolas Jupillat

9PER 626T Intro

6:30pm-8:20pm
$129

9FA 633E Photo Restoration
Grab your shoe boxes and photo albums filled with
printed photos and learn how to digitally restore,
repair and preserve them. Relive the memories
attached to the faded, ripped or scratched images
and digitize them for the future.

14838
Remote
ZOOM
4pm-4:50pm
$75
Sun
1/15-3/19
Khovy
Bring tuned uke. Text: Celtic World Collection

Theater

11149
Cascade
TH 100
Tue
1/17-2/28
Regal
In-person, outdoor field trip 2/11, 1-4pm.

Nicolas is passionate about acting as an art form
that fosters community and personal growth.
After performing in college theater productions in
France, he attended the Mulholland Film Academy
in Amsterdam where he had the privilege to train
in the Meisner technique under the late Jacqueline
McClintock. Nicolas believes in the power of
storytelling and wants to help others be their
authentic selves and find their own voice on stage
and in life.

You may also like Photos for Mac on page 23
9FA 633D Photography:

Motion

Capturing

How do you photograph action? How do you visually
stop the action of a car, a runner, a hummingbird?
How do you make a waterfall look like a ribbon?
How do you capture the individual water drops?
Explore the camera settings and strategies.
14843
Wed

SE Campus
2/8-3/1

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266

SCOM 314
Regal

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 59
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9FA 620X Photographing Portland
Get out in our city and explore it with your camera.
Work with composition, perspective and light to
create images. Class includes short assignments,
sharing images, critiques and field trips together.

Cost:
‧ $109 fee

13472
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/26-3/2
Regal
In-person, outdoor field trip 2/18, 1-4pm.

Classes Offered Include:
‧ Discover Digital Photography
‧ Mastering your Digital SLR Camera
‧ Secrets of Better Photography
‧ Photographing People With Your Digital Camera
‧ Photographing Nature with Your Digital Camera
‧ Lightroom CC: Level 1
‧ Photoshop CC for Digital Photographer: Level 1
‧ Photoshop Elements for the Digital Photographer

6:30pm-8:20pm
$105

Darkroom
9FA 620E Darkroom

Photography:
Black and White Introduction

Small, hands-on class covering photography
basics and film developing. Print enlargements and
learn to control light to your best advantage. Open
lab times discussed in class. More info:
mike.riches@pcc.edu.
13411
Wed

SE Campus
1/18-3/22

TABOR 131
Riches

6pm-9:20pm
$ 259 + $ 60 fee

9FA 620D Darkroom

Photography:
Black and White Intermediate/
Advanced

Work on 35mm b/w film. Use RC or fiber paper.
Bring projects to class. For students with recent
darkroom experience. Open lab times discussed in
class. More info: mike.riches@pcc.edu.
13412
Thu

SE Campus
1/19-3/23

TABOR 131
Riches

6pm-9:20pm
$ 259 + $ 60 fee

13414
Tue

SE Campus
1/17-3/21

TABOR 131
Riches

$ 259 + $ 60

6pm-9:20pm
fee

Online Ed2Go
Photography Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5

Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc

Visual Arts
9FA 610A Calligraphy: All Levels
Explore and add to your calligraphy skills using
the traditional dip pen and ink, along with marker
or Pilot pens. We study one style and variations,
working toward a final project. Practicing can be
meditative. All levels welcome.
11389
Remote
ZOOM
9:30am-11:20am
$ 95
Sat
2/11-3/18
Hartman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/maryellen-hartman
14739
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-7:50pm
$ 65
Thu
1/26-3/2
Hartman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/maryellen-hartman

9FA 629E Calligraphy Valentines
Workshop

Send a little love to family and friends. Each week
we work on particular valentine designs using mixed
media, watercolor and collage. Prior calligraphy
experience helpful.
14833
CLIMB Ctr
CLIMB 307
9:30am-11:20am
$ 59
Sat
1/14-2/4
Hartman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/maryellen-hartman

9FA 630Y Drawing and Painting with
Oil Pastel
Create lush pictures with vivid colors. Learn
strokes and blending techniques. Oil pastels
are a faster substitution for oil paints. A great
winter project.

14574
Remote
ZOOM
Sat
3/4
Goodell
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/jill-goodell

10am-3:50pm
$ 49

9FA 629Z Exploring Science Through
Artistic Experiments

Learn about the history of a scientific idea’s
discovery, and then explore it further through artistic
experimentation. Each week, a topic is matched
with a medium, mostly using household materials.
All explorers welcome.
13339
Remote
ZOOM
Sun
2/5-2/26
McCallum
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/kate-mccallum

11am-12:20pm
$ 49

9FA 624X Printmaking: Introduction
Make multiples of the same image via linocut, dry
point and collagraph. Create one-of-a-kind prints in
monoprint. Alternating sessions are an open studio
so you can work on projects and use the equipment
with individualized attention.
13410
SE Campus TABOR 133
Sat
1/28-3/18
Guttman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman

10am-12:50pm
$165

Architectural
and Art History
9FA 624W The

Cutting Edge of Science
and Art: A Curated Exploration

Take a tour through the world’s most cutting-edge
immersive and interactive sci-art. Each week we
explore a theme, from big data to biotechnology to
the environment, and investigate related beautiful
and challenging works of art.
13338
Remote
Sun
2/5-2/26
All explorers welcome.

ZOOM
McCallum

9am-10:20am
$ 49

9FA 613O Gallery Chat: Los Angeles
Explore the Los Angeles art scene by visiting some
of its galleries virtually. During thought-provoking
informal class discussions of online exhibitions,
develop ways of looking at and talking about
contemporary art. Beginners welcome!
14777
Sat

Remote
1/14

ZOOM
Rushford

12pm-1:50pm
$ 29

9FA 613P Gallery Chat: Miami
Explore Miami’s art scene by visiting some of
its galleries virtually. During thought-provoking
informal class discussions of online exhibitions, you
will develop ways of looking at and talking about
contemporary art. Beginners welcome!

Darkroom Photography

14

14779
Sat

Remote
1/28

ZOOM
Rushford

12pm-1:50pm
$ 29
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9FA 613N Gallery Chat: New York
Explore New York’s art scene by visiting some of
its galleries virtually. During thought-provoking
informal class discussions of online exhibitions, you
will develop ways of looking at and talking about
contemporary art. Beginners welcome!
14776
Sat

Remote
1/21

ZOOM
Rushford

12pm-1:50pm
$ 29

9FA 613M Portland Art Gallery Chats
Explore Portland’s contemporary art by visiting
galleries. Bring your curiosity and develop ways
of looking at and talking about contemporary art.
Beginners welcome!
14773
Fri

NW Portland BLUSKY GALLERY 3pm-4:50pm
$ 55
1/13-1/27
Rushford

Ceramics

First class is mandatory for all new and returning
students.
9FA 617A Ceramics: All Levels
Develop wheel skills, as well as handbuilding.
Explore surface color and texture. Bring tools if
possible. Purchase clay via bookstore (online or
in-person); pickup in studio. For SE Campus, you
may register for open-studio “class” for the term.
13427
Cascade
MAHB 108
Sat
1/14-3/11
Hammond
Open studio Sat, 1pm-3:50pm.

10am-12:50pm
$ 255 + $ 40 fee

13482
SE Campus
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

TABOR 134
Lundberg

9:30am-12:50pm
$ 329 + $ 45 fee

13483
SE Campus
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

TABOR 134
Hoagland

$ 329 + $ 45

13466
Tue

SE Campus
1/10-3/14

TABOR 134
Brandt

$ 329 + $ 45

13489
Wed

SE Campus
1/11-3/15

TABOR 134
Shaw

1:30pm-4:50pm
$ 329 + $ 45 fee

13490
Wed

SE Campus
1/11-3/15

TABOR 134
Shaw

$ 329 + $ 45

13465
Thu

SE Campus
1/12-3/16

TABOR 134
Brandt

10am-1:20pm
$ 329 + $ 45 fee

13481
Fri

SE Campus
1/13-3/17

TABOR 134
Lundberg

$ 329 + $ 45

5:30pm-8:50pm
fee
10am-1:20pm
fee

5:30pm-8:50pm
fee

11am-2:20pm
fee

9FA 615S Ceramics 101
Explore the basics of handbuilding and wheel
throwing, with five weeks of lessons for each. Also
learn about glazing, and fire your works. You’ll have
access to open studio time mid-week to further
practice techniques demonstrated in class.
13425
N Portland SJCLAY STUDIO 9am-11:20am
$ 365
Sat
1/14-3/18
Jordan
Includes bag of clay and firing.
9FA 612J Ceramics: Intermediate
For students who already can throw an eight inch
tall cylinder, four inches wide, from two pounds of
clay. Also come to class with understanding of coil,
slab, and score and slip techniques.
15105
Sat

SE Campus
1/14-3/18

TABOR 134
Hoagland

1:30pm-4:50pm
$ 329 + $ 45 fee

Ceramics

9FA 615T Ceramics: Open Studio
Work in the studio on wheel or hand building
projects from class. No formal instruction. Only
available to students who are also registered for
an All Levels or Intermediate/Advanced class at SE
campus. You may register for one or two CRNs.
14559
SE Campus TABOR 134
Mon
1/23-3/20
Hoagland
Bring your own tools if possible.

2pm-4:50pm
$ 45 + $ 25 fee

14560
SE Campus TABOR 134
Fri
1/20-3/17
Hoagland
Bring your own tools if possible.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 45 + $ 25 fee

14561
SE Campus TABOR 134
Sat
1/21-3/18
Hoagland
Bring your own tools if possible.

10am-12:50pm
$ 45 + $ 25 fee

14562
SE Campus TABOR 134
Tue
1/17-3/14
Brandt
Bring your own tools if possible.

2pm-4:50pm
$ 45 + $ 25 fee

14563
SE Campus TABOR 134
Thu
1/19-3/16
Brandt
Bring your own tools if possible.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 45 + $ 25 fee

Drawing

If you can write your ABCs, you can learn to draw!
Everything is covered: line, shape, form and
perspective. Class includes PDF handouts, slide
show, demos and drawing time with feedback.

12366
Remote
ZOOM
Sat
1/14
Goodell
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/jill-goodell

6pm-7:50pm
$125

10am-3:50pm
$ 49

9FA 628X Traditional Drawing
Develop classical charcoal and pencil drawing
techniques, working from a still life. Demonstrations
of every step and assignment, focusing on gesture,
proportion, perspective, shading and composition.
All levels welcome.
14745
Cascade
MAHB 221
Tue
1/10-3/14
Kitman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/suzy.kitman15
12098
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/15
Kitman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/suzy.kitman15
9FA 628S Drawing

9FA 611Q Drawing: Beginning
Train your hand and eye to work together to draw
what you see. Contour drawing, gesture, quick
sketches and longer drawings will all be practiced. A
variety of dry and wet media will be used to develop
fluency using the visual elements.
13389
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/23-3/13
Macca
Supply list: joe.macca15@pcc.edu

9FA 630F You Can Draw! One Day
Workshop

Museum

6pm-7:50pm
$145
6:30pm-8:50pm
$169

at Portland Art

Visit museum galleries to explore sketching,
shading composition, value, color and perspective
with graphite and colored pencil. Immerse
yourself in great works and learn from them
and your drawing community. Supplies:
pamela.consear@pcc.edu.

14832
Downtown ARTMSM LOBBY 11:30am-2:20pm
$165
Wed
1/11-3/1
Consear
$ 25 payable to Portland Art Museum for one-year pass.
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9FA 609F Ink Drawing with Watercolor
Washes

Experiment with ink and watercolor. Practice basic
ink drawing skills, and investigate the particularities
of using a technical pen versus using a quill. Explore
your own style while combining media.

12957
Remote
ZOOM
Fri
1/20-3/24
Barnum
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/leslie-barnum

1:30pm-3:50pm
$169

9FA 630B Large-Scale Drawing
Utilize nontraditional methods to create an
expressive, ambitious body of work. Explore the
physicality and other interesting challenges of
working on a large canvas or paper using ink, acrylic
and pastel.
14605
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
2/20-3/13
Guttman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman

2pm-4:50pm
$ 95

9FA 609D Nature Journaling From Your
Window
Learn to sketch the natural world around you.
Explore basic drawing skills to see what’s outside
your window. Class includes PDF handouts, slide
show, demos and drawing time with feedback.

14573
Remote
ZOOM
Sat
2/4
Goodell
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/jill-goodell

10am-3:50pm
$ 49

Drawing: Comics
and Illustration
Explore and develop comics such as memoir,
journalistic, biographical, historical, science/naturebased or any other type of illustrated nonfiction
narrative. Class sessions include sharing ideas and
suggestions, as well as drawing time.

9FA 609T Reading,

Comics

5:30pm-7:50pm
$169

Writing and Drawing

Dive into the craft of modern comics, build
understanding of how comics are made and feel
empowered to begin publishing your own work. All
levels welcome.

13302
SE Campus TABOR 135
Mon
1/23-3/13
McNamee
Supply list: audra.mcnamee1@pcc.edu

6pm-7:20pm
$ 95

Teach at PCC and
share your knowledge
and experiences.
Visit pcc.edu/communityed
and click Teach a class
16

9FA 630Z Art From Within
Bring your dreams and thoughts into the art making
process with drawing and painting. Using simple
materials and writing prompts we will discover
personal symbols and create art based on the
interior world. No art experience necessary.
14847
SE Campus TABOR 127
Mon
1/23-3/13
Dittmer
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/julie-henning

4pm-5:50pm
$125

You may also like Tools for Getting Unstuck on
page 35
9FA 630W Art Journaling
Discover creative, personalized ways to document
life events, explore issues and emotions, or simply
play around with colors, images and text. Ignite your
imagination on the page. Class includes demos and
studio time. All levels welcome.
14845
SE Campus TABOR 127
Sat
1/21-3/11
Consear
Supply list: pamela.consear@pcc.edu

1pm-2:50pm
$ 95

9FA 600Q Creative Journey
Explore art-making as a fruitful part of your personal
journey, especially during times of transition or
transformation. Use personal symbols, painting,
collage, photography and journaling to encourage
creative flow. All levels welcome.
14846
SE Campus TABOR 127
Thu
1/19-3/9
Dittmer
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/julie-henning

9FA 609O Nonfiction Comics and
Graphic Novels

14753
Cascade
TEB 121
Wed
1/11-3/15
Bak
Supplies: todd.bak@pcc.edu

Mixed Media

6pm-8:20pm
$145

9FA 627B Creative Thinking in Visual Art
Open new paths of visual thinking and problemsolving as you develop content and narrative based
on your relationship to sound, color, poetry, music,
memory. Use paint and mixed media as conduits for
artistic expression.
14557
SE Campus TABOR 133
Thu
2/2-3/2
Guttman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman

10am-12:50pm
$119

9FA 629V Creativity on the Page:
Writing Meets Art

Use a combination of poetry and art to express
yourself. Work with writing and art prompts, with
options from photography to painting, to create
mixed genre creative pieces. All levels welcome; no
prior writing or art experience needed.

14848
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/24-2/28
Ebba
Supply list: angie.ebba@pcc.edu

7pm-8:50pm
$ 95

You may also like Photography classes on page 13

Painting

9FA 627M Land and Sea Painting
Explore landscapes, seascapes or any celebration
of nature in watercolor or acrylics. Capture light
and atmosphere, and learn about design and
composition. Expect personal attention, demos and
constructive feedback. All levels welcome.
14852
Rock Creek BLDG3 105
Sat
2/25-3/4
Labadie
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/edward-labadie

9am-2:50pm
$ 95

9FA 623L Painting

Acrylics/Watercolor:
Stop Dithering, Start Creating

Try experiments to create pathways for
inspiration, new directions, and personal creative
growth; overcome temptation to obsess over
inconsequential details. All levels welcome.
Expect encouragement, demos, practical painting
techniques.
14853
Rock Creek BLDG3 105
Sat
3/11-3/18
Labadie
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/edward-labadie

9am-2:50pm
$ 95

9FA 616E Sketching and Painting
Combine the best lessons of quick sketches and
painting in one class. Simplify a complex scene
with rapid studies, then advance to watercolors
or acrylics. Expect demos, design and individual
attention. All skill levels welcome.
14850
Rock Creek BLDG3 105
Sat
1/28-2/4
Labadie
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/edward-labadie

9am-2:50pm
$ 95

9FA 616V Understanding Color
Learn how to mix true color, how to create a
successful color composition by using color
harmony and the movement of light over forms.
Subjects will include still life and more.
14570
Remote
ZOOM
2pm-4:50pm
$119
Mon
1/9-2/13
Guttman
No class 1/16. Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman
You may also like Procreate for Illustration on
page 23

Painting:
Acrylics and Oils
9FA 627F Acrylics Are Easy
Learn the step-by-step essentials, from washes to
glazes and opaques. Discover how easy they are
to alter and correct for fresh starts. All levels and
styles welcome; personal attention, demos and
constructive critiques.
14851
Rock Creek BLDG3 105
Sat
2/11-2/18
Labadie
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/edward-labadie

9am-2:50pm
$ 95

9FA 616J Dynamic Abstract Painting
Learn how to “think” abstract, so that color and
form are the main subject matter. Forms are
reduced to essential shapes and left for the
viewer to interpret. Mixed media in 3D will be
incorporated.

9FA 616D Painting: Acrylics and Oils
Join this community of painters who work on
individual projects. Focus on encouraging individual
style in oils or acrylics. Instructor guides you with
new skills, techniques and creative problem solving.
All levels welcome.

13301
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-2/15
Guttman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman

10970
Lk Oswego LKWOOD STUDIO 9:30am-12:20pm
$165 + $ 29 fee
Fri
1/20-3/10
Guttman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman

2pm-4:50pm
$135
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9FA 627A Classical Oil Painting Studio
Explore chiaroscuro (“light-dark”) studio painting in
oils. Mix shadow colors and mix local color. Learn to
use classical composition methods, model form and
master edge work. Create the illusion of atmosphere
in your paintings.
11498
SE Campus TABOR 133
Tue
1/10-2/28
Guttman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/elena-guttman

10am-12:50pm
$165

9FA 631O Still Life Painting with Acrylics
Create dynamic compositions of household
objects with a realistic sense of color, space and
atmosphere. Through demos and assignments,
explore color, texture, shape, negative space and
theme. For students with some drawing experience.
15103
Cascade
MAHB 222
Thu
1/12-3/16
Kitman
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/suzy.kitman15

6pm-7:50pm
$145

Painting: Watercolor
9FA 624L Watercolor for Beginners
Take the intimidation out of watercolor painting, by
experimenting and playing as you paint. Practice
techniques and color mixing. Initially we’ll just paint
simple shapes and we’ll work up to using nature as
inspiration for our paintings.
12663
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/19-3/23
Barnum
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/leslie-barnum

9FA 630P Paint

Gouache

with Bold Color in

Learn the basics of gouache, an opaque watercolor
which you can use to create vibrant paintings. It is
very portable, great for sketching with color or for
creating finished paintings. Build your skills with this
versatile medium.
14558
SE Campus TABOR 127
1:30pm-3:50pm
$169
Mon
1/9-3/20
Barnum
No class 1/16. Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/leslie-barnum
9FA 602S Watercolor:

Basics

Beyond the

If you are familiar with the basics of watercolor
and would like to practice and develop your skills
further, join this community of painters. We will have
demonstrations, studio time, sharing work with
peers and individual feedback.

13114
Remote
ZOOM
Fri
1/20-3/24
Barnum
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/leslie-barnum

10am-12:20pm
$169

13221
SE Campus TABOR 127
Tue
1/17-3/21
Barnum
Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/leslie-barnum

10am-12:20pm
$169

Writing
9WRI 602M Playwriting: Write A
10-Minute Play

Through discussions, writing exercises, and
readings, explore dramatic structure, character,
conflict and setting. Also examine site-specific and
zoom platform possibilities. By the end, you will
have created a 10-page play. All levels.
14751
Remote
Sun
1/15-2/12
Bring writing tools.

ZOOM
Stein

10am-11:50am
$75

You may also like Film Noir, Neo-Noir and
Hollywood Movies of the 1980’s on page 39
9WRI 602S Sketch Comedy Workshop
Sketch comedy fan? Learn how to find material,
develop characters and explore story techniques.
Watch videos, read examples and dive into writing
your own piece. Share your work with others, hear it
read aloud and get feedback. All levels.
14752
Sylvania
Sat
1/28
Bring writing tools.

TCB 215
Stein

10am-3:50pm
$ 49

10am-12:20pm
$169

12955
SE Campus TABOR 127
10am-12:20pm
$169
Mon
1/9-3/20
Barnum
No class 1/16. Supply list: pcc.edu/staff/leslie-barnum

9FA 631T Color Harmony and Textures in
Watercolor

Explore how to mix and work with colors,
broadening your options. Create more harmonious
compositions and save on material costs. Make
textures with elements from your home. Learn some
color theory along the way. All levels welcome.
15012
NW Portland FRNHSE GRDN 6pm-8:20pm
$145 + $15 fee
Mon
1/23-3/20
Bertran
No class 2/20. Supply list: yara.bertran@pcc.edu

Instructor Spotlight: Yara Bertran

Yara has worked at museums and non-profits in San
Diego and Mexico City, supporting the education
departments with gallery tours and hands-on
workshops for diverse groups in English and
Spanish. Her own watercolors and illustrations reflect
the influences of Mexican colors and traditions, as
well as her life in the U.S. Yara is currently working on
her MFA in Applied Crafts and Design at PNCA.
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1-On-1 Writing Coaching
Sessions last 45 minutes. Your instructor will
contact you by the first week of term to schedule.
Use your sessions within the term; no refunds for
unused sessions. Individual sessions must be
canceled with your instructor 24 hours in advance;
otherwise the session is counted against your
package total. You must be registered before
participating in a writing session.

1-On-1 Writing Coaching: 3 Session
Package, continued
13521 Remote

1/9-3/25

Forrester

$135

Remote

1/9-3/25

Watson

$135

13518

9WRI 612G 1-On-1

Writing Coaching:
5 Session Package
15135

Remote

1/9-3/25

Amberson

$ 225

If you want to drop, you must do so online via MyPCC
or by contacting a Registration office within six
calendar days after the start of the term. No drops or
refunds on partially used coaching packages.

12919

Remote

1/9-3/25

Ebba

$ 225

13523 Remote

1/9-3/25

Forrester

$ 225

13520 Remote

1/9-3/25

Watson

$ 225

Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

9WRI 612H 1-On-1

Instructor Profiles and Availability
Joshua Amberson

(personal essay, memoir, literary fiction, freelancing,
zines, small-press publishing)
joshua.amberson@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue-Thu, 12pm-6pm
Joshua offers suggestions and possibilities, helping
writers take risks and move through blocks. He
publishes his work in zines, books, newspapers and
digital media.

Angie Ebba

(poetry, publishing, zines, chapbooks, queer writing,
writing about health disability)
angie.ebba@pcc.edu
Availability: Mon-Fri, 9am-7pm
Angie asks questions, explores techniques, and
provides feedback to help you produce your best
writing based on personal goals. She believes in the
power of writing to help understand ourselves, build
connections, and create change. She publishes
poetry, essays, and zines in print and online, and is
a performance artist.

Jenny Forrester

Writing Coaching:
10 Session Package

15134

Remote

1/9-3/25

Writer’s Block:
A Class for Writers Stuck in a Rut

Move past your writer’s block or fear of sharing.
Stretch the boundaries of your comfort zone
with timed writing sessions, a variety of prompts
(including phrases, objects, and memory work) and
in-class sharing. All levels welcome.
5:30pm-6:50pm
$ 95

9WRI 628Q Writing:

Inspired by
Contemporary Women Writers

Each week we explore a theme such as Duty,
Bodies, Believability or Badness. We read work
published post-2000 by women authors like Carmen
Maria Machado, Ottessa Moshfegh and Ruth Ozeki.
We also do related writings and share our work.
ZOOM
Watson

Remote
1/23-2/27

ZOOM
Chelf

6pm-7:50pm
$ 95

Memoir and Nonfiction
You may also like Personal Storytelling
Introduction on page 13

9WRI 602Y Hybridity

9WRI 612T Banish

13392
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/17-3/14
Watson
No class 2/14. Bring writing materials.

14771
Mon

$ 450

Fundamentals

12934
Remote
Wed
1/18-3/8
Bring writing materials.

(memoir/creative nonfiction)
jennifer.forrester@pcc.edu
Availability: Fri-Mon, 9am-7pm

Amberson

9WRI 602Z Writing: Place
More than setting and details, place is the
emotional resonance and broader context of
character. We’ll discuss craft essays, creative
nonfiction, fiction, poetry and flash. We’ll do
timed writing prompts and share our writing and
feedback.

5:30pm-6:50pm
$ 95

in Memoir:
So Many Possibilities

What does hybridity mean for the memoir you’re
working on? What are the rules you can make
for yourself to write the story only you can write?
We’ll discuss ways to create art from your life’s
experiences and create cohesive storytelling.
14606
Remote
Sun
1/15-2/5
Bring writing materials.

ZOOM
Forrester

1pm-2:50pm
$ 59

Class Spotlight:

If you’ve got poetry, song lyrics, and some
drawings, and are combining them into one
wirting project, you’ve got a working familiarity
with hybridity. Likewise, if you’re writing according
to a unifying theme through the lens of the
personal, philosophical, and political, this, too,
is the practice of ‘hybridity.’ There are many
examples of hybridity in creative nonfiction
literature from Claudia Rankine’s Citizen to Anne
Boyer’s The Undying. Learn more with author
Jenny Forrester.

Jenny writes and publishes anthologies and books.
Other people publish her work, too.

Katie Borak Watson

(short stories, essays, flash fiction, queer stories,
nature writing)
kathryn.watson1@pcc.edu
Availability: Mon-Fri, 8am-8pm
Katie seeks unexplored avenues in your writing,
asks questions, and works through rough patches
or roadblocks with you. In their own writing Katie
makes short erasure poems as well as long
stories about icebergs, fanaticism, subverting the
patriarchy, and the sea.

1-On-1 Writing Coaching

Whether you have a particular project in mind or just
want to get your writing juices flowing, working with
a writing coach can help you focus and get work on
the page. With regular meetings and assignments,
develop discipline and dig in.
9WRI 601A 1-On-1 Writing Coaching:
3 Session Package
13495 Remote

18

1/9-3/25

Ebba

$135

Writing
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9WRI 628X Perzines: Writing Your Story
Explore the world of perzines: DIY mini-magazines of
personal experiences, reflections and observations.
Look at examples of this genre of self-publishing that
flourishes in Portland, then create your own.
12932
Remote
Sat
2/4-2/18
Bring pencil and paper.

ZOOM
Jones

10am-11:50am
$ 49

Poetry

9WRI 620D Writing: Grammar for the
Real World

Become a better writer by looking at the structure of
your sentences. Learn and practice in a judgmentfree, relaxed, supportive social atmosphere with
others who live and write in the real world. For
anyone who is fairly fluent in English.
14842
Sat

CLIMB Ctr
1/14-3/18

CLIMB 301
Naas

10am-11:20am
$115

9WRI 628S Poetry in Political Times
Poetry has always been a tool for navigating political
and social issues, helping us develop empathy and
create change. Read poetry of many eras, discuss
its role in society and write some of your own. All
levels and viewpoints welcome.
14556
Thu

SE Campus
3/2-3/23

SCOM 314
Ebba

9WRI 602H Poetry

Pairings: Combining
the Love of Words and Food

14604
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
2/13-3/6
Ebba
Supply list: angie.ebba@pcc.edu

5:30pm-7:50pm
$75

You may also like Food and Drink classes on
page 27
9WRI 602C Poetry

Play: Having Fun with
your Inner Creator

Let’s play in this one-day workshop full of games,
prompts, fun forms, and collaborative writing
designed to get your creative juices excited! New
to writing, or looking for something to stir up your
style? Come write with us!
13470
SE Campus
Sat
2/18
Bring writing materials.

TABOR 137
Ebba

10am-12:50pm
$ 35

• Streaming educational courses
Instructor Spotlight: Jodi Naas

Jodi has a long family history in the Pacific
Northwest and a long personal history as a
teacher. She has been teaching reading and
writing at the college level since 2001 and has also
worked as a technology journalist and a technical
writer. She enjoys exploring the strange, dusty
corners of the English language, and it has been
one of her lifelong dreams to teach a grammar
course just for fun.
9WRI 602X Radical

and Nonfiction

Revision for Fiction

Practice techniques and exercises to fundamentally
refine your original idea, seeing and re-seeing with
generosity and curiosity, learning to notice what
you love in your writing. In the second half of class,
workshop a longer piece.

9WRI 602D Who

14608
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/15
Archibald
Bring writing materials.

Use your creativity to express and explain who you
are to the world, and to yourself. Read poetry, learn
new forms and writing techniques and do mixed
media art projects focused on identity explorations.
All levels welcome.

Online Ed2Go
Writing Classes

I Am: Exploring Personal
Identity Through Poetry and Art

13471
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/18-2/8
Ebba
Supply list: angie.ebba@pcc.edu

6:30pm-8:50pm
$75

Publishing and Editing
9WRI 620C Writer’s Tool Belt: How to
Craft and Sell Your Book

Have a great idea for a book? Nice! But how do
you go about writing, editing and marketing your
story? Get practical tips for improving your writing
and editing skills, and for taking your first steps into
marketing your work.
14770
Rock Creek
Mon
1/23-3/20
Bring writing materials.

BLDG2 110
Agard

7pm-8:20pm
$115

Winter 2023

Are you an older adult who enjoys learning,
lively discussions, and meeting interesting
new people? Join us at the all-volunteer
Senior Studies Institute, a part of PCC
for 30+ years. Any older adult is welcome
to join the more than 200 SSI (Senior
Studies Institute) members who share their
interests. Among our weekly offerings are
(see “Class Schedule” on our website that
lists full descriptions):

7pm-8:50pm
$ 59

Each week we read a food-related poem and create
a simple dish based on that poem. We will then do
our own writing and discuss our work over the food
we’ve cooked. All levels of poets and cooks are
welcome. GF/V options available.

Senior Studies
Institute

6:30pm-7:50pm
$119

Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5
Cost:
‧ $109 fee
Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ Beginning Writer’s Workshop
‧ Writing Essentials
‧ Grammar Refresher Level 1, Level 2
‧ The Keys to Effective Editing
‧ The Craft of Magazine Writing

• Current Events discussions
• Poetry Fun and play readings
• Book and Film study groups
• 2-hour, standalone classes, given
by SSI members and/or outside
presenters, such as “Navigating
the American Healthcare System:
A Primary Care Perspective”, “The
Art and Craft of Cinema Sound”,
“Medicare Fraud”, “The Great Ocean
Liners in History”, “Exploring the Art
of Forgery” and “Curiosity Café –
Culinary Substitutions” - just to
name a few.
Most SSI activities are currently being held
in a virtual, online (Zoom) environment.
This format allows us to continue providing
opportunities for life-long learning while
ensuring the safety and health of our
members. Now that covid restrictions have
been lifted, in-person activities are being
offered on a limited basis at this time.
SSI membership is only $40 a year per
person (or $70 per couple). As a member,
you can attend as few or as many
events as you wish, whenever you wish
. . . No tests, no grades, and no college
experience necessary — just a desire
to learn and make new friends! You are
welcome to attend any two activities as a
guest before deciding whether to join.
Interested? More information about SSI is
available at our website: www.ssipdx.org.
Questions? Please email or call SSI
Membership: SSIMembership2@gmail.com
or 503-941-5020.

ssipdx.org

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Drone Photography and
Videography
Instructor: Ric Stephens

Plan, fly, shoot and edit aerial photos and video with
small drones. This course provides instruction on
drone photography and videography for recreational
and professional applications.

Find this class on page 22

20
20

Careers,
Technology
and Finance
Careers

Online Ed2Go Careers Classes, continued

9CAR 610B eBay: The Basics of Selling!
Learn how to create a seller account, upload
photos, accept online payments and create a listing.
Includes insider tips, tricks and traps, what to sell,
photography, plus the best strategies for selling
antiques and collectibles.
12896
Remote
Mon/Wed 2/20-2/22

ZOOM
Boyd

6pm-8:50pm
$ 59

Online Ed2Go
Careers Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5
Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ Vet Assistant Exploration 1

‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧

Using Social Media for Business
Start Your Own Small Business
Explore a Career in Nursing
Marketing Small Business
Operating a Home Based Business
Start Your Own Arts and Craft Business
Starting a Nonprofit

Career Skills
Communication

Remote
1/12-2/9

ZOOM
Wendel

Contact instructor before registering to insure fit.

Sessions last 45 minutes. Expect additional
materials costs. Use sessions within the term; no
refunds for unused sessions. Individual sessions
must be canceled with your instructor 24 hours in
advance; otherwise the session is counted against
your package total. You must be registered before
participating in a session.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office
within six calendar days after the start of the term.
No drops or refunds on partially used packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

9CAR 600S Public Speaking Basics Now
Develop a topic, create an outline and practice
effective delivery skills for a final five minute speech
given at the last class. Also practice impromptu
speaking and managing nervousness in a fun,
supportive environment.
14732
Thu

1-On-1 Public Speaking
Coaching

7pm-8:20pm
$ 65

You may also like Don't Just Talk, Communicate
on page 35

Instructor Profile and Availability
Joseph Britton

joseph.britton1@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue-Fri, 10am-12:30pm; 1-3pm, 5:30pm6:30pm
Joseph’s experience is vast as both a professor and
an author in the subject of public speaking. At

1-On-1 Public Speaking Coaching
continues on next page

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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1-On-1 Public Speaking Coaching,
continued

Online Ed2Go Career Skills Classes,
continued

Princeton University, Joseph was an instructor in
mindfulness studies and a trainer in leadership. He
was also a professor of Public Speaking at Osaka
Metropolitan University in Japan. In Tokyo, he
directed Japan’s first international executive speech
training company. Joseph is now currently a speech
coach using mindfulness and excited to work with
students to improve their skills.

Sue Wendel

sue.wendel@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue-Thu, 1pm-5pm
Have a work presentation or special occasion
speech to give? Work with Sue to develop your
speech and sharpen your presentation skills.
Each session is tailored to your needs. Sue
achieved the highest ranking in Toastmasters,
coaches educators and business speakers, and
holds a Masters in Communication from Portland
State University.

1-On-1 Public
Speaking Coaching

Want to enhance and energize your public speaking
and presentation skills? With sessions that are
tailored to your specific goals, 1-on-1 public
speaking coaching is an excellent way to build and
expand your delivery skills, increase confidence,
and manage nervousness.
9RCS 619N 1-On-1 Public Speaking
Coaching: 3 Session Package
Remote

1/9-3/25

Britton

$135

13505 Remote

1/9-3/25

Wendel

$135

13516

9RCS 619O 1-On-1

Public Speaking
Coaching: 5 Session Package
Remote

1/9-3/25

Britton

$ 225

13506 Remote

1/9-3/25

Wendel

$ 225

13517

Online Ed2Go
Career Skills Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5
Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ Effective Business Writing
‧ Keys Effective Communication
‧ Fundamentals of Supervision/Management 1

Senior Discount

More info: pcc.edu/senior
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‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧
‧

Mastering Public Speaking
Writing for ESL
Business Analysis
A to Z Grant Writing
Get Grants!
Administrative Assistant Fundamentals
Accounting Fundamentals
Accounting Fundamentals: Level 2
Fundamentals of Supervision/Management 1
Computer Skills for the Workplace
PMP Cert Prep 1
Project Management Fundamentals
Leadership
Start a Consulting Practice
Business Analysis
Business Communication

Computer
Skills and
Technology
9COM 613X Build Your Own PC Computer
Learn core computer components, how they work
together, safety protocols and how to build your
own PC computer. A mix of lectures and hands-on
workshops. Bring #2 phillips screwdriver. iFixit Pro
Tech or Mako toolkit recommended.
14571
SE Campus TABOR 138
Sat
1/21-2/18
Gilmore
PC parts list given in class.

10am-11:50am
$109

Class Spotlight:

9COM 600G Drone Photography and
Videography

Plan, fly, shoot and edit aerial photos and video with
small drones. This course provides instruction on
drone photography and videography for recreational
and professional applications.
14599
Mon

Remote
1/23-2/13

ZOOM
Stephens

9COM 610M Google

Apps

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 99

Drive, Docs and

Explore Google Drive, Google Docs including
Docs, Sheets, Slides, Forms and other fun Google
apps. You’ll understand how sharing and different
permissions work and how to store your files and
folders in Google (Cloud) Drive.
13305
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:20pm
$ 65
Wed
2/8-2/22
Wahlke
Prerequisite: basic understanding of using your computer.

9COM 613Y Introduction to Augmented,
Virtual and Mixed Reality
Discuss the history, evolution and future of these
burgeoning technologies, and the hardware and
software used to build and deploy experiences including those you’ll have in class. Explore their
applications across various industries.

14731
Cascade
CH 209
7pm-8:20pm
Thu
1/19-2/23
Sanchez-River $129
No expertise needed. Bring smartphone and laptop if you can.

9COM 613Z Intro

Making

to Mini-Documentary

Explore concepts and skills of planning, shooting,
editing and presenting a brief documentary about
any topic from a family vacation to a political issue.
Basic video editing experience helpful but not
required.
14686
SE Campus SCOM 316
6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 219
Wed
1/18-3/8
Roberts
Must have device with iMovie or Adobe Premiere Rush.

After building his first computer in 2012, instructor
Tom Gilmore developed a love for technology and
hardware. Through various roles in digital literacy
education and technology refurbishment, Tom has
built over a hundred computers and refurbished
hundreds more. He has been teaching individuals
to build computers for about seven years. Now he’s
looking forward to teaching you how to build and
troubleshoot your first DIY computer!
9CAR 600B Drone Pilot Basics
Learn drone technology and techniques for
aerial photography/videography, mapping, 3D
modeling and other applications. The class will
also help prepare for the FAA safety and remote
pilot tests.
11517
Thu

Remote
1/19-2/9

ZOOM
Stephens

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 99

If you are 62 years of age or over
when classes begin, you are eligible
to receive a 50% tuition discount!

Instructor Spotlight: Steve Roberts

Steve uses technology regularly in his career
teaching students all around the world. He has a
passion for introducing students of all ages to a
variety of digital tools and projects for sharing their
learning and stories of personal interest. Steve is
impressed by the innovative and creative media
they often produce. In his spare time, he volunteers
to crew on community TV shows, streams live
local high school sports, and co-produces nature
documentaries.
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Careers, Technology and Finance
Mac/Apple
Fundamentals
9COM 613L Mac Tips and Tricks
Explore your preferences, customize your Mac,
learn shortcuts and tips to increase efficiency,
electronically sign documents, use multiple
desktops, screen record, find forgotten passwords
and more!
13158
Tue

Remote
1/17-1/31

ZOOM
Wahlke

6pm-7:20pm
$ 65

9COM 610O Photos for Mac
An in-depth exploration of the features in Mac’s
latest photo manager app, Photos. Learn how to
view, import, export, tag, share, edit and start
creating albums, books, cards and calendars.
12895
Tue

Remote
2/21-3/7

ZOOM
Wahlke

6pm-7:20pm
$ 65

You may also like Photo Restoration on page 13

1-On-1 Computer
Instruction

Instructors will meet with each student for 1.25
hours for the first session and 1 hour for subsequent
sessions.
Use sessions within the term; no refunds for
unused sessions. Individual sessions must be
canceled with your instructor 24 hours in advance;
otherwise the session is counted against your
package total. You must be registered before
participating in a session.
Contact instructor before registering to insure fit.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office within
six calendar days after the start of the term. No
drops or refunds on partially used packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Instructor Profiles and Availability
Zita Podany

zita.podany@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue-Thu, 2pm-8pm; Sat-Sun, 2pm-8pm
Zita is an experienced teacher, tutor and computerlearning cheerleader. She has taught computer
applications for over 20 years at the K-12 and
college levels. Her repertoire includes Microsoft
Office, Web Design (including HTML and CSS),
Photo/graphics editing, desktop publishing
(brochures, newsletters, flyers), presentations, and
Google Apps. So let’s roll up those sleeves and
tackle those keys!

Windy Wahlke

Microsoft Office

1-On-1 Computer Instruction

Most of us use only a fraction of the tools
accessible via our computers. Work at your
own pace with an expert and patient instructor
to identify and work toward your technology
goals, whether for personal or business use. For
Mac and PC users. See instructor profiles for
specific topics.
9COM 621O 1-On-1 Computer
Instruction: 3 Session Package

9COM 616M Procreate for Illustration
Procreate is an affordable, accessible, and easy to
use illustration app for the iPad. Explore techniques
and shortcuts, then implement them in a weekly
assignment. Create a better workflow and optimize
your potential.
14730
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:50pm
$169
Wed
1/25-3/8
Fry
Must have iPad and stylus, and computer or smartphone.
You may also like Understanding Color on page 16

13500 Remote
For PC users only.

1/9-3/25

Podany

$195

13497 Remote
For Mac users only.

1/9-3/25

Wahlke

$195

9COM 621P 1-On-1

Computer Instruction:
5 Session Package
13502 Remote
For PC users only.

1/9-3/25

Podany

$ 305

13498 Remote
For Mac users only.

1/9-3/25

Wahlke

$ 305

9COM 621Q 1-on-1

Computer Instruction:
10 session package
13503 Remote
For PC users only.

1/9-3/25

Podany

$ 610

13499 Remote
For Mac users only.

1/9-3/25

Wahlke

$ 610

Desktop Publishing and
Graphic Design

Microsoft Office
9COM 613Q Basics

Excel

of Using Microsoft

Enter data. Set up basic formulas and functions.
Learn to filter and sort data. Apply basic formatting
including conditional formatting. Use basic graphs.
Most skills can be applied to Google Sheets and
other spreadsheets.
13475
Thu

Cascade
2/2-3/2

TEB 226
Podany

9COM 613P Basics

Word

6pm-8:20pm
$179

of Using Microsoft

Learn to copy, cut, paste, move text. Choose fonts,
sizes, colors and other formatting options. Use
indents and tabs effectively. Insert images and learn
when to use text wrapping. Save and retrieve files.
Name and manage your files.
13479
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-8:20pm
$145
Wed
2/1-2/22
Podany
Must have Word installed on your computer.

Programming

windy.wahlke15@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue-Sat, 2pm-7pm

9COM 600Q Digital Illustration with
Photoshop

9COM 613N Python

Windy brings over 8 years teaching Mac classes
for Community Education. She will work with
you to identify your individual Mac computer skill
needs and will customize each session to support,
coach and build upon those skills in key areas
including navigation, customization, creation, and
collaboration (the four “tions”!)

Photoshop is a tool for augmentation as well as
creation. Explore digital media, compose characters
and build scenes. Basic and intermediate
techniques will be introduced so you can play and
hone your skills in digital art and illustration.

This course introduces students to Python’s data
science stack-libraries such as NumPy, Pandas,
Matplotlib and related tools-to effectively store,
manipulate and gain insight from data. Prior Python
knowledge is required for this course.

13379
Remote
ZOOM
Sat
1/21-2/18
Skrzynski
Supply list: mike.skrzynski@pcc.edu

13343
Remote
ZOOM
5pm-7:50pm
$ 295
Tue
1/10-2/28
Dindukurthi
Requirements: pcc.edu/staff/ramesh-dinduk

10am-11:50am
$149

Introduction

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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9COM 621U Python Machine Learning
Introduction

Focus on supervised machine learning algorithms.
Understand principles behind regression and
classification. Implement and analyze linear and
non-linear models. Implement and organize projects
in training, validation, feature engineering.
14834
Remote
ZOOM
5pm-7:50pm
$ 349
Thu
1/12-3/9
Dindukurthi
Requirements: pcc.edu/staff/ramesh-dindukurthi

9COM 616L Python Programming Intro
Write programs to declare variables, decision
statements, loops, functions, lists, tuples and
dictionaries and object oriented programming
techniques. Emphasis on disciplined program
development such as incremental and modular
development.
12657
Remote
ZOOM
9am-11:50am
$ 295
Sat
1/14-3/4
Dindukurthi
Requirements: pcc.edu/staff/ramesh-dindukurthi

Web Design and
Development

Build A Personal or Professional Website
with Google Sites, continued
14836
Remote
ZOOM
7pm-8:20pm
$119
Mon
1/9-2/13
Podany
No class 1/16. Set-up instructions: zita.podany@pcc.edu

PC Computer Fundamentals
‧ Keyboarding for PC
‧ Windows 10: Level 1

9CAR 610O Create

Accounting and Spreadsheets
‧ QuickBooks 2019: Level 1 ($129 fee)
‧ QuickBooks Online: Level 1

a Website for Fun,
Profit and Business!

Discover the best copy/paste, drag and drop
website builders that will meet your needs and
create an appealing, dynamic, small business
website. Included is a complete comparison review
of the top website and e-commerce store builders.
12897
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
2/21
Boyd
No programming experience necessary.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 49

Online Ed2Go
Computer Skills and
Technology Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5

9COM 600Z Build

A Personal or
Professional Website with Google
Sites

Google Sites is free, easy to use and requires no
design or coding background. Choose a theme then
customize with image carousel, embedded video
or announcement banner. Google Drive and Google
Apps experience is helpful but not required.

Online Ed2Go Computer Skills and
Technology Classes, continued

Cost:
‧ $109 fee (unless otherwise noted)

Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ A+ Cert Prep Level 1
‧ Understanding the Cloud

Desktop Publishing and Graphic Design
‧ Photoshop CC: Level 1
‧ InDesign CC: Level 1
MS Office 2019/Office 365
‧ Microsoft Office 2019/365 Value Suite ($ 325 fee)
‧ MS Excel 2019/Office 365: Level 1 ($129 fee)
‧ MS PowerPoint 2019/ Office 365 Level 1 ($129 fee)
‧ MS Word 2019/Office 365 Level 1 ($129 fee)
‧ MS Access 2019/Office 365 Level 1 ($129 fee)
Programming
‧ C# Programming Level 1
‧ C++ for the Absolute Beginner
‧ CompTIA Security+ Cert Prep
‧ Java Programming Level 1
‧ JavaScript
‧ Network and + Certification Prep
‧ Python 3 Programming
‧ SQL Level 1 or 2
Web Design and Development
‧ Creating Web Pages
‧ Creating WordPress Websites
‧ CSS and XHTML: Level 1
‧ PHP and MySQL: Level 1

Personal
Finance
9MNY 610Y E-commerce

Explained

Marketplace

Discover the current online virtual store options
to sell used personal items, products or create
your own online shop for your business. Discover
selling platforms while exploring their size, product
categories and typical buyers and sellers. Set your
direction and find out which e-shop is the best
match for your online selling success!
14733
Thu

Remote
3/9

ZOOM
Boyd

6pm-8:50pm
$ 55

9MNY 617E Do I Need a Financial
Advisor?

Do you have lingering questions about your
finances? Learn about how financial decisions can
impact your life and future retirement. Find out ways
to tell if it is in your best interest to become the
expert in your personal finances and when to hire a
professional for guidance.
14572
Tue

Computer Skills

24

Remote
2/28

ZOOM
Patterson

6:30pm-7:50pm
$ 29

You may also like Self Development classes on
page 35
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Careers, Technology and Finance
Managing Your Money
and Investments
9MNY 617B Avoid

Procrastination in
Estate Planning

Don’t make estate planning harder by waiting. Find
your motivation for completing this important work
and overcome estate planning procrastination.
Learn techniques that will help you stay focused
and finish.
14578
Wed

Remote
2/8

ZOOM
Noxel

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 39

Retirement
9MNY 610T How

Income Plan

Retirement Planning Today, continued
13345
Remote
Tue
3/7-3/14
Materials included.

ZOOM
Adler

6:30pm-8:30pm
$ 49

9MNY 616I Rejuvenate Your Retirement
For those who are close to or currently retired.
Discover financial strategies designed to achieve
retirement objectives such as tax-efficient income
planning, estate planning, social security options,
investment choices and more.
13535
Thu

Remote
1/19-1/26

ZOOM
Beckhusen

1pm-2:50pm
$ 39

14598
Tue

Remote
1/31-2/7

ZOOM
Beckhusen

9:30am-11:50am
$ 39

9MNY 616X How

to Create a Retirement

Learn how to design an income plan for your
retirement. Gain knowledge on how to supplement
your Social Security and pension with your
retirement savings. Learn two established strategies
on how to manage your retirement savings for life.

to Maximize Social
Security Income

Understand how SSA Retirement Benefits work
and how to maximize your income throughout
retirement. Learn the mistakes that fully half of all
retirees make and how to avoid making them, and
the things your local SSA office cannot tell you.
12724
Tue

Remote
2/7

ZOOM
Duell

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 29

13346
Thu

Remote
2/23

ZOOM
Patterson

6pm-8:20pm
$ 39

12826
Tue

Remote
1/17

ZOOM
Duell

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 29

13347
Sat

Remote
2/25

ZOOM
Patterson

12pm-2:20pm
$ 39

14332
Tue

Remote
3/7

ZOOM
Duell

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 29

9MNY 610U How

to Know Your
Retirement Readiness

Learn your retirement readiness. Gain knowledge
to know if you are financially ready for retirement.
Discover if Social Security, pension and savings are
enough to provide retirement income. Perfect for
those within 5 years of retirement.
13350
Tue

Remote
2/21

ZOOM
Patterson

6pm-8:20pm
$ 39

13351
Sat

Remote
2/25

ZOOM
Patterson

8:30am-10:50am
$ 39

9MNY 610V Savvy

Retirees

Tax Planning for

Most retirees pay substantially more in taxes than
they should, which can be avoided or reduced
with proper planning. Learn how to adapt to the
continually changing retirement distributions rules
to maximize income in retirement.
14469
Thu

Remote
2/23

ZOOM
Beckhusen

9:30am-11:50am
$ 29

14470
Tue

Remote
1/24

ZOOM
Beckhusen

1pm-2:50pm
$ 29

9MNY 616F Retirement Planning TodayTM
Blend financial education with life planning to build
wealth, align money with your values, and achieve
your retirement and legacy planning goals.
11796
Remote
Sat
2/4-2/11
Materials included.

ZOOM
Adler

9:30am-11:30am
$ 49

11797
Remote
Tue
1/31-2/7
Materials included.

ZOOM
Adler

$ 49

13344
Remote
Sat
3/4-3/11
Materials included.

ZOOM
Adler

$ 49

6:30pm-8:30pm

9:30am-11:30am

9MNY 617D Thrive in Retirement
Learn retirement tips, demystify myths and explore
key areas to focus on when entering into retirement.
A financial professional will cover ten important
questions individuals should be asking and able to
answer themselves in order to thrive and worry less
on their retirement journey.
14729
Sat

Rock Creek
3/25

BLDG2 110
Duell

9MNY 610R Property

Basics

Remote
1/10-3/16

Management

ZOOM
Immanuel-Boli

Online Ed2Go Personal Finance Classes,
continued
‧
‧
‧
‧

Personal Finance
Stocks, Bonds, and Investing: Oh, My!
Real Estate Investing
Where Does All My Money Go?

9:30am-10:30am
$ 29

Becoming a landlord brings rewards and
challenges. Avoid the pitfalls and learn the ins and
outs including setting and collecting rent, finding
tenants, maintaining your property, paying taxes
and more. Taught by a professional.
14728
Tue/Thu

Personal Finance

6:30pm-7:50pm
$149 + $ 25 fee

Online Ed2Go Personal
Finance Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5
Cost:
‧ $109 fee
Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ Keys to Successful Money Management

Test
Preparation
Online Ed2Go Test
Preparation Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5
Cost:
‧ $109 fee
Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ SAT/ACT Preparation 1: Verbal
‧ SAT/ACT Preparation 2: Math
‧ GRE Preparation 1: Verbal and Analytical
‧ GRE Preparation 2: Quantitative
‧ LSAT Preparation 1

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Dog and Cat Care

Instructor: Cristen Yurkoski
If you’ve ever wanted to know more about caring for
your canine and/or feline companions, this class is
for you! Learn about care basics, the importance of
preventative care, some common health concerns
and the kinds of clinical signs to look for that warrant
a trip to the veterinarian.

Find this class on page 35

26
26

Home, Garden
and Self
Do It Yourself Emergency
Food
(DIY)
Preparedness and Drink
9HB 625G Build a Lamp
Build your own original and handmade lamp for
your home or office. Students will bring in a found
object of their choice and turn it into a custom
lamp, complete with wiring under the guidance of a
resident lamp maker.
14792
Sat

NE Portland METSAL SHOP
3/25
Manley

11am-1:50pm
$ 215

14793
Sat

NE Portland METSAL SHOP
2/11
Manley

11am-1:50pm
$ 215

9HB 625I Wiring Basics
Learn the basics of electrical wiring. Explore the
science behind electricity including safety, tools
and proper installation of outlets and switches.
Understand your house panel, outlets in the wall
and even learn the construction of a lamp from plug
to bulb.
14778
Sat

NE Portland METSAL SHOP
1/14
Manley

11am-12:50pm
$195

14780
Sat

NE Portland METSAL SHOP
1/28
Manley

$195

14781
Sat

NE Portland METSAL SHOP
2/25
Manley

$195

14782
Sat

NE Portland METSAL SHOP
3/11
Manley

$195

11am-12:50pm
11am-12:50pm
11am-12:50pm

9YG 620X Create Your Rapid Exit Plan
Learn how to prepare for any natural disaster or
emergency and create a rapid exit plan. Organize
vital information in a Grab-and-Go binder, convert
papers and photo albums into digital format, then
back it all up to the cloud. Learn local evacuation
routes and useful free apps to help prepare you and
your family before disaster strikes.
12905
Thu

Remote
2/23

ZOOM
Boyd

9YG 622A Preparing

Climate Change

6pm-8:50pm
$ 55

for the Effects of

As the earth warms, extreme weather events will
increase in size and frequency. Take steps to make
ourselves and our community more resilient to
these and other disasters and understand the risks
to create a customized plan for your family. This
class will help students at various points in their
emergency preparedness journey.
14600
Sat

Remote
2/25

ZOOM
Hall

9am-11:50am
$ 29

Senior Discount

More info: pcc.edu/senior

You may also like Poetry Pairings: Combining the
Love of Words and Food on page 19
9FD 618W Classic Crepes
Bon appetit! Learn to make traditional crepes that
are delicious with fillings, from simple to elegant,
savory to sweet. Make spinach and mushroom,
chicken with roasted bell pepper sauce, caramel
and pecan, and fresh strawberry crepes.
14808
Remote
Sat
3/25
Must reg/drop by 3/23.

ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

11am-1:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

9FD 626V Classic Winter Comfort Food
There are many dishes that fit in the category of
homey and comforting, but a few are considered
classics. Learn to make a wonderful tamale pie, an
elegant bacon wrap meatloaf that will impress your
friends and the always popular beef stroganoff.
14802
Remote
Tue
1/10
Must reg/drop by 1/8.

ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

6pm-8:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

If you are 62 years of age or over when
classes begin, you are eligible to receive a
50% tuition discount!

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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9FD 604H Plant-Based

Budget

Eating on a

Manage how to eat a plant-based diet on a budget.
Learn tips and tricks for where and how to shop, eat
with the season and how to cook within your means
and family size. Include nutrient dense foods into
your diet while also creating your own signature
recipes in the kitchen!
14823
Thu

Remote
1/12-2/16

ZOOM
Kantor

6:30pm-7:50pm
$125

9FD 626U Elegant Pork Tenderloin
Nothing beats the ease and elegance of a well-made
pork tenderloin for dinner. Learn how to make a pork
tenderloin with fig sauce, Italian pork tenderloin,
caramelized pork with orange and sage and a
Jamaican jerk marinated tenderloin with guava glaze.
14806
Remote
Tue
1/24
Must reg/drop by 1/22.

ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

6pm-8:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

9FD 626T Best Soups for Winter Blues
Nothing comes close to the comforting warmth of
a great bowl of soup in the winter. Learn to make
some of the best loved recipes, starting with beef
and barley, Korean pork and kimchi, Indian coconut
and red lentil and finish with a luxurious crab bisque.
14805
Remote
Sat
1/14
Must reg/drop by 1/12.

ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

11am-1:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

9FD 626P Spice Up Your Life
Explore the health benefits of using fresh herbs and
spices in your everyday meals. Dive into holistic
cooking with a variety of cooking techniques and
make delicious foods and drinks that not only taste
fantastic, but add amazing benefits to your overall
health and wellbeing.

Spice Up Your Life, continued
14829
SE Campus
Mon
2/6-2/27
Must reg/drop by 2/4.

COMX KIT
Romaine

3:20pm-5:50pm
$159 + $ 25 fee

Artisan Bread Baking
9FD 600A Artisan

French Bread

Bread Baking:

Artisan bread baking will give you the tools,
techniques and confidence to learn one of the most
gratifying and oldest skills known to humans; making
bread! Using simple methods and ingredients, you
will bake a fresh loaf of French bread to take home.
14614
Rock Creek
Sat
1/21
Must reg/drop 1/19.

BLDG5 241
Eisenbach

8:30am-12:20pm
$ 69 + $17 fee

9FD 619F Artisan

Bread Baking: English
Muffins and Cinnamon Rolls

We’ll make English muffins and cinnamon roll sticky
buns using classic artisan bread making techniques.
While one batch of dough is rising, we’ll work on the
other bread. Artisan Bread Baking: French Bread is
highly recommended as a prerequisite.
14615
Rock Creek
Sat
2/11
Must reg/drop 2/9.

BLDG5 241
Eisenbach

8:30am-12:20pm
$ 69 + $17 fee

Baking
9FD 625D Great British Baking Class:
Sweet Rolls and Breads

Experience the spirit of Bake-Off without the
pressure! Spark your creativity, expand your
knowledge of baking sweet rolls and breads and
craft your own signature recipe. Practice baking
between classes. Great for home bakers.

Great British Baking Class: Sweet Rolls
and Breads, continued
14611
Remote
ZOOM
11:30am-12:50pm
$ 69 + $10 fee
Tue
1/10-1/31
Eslinger
Must reg/drop by 1/8. Info: pcc.edu/staff/elizebett-eslinger
14612
Remote
ZOOM
7:30pm-8:50pm
$ 69 + $10 fee
Tue
1/10-1/31
Eslinger
Must reg/drop by 1/8. Info: pcc.edu/staff/elizebett-eslinger

9FD 625R Great British Baking Class:
Classic Desserts

Experience the spirit of Bake-Off without the
pressure! Spark your creativity, expand your
knowledge of classic desserts and craft your own
signature recipe. Practice baking between classes.
Great for home bakers.

14784
Remote
ZOOM
11:30am-12:50pm
$ 69 + $10 fee
Tue
2/14-3/7
Eslinger
Must reg/drop by 2/12. Info: pcc.edu/staff/elizebett-eslinger
14785
Remote
ZOOM
7:30pm-8:50pm
$ 69 + $10 fee
Tue
2/14-3/7
Eslinger
Must reg/drop by 2/12. Info: pcc.edu/staff/elizebett-eslinger

International Cuisine
9FD 626Q Ethiopian Cuisine: Meat Stews
To make Ethiopian stews, base sauces are
developed using spice blends and herbs. Learn to
make popular Ethiopian meat stews using pre-made
sauces and learn about the spice blends and the
process of making the sauces.
14820
Remote
Fri
2/3
Must reg/drop by 2/1.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

6pm-7:20pm
$ 49

14821
Remote
Wed
3/8
Must reg/drop by 3/6.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

$ 49

6pm-7:20pm

Artisan Bread Baking
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9FD 624X Ethiopian Cuisine: Lentils
Learn a variety of Ethiopian lentil dishes. Create
delicious and hearty lentil stews and simmering lentil
recipes with veggies with authentic Ethiopian spices.
14587
Remote
Thu
2/16
Must reg/drop by 2/14.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

6pm-7:20pm
$ 49

9FD 626O Ethiopian Cuisine: Asa Tibs
Learn to cook a popular Ethiopian diced fish and stirfry dish simmered in a tasty spice blend of Berbere.
Enjoy this dish with slow simmering vegetables.
14588
Remote
Thu
2/23
Must reg/drop by 2/21.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

6pm-7:20pm
$ 49

9FD 632B Ethiopian Cuisine: Doro Wot
and Veggies

Learn to make the most popular Ethiopian chicken
stew known as Doro Wot along with slow simmering
veggie dishes that utilize traditional spices.
Students will also learn to make Injera, an Ethiopian
fermented flat bread.
12901
Remote
Thu
1/26
Must reg/drop by 1/24.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

6pm-7:20pm
$ 49

14589
Remote
Wed
3/15
Must reg/drop by 3/13.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

$ 49

6pm-7:20pm

9FD 632C Ethiopian Cuisine: Veggies
Learn different methods to make delicious vegetarian
Ethiopian dishes utilizing traditional spices to create
several slow simmering veggie dishes.
12902
Remote
Fri
1/20
Must reg/drop by 1/18.

ZOOM
Woldeyes

6pm-7:20pm
$ 49

9FD 626R Savory Meat Pies
Making a warm and delicious meat pie is great all
year long but especially during cold winter weather.
Learn to make a Moroccan chicken pie, a Russian
salmon pie, an Israeli spiced meat pie and a British
feast of the seven fishes pie.
14803
Remote
Thu
1/19
Must reg/drop by 1/17.

ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

6pm-8:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

9FD 626S Gratin: The French Decadence
There are few dishes that are as iconic and creamier
as the gratin. Learn to make a sweet potato gratin,
leek and potato gratin, Belgium endive and ham
gratin, potato and shiitake gratin.
14804
Remote
Sat
1/21
Must reg/drop by 1/19.

ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

11am-1:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

You may also like French classes on page 40

9FD 633J Tea Time
Explore tea varieties and create your own tea blends
to find your favorite cup of tea. Try your own hand at
making a few trendy Asian recipes including matcha
latte with salted creme, Thai chayen ice tea and
honey boba milk tea.
12945
Remote
Sat
3/4
Must reg/drop by 3/2.

ZOOM
Claussen

Plant-Based Meals
Made Easy Series
You may also like Health Coaching - Nutritional
Wellness: 5 Session Package on page 47
9FD 602G Plant-Based

Easy Series

15077
Remote
Wed
1/11-2/8
Must reg/drop by 1/9.
9FD 602H Fast

Dinners

ZOOM
Tyler

6pm-7:50pm
$119 + $15 fee

and Easy Plant-Based

Hungry and in a hurry? Put together delicious
plant-based meals in under 30 minutes. Learn
easy recipes and tips for what to keep in your
kitchen for quick and easy dinners.

14809
Remote
Wed
1/11
Must reg/drop by 1/9.
9FD 602I Instant

Dishes

ZOOM
Tyler

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29 + $ 3 fee

Pot Plant-Based

The Instant Pot is very versatile with pressure
cooking, steaming, slow-cooking and more.
Explore recipes and techniques that will make
your multi-cooker device a time-saver for you
while you prepare tasty plant-based food.

14814
Remote
Wed
1/18
Must reg/drop by 1/16.

ZOOM
Tyler

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29 + $ 3 fee

9FD 602J Plant-Based Meal Prep
Meal prep always sounds like a great idea, but
how can it be made easier? Discover different
approaches to meal prep and apply them to plantbased dishes. Get organized and produce plantbased dishes fast that you and your family will love.
14815
Remote
Wed
1/25
Must reg/drop by 1/23.

ZOOM
Tyler

9FD 602K Plant-Based

14807
Remote
Tue
3/21
Must reg/drop by 3/19.

14818
Remote
Wed
2/1
Must reg/drop by 1/30.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 35 + $10 fee

Meals Made

Plant-based cooking can fit into your busy life.
Lighten the burden with the right recipes, spicing
secrets and tips to make meal preparation less
stressful and more rewarding for the whole family.
Register for this class to enroll in the series at a
discount.

9FD 600Y Caribbean Cuisine
Enjoy cuisines from various tropical Caribbean
islands. Learn to make coconut and groundnut
soup from St. Kitts, rice and peas from Trinidad,
Jamaican oxtail stew, patacones (fried plantains),
and a soursop drink.
ZOOM
Garcia-Andre

2pm-3:50pm
$ 39 + $10 fee

Made Simple

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29 + $ 3 fee

Breakfasts

Still hungry in the morning? Learn about plantbased proteins and slow-digesting grains. Gain
fast and easy breakfast recipes that will satisfy
your taste buds and keep you full until lunchtime.
ZOOM
Tyler

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29 + $ 3 fee

Plant-Based Meals Made Easy Series,
continued
9FD 602L Plant-based for Picky Eaters
Cooking plant-based meals can be tricky for picky
eaters. Explore the research about picky eaters
and learn skills to build a weekly menu and recipe
ideas that will yield success!
14819
Remote
Wed
2/8
Must reg/drop by 2/6.

ZOOM
Tyler

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29 + $ 3 fee

1-On-1 Plant-Based
Lifestyle Coaching

If you are looking to transition to a more plantbased lifestyle but need help getting there,
working with a plant-based home chef can help
you meet your goals. Design customized meals and
food prep plans all while meeting your nutritional
needs and learning the health benefits of a plantbased diet.
Sessions are 45 minutes and Linda will contact
you by the first week of the term to schedule your
sessions. Use your sessions within the term; no
refunds for unused sessions. Individual sessions
must be canceled with Linda 24 hours in advance;
otherwise the session is counted against your
package total. You must be registered before
participating in a session.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office
within six calendar days after the start of the term.
No drops or refunds on partially used coaching
packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Instructor Profile and Availability
Linda Tyler

tyler.linda@pcc.edu
Availability: Tue, 9am-4pm; Thu, 9am-4pm
Linda is an experienced plant-based home chef,
instructor, recipe creator and writer. Her goal is
to help students create their own plant-based
meal plans that are both tasty and healthy but
are practical enough to fit into their daily lifestyle.
She is inspired by her students and loves to
help more people create and cook plant-based
recipes they will enjoy that meet their goals and
dietary needs.

1-On-1 Plant-Based Lifestyle
Coaching
9YG 611D 1-On-1 Plant-Based Lifestyle
Coaching: 5 Session Package
If you want to transition to a plant-based lifestyle
but need help getting there, these individualized
sessions will help make your journey easier.
Together with your coach, you’ll address
nutritional needs and identify dishes and
snacks you’ll love to eat. Learn meal-planning
tricks, delicious recipes and strategies for
staying on track.
13529 Remote

1/9-3/25
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Farming or Winemaking?, continued

Wine

Sweet Treats
9FD 625P Big Island Treats
Let’s make winter your tropical dream. Learn to
make Hawaiian goodies such as pineapple whip,
lilikoi butter and guava cocktails. The instructor will
email a list of original ingredients and alternatives.
14618
Remote
Sat
2/4
Must reg/drop by 2/2.

ZOOM
Claussen

2pm-3:50pm
$ 39 + $10 fee

You may also like Hawaii: Low Cost Options on
page 39
9FD 625O Chocolate

Bean to Bar

Making:

Learn from a professional chocolate maker how
to make single-origin dark chocolate starting
from the cacao bean! Through both remote lectures
and in person hands-on workshops, students will
learn the whole chocolate making process from
start to finish alongside fellow chocolate lovers.
All levels welcome.

14830
Remote
ZOOM
5pm-6:20pm
Mon
3/6-3/13
Roebber
and
SE Campus COMX KIT
2pm-5:50pm
Fri
3/24
Roebber
and
SE Campus COMX KIT
11am-2:50pm
$129 + $ 50 fee
Sat
3/25
Roebber
Must reg/drop by 3/4. Hybrid remote/in-person class.

Wine

Students must be 21 years old or older to
participate in classes serving alcohol.
9FD 609S Dry

for Winter

January: Dry Red Wines

Explore winter reds that have more tannins and tend
to have moderate to higher alcohol, as well as higher
acid. Learn more about production styles, food
pairings and the history of making deep, dry wines.
14786
Remote
Sat
1/14
Must reg/ drop by 1/12.

ZOOM
Palmer

6pm-7:20pm
$75

14787
Remote
Sun
1/15
Must reg/ drop by 1/13.

ZOOM
Palmer

6pm-7:20pm
$75

30

9FD 609T Winter White Wines
Gone are the days of thinking white wines are only
for warm weather days. Dig into rich, robust and
flavorful white wines that are sure to delight fireside
this winter. Also, explore food pairing choices that
will leave you wanting white wines all year round.
14788
Remote
Sat
2/4
Must reg/ drop by 2/2.

ZOOM
Palmer

6pm-7:20pm
$75

14789
Remote
Sun
2/5
Must reg/ drop by 2/3.

ZOOM
Palmer

6pm-7:20pm
$75

14790
NW Portland WINE CLSRM
Sat
2/18
Palmer
Must reg/ drop by 2/16.

2pm-3:20pm
$ 89

14791
NW Portland WINE CLSRM
Sat
2/18
Palmer
Must reg/ drop by 2/16.

4:30pm-5:50pm
$ 89

9FD 609V Rich

6pm-7:20pm
$75

14813
Remote
ZOOM
Sun
3/26
Palmer
Must reg/ drop by 3/24.

6pm-7:20pm
$75

Garden,
Nature,
and Yard
9YG 621Y Seed

Gardeners

History of South Africa

While South Africa boasts impressive and beautiful
wine regions, few of their wines are exported into
America. Learn about the history of the region, the
geology and unique terroir and what’s on the minds
of winemakers of this region.
14810
Remote
Sat
3/4
Must reg/ drop by 3/2.

ZOOM
Palmer

6pm-7:20pm
$75

14811
Remote
Sun
3/5
Must reg/ drop by 3/3.

ZOOM
Palmer

6pm-7:20pm
$75

9FD 609W Farming or Winemaking?
Farming and winemaking always influence wine
personality, but some choices have a bigger impact.
Learn the science and culture of some of the most
significant wine making choices, even down to
a microscopic level and how they impact your
perception of the wine.

Saving 101 for Home

Self-sufficient gardeners save their own seeds.
Learn to confidently save seeds from your favorite
edible and wild plants so you never have to buy
seeds again! Select and breed plants specific to
your home micro-climate. Suitable for beginner and
experienced gardeners alike.
14620
Sun

9FD 609U Godforsaken Grapes
Discuss the book “Godforsaken Grapes” by Jason
Wilson, which explores lesser known grapes that
have struggled to find their footing in America. Taste
five wines and learn about why they are so special
and cure your curiosity about other emerging grapes.

Wines

14812
Remote
ZOOM
Sat
3/25
Palmer
Must reg/ drop by 3/23.

Remote
1/29

ZOOM
Innerarity

9YG 621W Forests,

Change

12pm-2:50pm
$ 39

Wildfire and Climate

The forests of the Northwest have adapted to
periodic fires over thousands of years. But we
have experienced more frequent, larger and hotter
wildfires in recent years. Learn basic knowledge
about forests and wildfire, their relationship and
what we can do as our climates continue to change.
13380
Mon

Remote
3/20

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29

9YG 621B Ecoregions of Oregon
Beauty can be found all around our state of Oregon
in mountain, ocean, forest and desert landscapes!
Learn about the eight distinct and unique
ecoregions of our state including the geology,
hydrology, climatology and biology that helped
shape them all.
12967
Mon

Remote
3/6

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-8:20pm
$ 35

9YG 601A I Like Lichens
You’ve seen these unusual life forms growing on
trees, rocks and even buildings. Learn about lichen
biology, the role of lichens in their ecosystems and
incredible lichens found in the Pacific Northwest.
14586
Thu

Remote
2/2

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-7:20pm
$ 25

Teach with PCC

Have experience with a subject and can
effectively share your knowledge?

pcc.edu/community/teach
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9YG 600X Mushroom

Beginners

Foraging for

Mushroom foraging is a popular pursuit in the
Northwest. Learn where to search for edible
mushrooms and how to identify common wild
mushrooms and poisonous species. Discover more
facts about fungi in your backyard!

9YG 612D Growing

Containers

Vegetables in

No space is too small for growing veggies in
containers. Learn how to select, site and fill your
containers correctly. Gain maximum success and
harvest by selecting the best vegetable crops for
container growing.
Remote
1/21

12965
Mon

Remote
3/13

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29

13547
Sat

12966
Sat

Remote
3/18

ZOOM
Lexa

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 612E Soil Basics for Organic
Gardeners

9YG 600V Foraging

in the Pacific
Northwest for Beginners

The Pacific Northwest is plentiful with wild edible
plants and fungi. Learn the basics of identifying
common edible flowers and plants, some even
found in your backyard! Identify their poisonous
look-alikes, and learn ways to prepare what you
collect in your own kitchen.
12962
Wed

Remote
2/22

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-8:20pm
$ 35

9YG 601B Indoor Succulent Gardening
Explore the care and enjoyment of indoor succulent
gardening in the Pacific Northwest. Learn succulent
growing tips and tricks, how to problem solve
common issues and lessons learned from a fellow
succulent enthusiast.
14576
Sat

Remote
2/4-2/25

ZOOM
Hynes

7pm-7:50pm
$ 39

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

Soil is the foundation of a healthy garden. Discover
the millions of microorganisms that compose the
soil food web. Learn to support healthy soil with
organic no-till techniques including composting,
sheet mulching and cover crops.
13548
Sat

Remote
1/28

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 600B Organic Veggie Gardening:
Crop Rotation, Companion Planting

Keep your organic vegetable garden healthier and
growing in abundance by practicing rotation of
crops and interplanting vegetables with flowers
and herbs. Learn about beneficial bugs and how to
attract these tiny allies! Explore simple techniques
for selecting helpful companion plants and create a
crop rotation plan.
12904
Sat

Remote
2/11

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 600L Cool Season Vegetable Crops
Gardening success is improved by knowing which
vegetables to plant in which season. Learn about
cool season crops to plant in spring with attention
to crop culture, care, and organic gardening
techniques. All experience levels are welcome!
12398
Sat

Remote
2/18

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 621S Organic

Gardening

Culinary Herb

Herbs are easy plants to grow in the edible garden
and can thrive in a range of sites, including
containers. Learn how to site your herb garden,
culture, harvest and store your herbs. Gain recipes
for 20 different culinary herbs that will enhance your
culinary creations!
12903
Sat

Remote
2/25

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 612F Bee Friendly Gardening
Around 500 species of bees call Oregon home.
Each is unique in their behavior and bee species are
unfortunately in decline. Discover these fascinating
winged allies and how to support them with plants,
habitat and gardening practices.
13467
Sat

Remote
3/11

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 612G Hummingbird Gardens
Hummingbirds are remarkably small, fast, smart
and are a favorite sight in our gardens. Create a
welcoming year-round hummingbird habitat in your
landscape with nectar-rich plants, nesting materials
and organic gardening techniques.
13468
Sat

Remote
3/18

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

9YG 612H Gardening with Native Plants
Pacific Northwest native plants are indigenous
to the ecosystems of our diverse region. Learn
to select native plants based on site, size, sun
and water needs. Plant profiles help you
discover how to support wildlife in a sustainable
beautiful garden.
13469
Sat

Remote
3/25

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29

Instructor Spotlight: Marilyn Hynes

Marilyn was gifted her first succulent in the
summer of 2018 and really began collecting in
earnest in August 2021. Equipped with the right
tools and mindset, she believes anyone can be
a plant parent. She enjoys sharing her love of
succulents and their unique care so that everyone
can enjoy having them in the home. She has
several hobbies including knitting and cross
stitching along with researching and collecting
interesting looking house plants.
9YG 600A Organic

Vegetable Gardening:
Basics for Beginners

Excited to grow your own food, but have little
to no experience? New to gardening in Portland?
Learn organic gardening basics: soil care, site
preparation, crop selection, and planting and
care techniques.
11549
Sat

Remote
1/14

ZOOM
Donohue

10am-11:50am
$ 29
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Birds and Wildlife
9YG 619U Bird Watching: Identification,
Ecology and Fun Facts

Familiarize yourself with the beautiful birds of the
Pacific NW. Learn to identify them by sight, sound,
habitat and behavior.
12963
Sat

Remote
2/4

ZOOM
Lexa

10am-12:20pm
$ 35

12964
Mon

Remote
1/23

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-8:20pm
$ 35

9YG 621V Secret Life of Birds
For beginner and experienced birders alike, this
class will introduce you to the fascinating lives of
birds. Take a deeper look at bird species found in
the wilds of Oregon and learn about general bird
biology, bird behavior and the songs they sing and
even how it relates to music composition!
14619
Tue

Birds and Wildlife
9YG 600U Sheep and Goat Care
Interested in sheep and goat care? Whether you
already care for these animals or are considering it,
this workshop will teach you the basics. Learn about
husbandry, nutrition, health, shelter and pasture
management.
14616
Rock Creek
Sat
3/11
Dress for the weather.

BARN MAIN
Thompson

9YG 620Y Ikebana:

Arranging

10am-12pm
$ 35

Japanese Flower

Express your artistic creativity by learning the
classical Japanese techniques to create beautiful
arrangements. Please bring a shallow container, a
pin frog and ikebana scissors.
14603
Cascade
Fri
1/13-2/24
Most flowers provided.

TH 202
Suzuki

6pm-7:50pm
$109 + $ 56 fee

You may also like Japanese classes on page 42

1-On-1 Organic
Gardening Coaching

Are you new to organic gardening and need help
getting started? Or maybe you want to improve
your existing home garden. Beginner and seasoned
gardeners alike will learn useful tips and tricks to
apply to your specific home garden and achieve
your goals while working with gardening specialist
Jeanell Innerarity.
Sessions are 60 minutes and Jeanell will contact
you by the first week of the term to schedule
your three sessions. Individual sessions must
be canceled with Jeanell 24 hours in advance;
otherwise the session is counted against your
package total. If you want to drop, you must do so
online via MyPCC or by contacting a Registration
office within six calendar days after the start of the
term. No drops or refunds on partially used coaching
packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.
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Instructor Profile and Availability
Jeanell Innerarity

jeanell.innerarity@pcc.edu
Availability: All Days, Hours Vary
Anyone can garden with any type of space and a
little encouragement! Jeanell believes gardening is
about connection to the land, to yourself and your
community. Jeanell’s sessions offer students a
holistic, client-centered approach and she has a gift
for making complex topics approachable for anyone.

9YG 611C 1-On-1 Organic Gardening
Coaching: 3 Session Package

Cultivate a successful food garden that is beautiful,
sustainable and healthy for our planet. Beginning
and experienced gardeners can benefit from
individualized gardening coaching. Whether you
want to grow vegetables, herbs, small fruit, build a
raised bed, start a container garden, learn how to
compost, help pollinators or all of the above
our expert gardening coach can help you achieve
your goals.
14643 Remote

1/9-3/25

Innerarity

$135

Beekeeping
9YG 619A Backyard

Beginning

Beekeeping:

Honey bees are a wonderful addition to a garden.
Learn the basics of beekeeping. Topics include
equipment, how to get bees, what to do inside the
hive, monthly tasks and organic treatment options.
Includes a field trip to an apiary.
14592
SE Campus TABOR 126
Fri
3/3
Andresen
and
NE Portland BRIBEE FIELD
Sat
3/4
Andresen
Includes field trip to apiary.

6pm-9:20pm
2pm-2:50pm
$ 65

ZOOM
Ellis

7pm-8:50pm
$109

Home Gardening
Series with Rod Smith

Gardening can improve the aesthetics of
your home and put food on the table. It’s
also a wonderfully rewarding hobby. Nursery
professional Rod Smith will show you how to get
beautiful results from your gardening projects.
9YG 619M Home

Rod Smith

Gardening Series with

Register for this class to enroll in the series at a
discount.
10997
Tue

1-On-1 Organic Gardening
Coaching

Remote
1/31-3/7

Remote
1/17-2/28

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 99

9YG 619L Pruning
One of the most important ways to care for your
plants is to keep them well pruned. Learn when,
where and how to cut plants, trees and shrubs for
the best results.
10999
Tue

Remote
1/17

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25

9YG 619Q Fabulous Houseplants
Get the most out of your indoor plants by learning
how to select and care for them. Enjoy lush foliage
that adds ambiance to the dreary indoor season.
11166
Tue

Remote
1/24

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25

9YG 619R Plant Propagation
Want a bountiful garden and lush landscape? Are
you on a budget? Come learn how to start plants
by seed, cuttings and grafting and get ready for
the growing season!
10998
Tue

Remote
1/31

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25

9YG 611A Wildlife Landscaping
Learn the landscape elements needed to attract
birds, bees and butterflies to your yard and how to
arrange these element to make an attractive and
enjoyable landscape.
13373
Tue

Remote
2/7

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25
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Home Gardening Series with Rod Smith,
continued
9YG 611B Landscape Plants That
Attract Wildlife

Learn about native plants and landscape plants
that provide food and shelter for wildlife.
13374
Tue

Remote
2/14

ZOOM
Smith

9YG 619H Growing

and Herbs

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25

Fruits, Vegetables

Get professional tips on growing vegetables,
herbs and fruit trees that will yield bountiful
amounts of your favorite crops.
12030
Tue

Remote
2/21

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25

9YG 619S Best Soil Healthy Plants
Healthy soil is imperative for sustainable
gardening and farming. Come learn all about
nutrients, pollutants and amendments.
11000
Tue

Remote
2/28

ZOOM
Smith

7pm-8:50pm
$ 25

Hobbies
and Crafts
Beaded Jewelry
9HB 611D Hand Beaded Earrings
Learn a beginner-friendly, brick-stitch bead weaving
technique to create beautiful earrings. Students will
work to complete a pair of earrings, possibly more
depending on the speed of each individual student.
All levels welcome.
14591
SE Campus
Wed
2/1-2/22
Supply kit provided.

TABOR 138
Mitchell

5pm-6:50pm
$ 85 + $ 30 fee

find unique beads and inspirations. After a ten year
break from beading, she re-entered the beading
world and learned how to make Native American
style fringe earrings as a way to connect with her
culture. With encouragement, she decided to start
selling her items at local markets and now enjoys
sharing what she knows with the community. She
feels proud that a part of her Indigenous roots are
being brought to life with each new pair of earrings.

Knitting and Fiber Crafts
9HB 622R Punch Needle Rug Hooking
Discover a craft of the past! Learn the basics of
punch needle using rug yarn. Explore the types of
ground fabric that are best for punch needle, what
types of wool yarn wears the longest and the proper
way to get the best tension when punching.
12953
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/23-2/6
Drevdahl-Orch
Instructor will email supply list.

Sewing and Quilting
9HB 601Z Traditional Sampler Quilt
This class is for intermediate quilters. Learn to
make a beautiful quilt hosted by Eleanor Burns and
other women who set guidelines and selected the
patterns to create this wonderful sampler quilt.
Learn new skills and get your questions answered
about your quilting projects.
14817
OMIC Center OMIC 116
Thu
1/12-3/16
Martin
Must bring working sewing machine.

Natalie began beading 30 years ago and enjoys
shopping at small bead shops around Portland to

6pm-8:50pm
$149 + $ 30 fee

9HB 622Q Quilting: Happiness is a
Warm Quilt

There is nothing better in the winter than curled
up in a warm quilt with a good book. Create a
Carpenter's Wheel, either wall-sized or a full quilt,
to curl up in and stay warm this winter. All levels
welcome. Students should bring a working sewing
machine.
14601
Cascade
TH 100
Sat
1/21-2/11
Werkman
Info: pcc.edu/staff/dwerkman

9am-12:50pm
$115

9HB 622N Embroidery Basics
It’s the perfect time to learn a new stitching
skill! Explore a variety of embroidery stitches
while creating a colorful sampler, a wool table
decoration or a design of your own as you apply
your new skills.
12952
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/17-2/21
Drevdahl-Orch
Instructor will email supply list.

Instructor Spotlight: Natalie Mitchell

6pm-7:50pm
$ 49

6pm-7:50pm
$79

9HB 601X Embroidery Continued
Interested in more complex projects? In this
embroidery class, students will continue their
exploration of different types of needlework
stitches and use them in different projects together
selected by the group. Great way to meet other
embroidery lovers!
14575
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/18-3/8
Drevdahl-Orch
Instructor will email supply list.

6pm-7:50pm
$ 89

Games
9HB 601E Bridge 101: The Basics
Learn the rules from experienced teachers.
Connect to the community of bridge players
in the area. Includes: basic rules, principles
of play in notrump and suit contracts, principles
of bidding games and slams. Lessons includes
actual play.
12649
Thu

Remote
1/12-2/9

ZOOM
Brower

6:30pm-8:20pm
$110

9HB 601F Bridge 102: Let’s Play
For players with a small amount of experience.
Topics include: competitive bidding, bidding with
very long suits, bidding with very strong hands, and
the basic principles of good defense. Every lesson
includes actual card play.
12650
Thu

Remote
2/16-3/23

ZOOM
Brower

6:30pm-8:20pm
$ 95

1-On-1 Chess Lessons

Enjoy a tailored chess curriculum designed just for
you! Whether you are new to the game or competing
in rated play, learn the foundation for chess mastery.
Focus on the fundamentals, review classical
matches and analyze your own games to target
specific areas for improvement.
Sessions are 50 minutes and David will contact
you by the first week of the term to schedule your
sessions. Individual sessions must be canceled with
David 24 hours in advance; otherwise the session
is counted against your package total. You must be
registered before participating in a session.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via MyPCC
or by contacting a Registration office within six
calendar days after the start of the term. No drops or
refunds on partially used coaching packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Instructor Profile and Availability
David Petrozzi

david.petrozzi@pcc.edu
Availability: Flexible days/hours.
David is a lifelong player who learned chess at an
early age, competed in national tournaments, and
has been teaching since 2004. David specializes in
teaching beginners who want to pick up chess as
a new hobby, as well as intermediate level players
seeking to improve their results in rated games.
Allow him to share his passion for the rich and
quirky history of chess as you sharpen skills and
have fun along the way!

1-On-1 Chess Lessons
9HB 611B 1-On-1 Chess Lessons:
10 Session Package

Discover the joy of chess and why it continues to
thrive in our modern age! Explore the theory, art and
history of chess with examples from famous games
and current tournaments. Navigate online chess and
receive a flexible lesson plan tailored especially for
your needs as a player. All levels welcome.
13304 Remote

1/9-3/25
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Home
Improvement
Hardwood Floors
9HI 625R Hardwood Floors: Installation
Whether it’s oak, maple, cherry or bamboo,
hardwood floors add beauty and value to your
home. From preparing your sub-floor to nailing your
hardwood down, this class guides you to a perfect
floor.
13526
Sat

Clackamas
2/4

GRNPNT STUDIO 9:30am-12:20pm
$ 69 + $13 fee
Elbon

9HI 625C Hardwood

Finish

Floors: Sand and

Finding wood floors under old carpet is awesome,
but now what? Get hands-on training on a proven
process for making floors look great again. New
floors or old, you’ll learn the tricks of the trade and
use real equipment. No open-toed shoes.
13527
Sat

Clackamas
2/4

GRNPNT STUDIO 2pm-4:50pm
$ 69 + $18 fee
Elbon

Home Design and
Organization

Instructor Profile and Availability

9HI 620C Mastering

Kaye Silver is a silver-level KonMari (Marie Kondo)
consultant, professional organizer, former librarian
and master recycler. She aids students in cutting the
"underbrush" in their home, to reveal the interests
that make them the happiest and help students
transform living spaces into the sanctuaries they
desire.

Home

Kaye Silver

kaye.silver@pcc.edu
Availability: Mon-Thu, 1pm-4pm

Color for Your

Learn the secret to choosing the perfect colors
for your home easily and effectively. In this
hands-on class you will discover a new
perspective on color theory while creating your
very own color deck to use to achieve your home
decor goals.

14798
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-2/16
Marcel
Students purchase supplies $ 40.

2pm-3:50pm
$ 89

14799
Sylvania
SS 102
Sat
1/14-2/11
Marcel
Students purchase supplies $ 40.

1:30pm-3:50pm
$ 89

9HI 626D Feng Shui for Your Home
Learn to apply the ancient principles of Feng Shui
in an easy and practical manner in order to enhance
your finances, career, health, romance and more.
Bring a drawing of your home floor plan and a
picture of the front and back of your home.
13550
Sat

Remote
2/25

ZOOM
Sitara

12307
Online
ED2GO
1/18-3/25
Must register and pay via ed2go.com/portlandcc

$109

fee

12325
Online
ED2GO
2/15-4/7
Must register and pay via ed2go.com/portlandcc

$109

fee

12334
Online
ED2GO
3/15-5/5
Must register and pay via ed2go.com/portlandcc

$109

fee

1-On-1 Home
Organization Coaching

Stay motivated while decluttering your entire house
or tackling a problem area. Kaye will help you
create a plan for your project, stay focused and
help develop a system of organization that is easily
maintained. Students can expect to spend three
hours a week working on their space, one with the
instructor and two independently.
Sessions are 60 minutes and Kaye will contact
you by the first week of the term to schedule your
sessions. Use your sessions within the term; no
refunds for unused sessions. Individual sessions
must be canceled with Kaye 24 hours in advance;
otherwise the session is counted against your
package total. You must be registered before
participating in a session.
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9HI 620A 1-On-1

Home Organization
Coaching: 10 Session Package

Declutter your home and make room for the new
you! Use these coaching hours to stay motivated so
you can realize your goal of a transformed space.
Students can use sessions to share weekly progress
and plan their next steps or actively declutter with
the guidance of a professional organizer.
13530 Remote

1/9-3/25

Silver

$ 450

12pm-2:50pm
$ 39

9OL 614R Interior Design
Explore a career in interior design as you learn
how to transform any room into a beautiful and
functional space. We’ll delve into color theory,
industry trends, spatial arrangements, floor plans
and other basics.

Hardwood Floors

1-On-1 Home Organization
Coaching Packages

If you want to drop, you must do so online via MyPCC
or by contacting a Registration office within six
calendar days after the start of the term. No drops or
refunds on partially used coaching packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Pets

Class Spotlight:

The bond we have with our pets is special, in that
they bring us endless joy and laughter. They help us
in countless ways to battle loneliness, depression
and can even decrease our stress levels and blood
pressure. Our furry friends do so much to show they
love us, it's only right we give them the best care
we can. Instructor, Cristen Yurokoski, a veterinary
technician at PCC, will teach students critical care
tips and insight into animal behavior.
9HB 629U Dog and Cat Care
If you’ve ever wanted to know more about caring for
your canine and/or feline companions, this class is
for you! Learn about care basics, the importance of
preventative care, some common health concerns
and the kinds of clinical signs to look for that
warrant a trip to the veterinarian.
14831
Fri

Newberg
2/3-2/10

NEC 111
Yurkoski

9HB 629V Understanding

Behavior

4pm-5:50pm
$ 45 + $ 20 fee

Animal

If you’ve ever stopped to wonder why animals do
what they do, then this class is for you! This class
will provide insight into animal behavior, hone
observational skills and seeks to improve the
human-animal bond by providing opportunities to
practice enrichment and better interactions.
14816
Rock Creek
Sat
1/14-2/25
No class 1/28.

BLDG7 109
Yurkoski

9am-11:50am
$139 + $ 20 fee
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Self
Development
You may also like Do I Need a Financial Advisor?
on page 24
9PDV 610U Mysteries of Dying
An enlightening exploration of afterlife beliefs,
near death experiences, grief, being with those in
transition and end of life decisions. Discuss these
encounters that enrich our lives in a sharing and
supportive environment. Includes mindfulness
teachings.
12898
Tue

Remote
2/7-3/14

9PDV 630T Finding

Times

ZOOM
Britton

10am-11:20am
$75

Clarity in Confusing

Do you have aspirations that don’t go anywhere?
Do you have great ideas but need a plan?
Experience change and learn tools that help you
decipher what you really want, how to get there,
how to stay inspired and what to let go of in the
process.
14577
Sat

Remote
1/14

ZOOM
Sugg

9:30am-12:50pm
$ 39

9PDV 630S Mindful Writing
Use brief mindfulness practices as a foundation
for writing while finding a supportive community.
Varied prompts will give each student both
inspiration and freedom to write the words they
need to write.
14824
Tue

SE Campus
1/17-2/21

TABOR 141
Leap

6pm-7:50pm
$105

You may also like Mindful Movement on page 11

Learning the Tarot
9PDV 618E Tools for Getting Unstuck
Feeling stuck is an experience common to all of
us. It stifles creativity, brings up judgment, anxiety,
and wastes time. Come to this highly interactive
workshop and learn valuable tools to help you.
Taught by a life coach and facilitator.
14822
Wed

Remote
2/22-3/8

ZOOM
Harmon

7pm-8:20pm
$ 55

You may also like Art From Within on page 16
9PDV 620S Don’t Just Talk, Communicate
Sometimes we talk but don’t listen. Sometimes
we talk and notice that others don’t listen. Learn
valuable skills that will instantly improve your
communication skills and lead to more satisfying
relationships.
13536
Sat

Remote
1/28

ZOOM
Sugg

9:30am-12:20pm
$ 35

You may also like Public Speaking Basics Now on
page 21
9PDV 611M Total Enneagram
Learn about the nine Enneagram personality types
and look at their unique strengths and challenges.
Explore how the centers of intelligence, connecting
lines and subtypes show up in our personal, intimate
and work relationships.

Instructor Spotlight: Heather Leap

Heather's mindfulness practice has been evolving
for over 30 years and is inspired by the work of
Natalie Goldberg, who introduced writing as a
mindfulness practice. Heather believes that
through mindfulness, stories, and writing we can
learn self-expression and confidence while building
creativity and connection with others. She brings
compassion and a sense of humor to her work as a
group facilitator, and is certified to lead workshops
in the Amherst Writers and Artists method.

14590
Wed

Remote
1/18-2/22

ZOOM
Hoiland

6pm-7:20pm
$ 69

9PDV 630U Learning the Tarot
Explore the basic meanings of the tarot deck.
Learn the history of the cards and how to use them
in basic tarot card spreads for everyday life. This
class is best suited for students that have little to no
experience in tarot.
14794
Remote
ZOOM
2pm-3:50pm
$139
Sat
1/21-2/25
Foreman
Instructor recommends “The Modern Witch” Tarot Deck

9PDV 630V Spirituality:

Soul

Dark Night of

Dive deep into your own hidden issues with ease
and independently. The “dark night of soul” is
a coined term in the spiritual community that
describes the parts of ourselves that we try to hide
away from, whether it’s trauma or truths about
ourselves that are difficult to accept.
14796
Sat

Remote
1/21-2/25

ZOOM
Foreman

11am-12:50pm
$139

9PDV 611X Ecopsychology for Climate
Resiliency

Climate change can leave us feeling overwhelmed
and anxious about the future. Learn nature-based
practices to aid with stress reduction and mental
well-being, along with simple steps everyone can
take to lessen our own footprint.
13382
Wed

Remote
2/8

ZOOM
Lexa

6pm-7:50pm
$ 29

Online Ed2Go Self
Development Classes
Schedule:
Classes begin monthly with twice-weekly lesson
plans. Lessons are released on the following
schedule for winter term:
1/18-3/10 ‧ 2/15-4/7 ‧ 3/15-5/5
Cost:
‧ $109 fee
Register:
‧ To register, pay, and access your course on the
start date visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc
Classes Offered Include:
‧ Get Assertive!
‧ Math Refresher

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Style and
Beauty

13592
OMIC Center OMIC 105
Sat
1/14-3/18
Yardley
Info: pcc.edu/staff/shona.yardley15

9SB 600F Soap

Design

Ingredients

Welding: The Basics, continued

Making: All Natural

Make your own! Learn about cold processed soap
making with natural ingredients. In this hands-on
class, students will learn how to make small batch
soaps for sensitive skin, create basic color schemes
and incorporate natural additives into their recipes.
14828
SE Campus COMX KIT
Sat
1/28-3/18
Aguinaga
Instructor will email supply list.

2pm-3:50pm
$125 + $ 35 fee

Woodworking
and
Metalworking
Metal Crafts

Students must wear protective eye wear and attend
mandatory safety orientation at first class.
9MW 627G Welding: The Basics
Join other interested students and explore the world
of welding. This class is for new and experienced
welders alike. Learn basic shop safety skills, how to
properly use equipment, MIG welding techniques
and oxyacetylene cutting. Each week, students
will practice what they learn in the shop under
the guidance and support of their experienced
instructor.

9MW 627T Metalworking:

9am-11:50am
$ 299 + $ 60 fee

Furniture

Learn about metalworking through the exploration
of material properties and fabrication techniques for
furniture making. Students will develop a familiarity
with mild steel through demonstrations and self
guided experimentation. Develop design thinking,
and metalworking skills through welding, fabrication
and finishing your own furniture piece.
14617
Rock Creek
Sat
1/21-3/18
Must reg/drop by 1/19.

BLDG2 132A
Yelnosky

11am-1:50pm
$ 249 + $ 45 fee

Instructor Spotlight: Janette Manley
(Metalwood)

9MW 627E Welding Fundamentals:
MIG Welding (GMAW)

Janette loves making welding accessible to
everyone. Her career in construction led her to
learning this fascinating skill that she has spent
years perfecting as a fabricator. She loves to make
everything from funky art to furniture. Janette often
says that when you can weld, the possibilities of
things you can create are endless. She is passionate
about passing on this valuable skill to her students
and to have a blast while making sparks and
learning to weld.

13354
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Thu
1/19-1/26
Manley
Must reg/drop by 1/12.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 299

9MW 627S Welding Fundamentals:
TIG Welding (GTAW)

13355
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Sat
2/11-2/18
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/4.

3pm-5:50pm
$ 299

13356
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Tue
1/10-1/17
Manley
Must reg/drop by 1/3.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 299

13357
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Wed
2/15-2/22
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/8.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 299

14769
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Wed
1/11-1/18
Manley
Must drop/reg by 1/9.

13358
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Mon
3/6-3/13
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/27.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 299

14774
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Fri
2/10-2/17
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/15.

$ 349

13359
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Mon
2/6-2/13
Manley
Must reg/drop by 1/30.

6pm-8:50pm
$ 299

14775
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Wed
3/8-3/15
Manley
Must reg/drop by 3/1.

$ 349

Gain fundamental welding skills including basic
techniques and mechanics of the welding machine.
Includes six hours classroom instruction and
one hour supervised open lab experience, to be
arranged. Classroom equipment/material provided.

Learn the exciting basics of TIG welding. Explore a
highly technical welding practice that can be applied
in many practical ways to create your welding
projects. This hands-on class offers detailed
instruction on technique and proper setting control
allowing students to learn alongside seasoned
professionals.
6pm-8:50pm
$ 349
6pm-8:50pm

6pm-8:50pm

Metal Crafts
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Metalworking Jewelry
9MW 627Q Jewelry: The Basics
Explore the basics of jewelry making and the tools
and techniques every jewel smith will need in order
to complete their projects. This is a hands-on class
and students will learn to safely use tools, cut out
shapes with a jeweler’s saw and complete a small
project.
13360
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Thu
1/12
Manley
Must reg/drop by 1/10.

6pm-7:50pm
$169

13361
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Sat
1/21
Manley
Must reg/drop by 1/19.

11am-12:50pm
$169

13362
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Sat
2/18
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/16.

11am-12:50pm
$169

13363
NE Portland METSAL SHOP
Thu
2/9
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/7.

6pm-7:50pm
$169

9MW 627R Metalsmith

Soldering

Motorcycle and
Scooter Classes

PCC motorcycle courses at the PCC Sylvania
Campus are offered in cooperation with Team
Oregon, a nationally recognized leader in
motorcycle rider safety and skills training. Team
Oregon offers courses for riders of all levels of
ability. You can learn to ride, earn your motorcycle
endorsement or take your skills to the next level.
The course instruction and coaching will help you
to ride safer, smarter and more skillfully.
Basic and intermediate courses are approved for
Oregon’s mandatory training requirement, and
offer a choice of traditional or online classroom.

Basic Courses | $ 229

• Choose from Basic Rider Training (BRT)
or eRider™ Basic
• 8 hours practice riding + classroom

• Available to all riders 16 and older; mandatory
for new riders under 21

Intermediate Courses | $199

• Choose from Intermediate Rider Training (IRT)
or eRider™ Intermediate
• 4 hours practice riding + classroom
• Available to all riders 21 and older

Advanced Courses | $ 99
• Rider Skills Practice (RSP)
• 4.5 hours, no classroom

• Available to riders 16 and older with a
motorcycle endorsement

• Other advanced courses are available through
Team Oregon
Find complete training and licensing information,
course schedules and register online at the
Team Oregon website team-oregon.org. If you
need additional assistance or information, call
800-545-9944.

Jewelry:

Learn the techniques of silver soldering with an
acetylene gas torch. Students will be guided
through safety instructions for using a torch, along
with techniques such as “quenching: and “pickle.”
Enjoy making your own jewelry creation and
advance your skills in jewelry making.
13364
NE Portland METSAL SHOP 2pm-4:50pm
$189
Sat
1/28
Manley
Must reg/drop by 1/26. Jewelry Basics prerequisite.
13365
NE Portland METSAL SHOP 2pm-4:50pm
$189
Sat
2/25
Manley
Must reg/drop by 2/23. Jewelry Basics prerequisite.
14621
NE Portland METSAL SHOP 11am-1:50pm
$189
Sat
3/18
Manley
Must reg/drop by 3/16. Jewelry Basics prerequisite.

Wood Crafts

Students must wear protective eye wear and attend
mandatory safety orientation at first class.
9MW 628A Woodworking

Part 1

101 Basics:

Hands-on class covers tools, safety, materials
and tricks of the trade. Projects teach proper use
of machinery to help get you started on your own
project. First class attendance required.
13593
Scappoose
Tue
1/10-3/14
Must reg/drop by 1/6.

MMPS SHOP
Martin

6pm-8:50pm
$185 + $ 200 fee

14416
Scappoose
Thu
1/19-3/16
Must reg/drop by 1/6.

MMPS SHOP
Martin

6pm-9:10pm
$185 + $ 200 fee

Senior Discount

If you are 62 years of age or over when
classes begin, you are eligible to receive
a 50% tuition discount!

More info: pcc.edu/senior

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Korean Conversation
Get a solid introduction to the Korean language
in a supportive environment. Engage in simple
conversation, learn dates and times, sing traditional
Korean songs and play traditional games.

Find this class on page 42

38
38

Language
and Culture
Cultural
Exploration

13551
Sat

9WV 620A Film Noir, Neo-Noir and
Hollywood Movies of the 1980’s

9WV 601W The

Feel-good movies exploded in the 80’s, while a
counter-cinema grew. In 1946, film noir presented
a foreboding worldview. The 1980’s saw similar
conditions and a second wave of noir-styled films.
We’ll explore these bright/dark noir-like films.
14735
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Friedman

7pm-8:50pm
$ 99

You may also like Playwriting: Write a 10-minute
play on page 17
9WV 601V Real?

News Media

Fake? How to Decipher

Have fun building essential skills to assess news
credibility and see the big picture. Explore diverse
media examples that pull back the curtain on
today’s news and info media controversies. Be
empowered by learning basic methods to make
more sense of it all.
14749
Sat

CLIMB Ctr
1/14-2/18

CLIMB 305
Butz

11am-12:50pm
$79

Travel Prep
9WV 600A Hawaii: Low Cost Options
Explore how you can plan a journey to the Hawaiian
Islands on a budget. Learn about lower cost travel
options and authentic Hawaiian cultural activities.
Class taught by a 20+ year seasoned and frequent
traveler to Hawaii.

Hawaii: Low Cost Options, continued
Sylvania
1/21

TCB 212
Dittmer

9am-11:50am
$ 59

You may also like Big Island Treats on page 30

World View
Celtic Consciousness:
Irish History, Literature, Culture

Discover the magic and mystery of Irish culture.
Explore Ireland’s history, traditions, and literature.
Learn of the influence of Ireland’s folklore, the
enduring imprint of Irish language on American
speech, the power of Irish music and poetry, the
legacy of the Famine and the passion that brought
the Irish to America.
14726
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Grey

6pm-7:50pm
$135

You may also like Ukulele: Celtic FingerStyle on
page 13
9WV 616W History

of Persia and
Modern-Day Iran

Learn about the fascinating history of the Persian
Empire and modern-day Iran. This course explores
the evolution of Persian civilization, including art,
culture and historical events that influenced the
course of Persian/Iranian history.

14723
Wed

Sylvania
1/11-3/15

TCB 212
Esteghlalian

4pm-5:50pm
$135

9WV 601Z Modern

Romans: Ancient
Influences on Modern Times

Discover how ancient Rome still exerts influence
on us. Government, politics, arts and culture,
education, food, science and medicine, religion,
first responders and even spa days - all have
connections to the Romans.

Modern Romans: Ancient Influences on
Modern Times, continued
14750
Thu

Cascade
1/12-3/2

TCB 213
Grelle

6pm-6:50pm
$ 55

9WV 616Z Understanding Russia:
Context of Intercultural
Communication

Explore the fascinating relationship between Russia
and the West. This class focuses on the culture
and national psychology of Russians and Western
Europeans and gives a broad overview of the basic
principles governing their interactions.
14727
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Bogdanovich W

6pm-7:20pm
$139

Languages
9LAN 611R Greek Conversation: Level 1
Join this beginner’s course, taught by a native
speaker. Learn basic Greek words and phrases, as
well as listen and repeat everyday expressions.
14742
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Kontos

6pm-7:50pm
$135

9LAN 620B Greek Conversation: Level 2
Expand your ability to use Greek in practical
situations through grammar, pronunciation and
conversation practice. Boost your vocabulary and
speak basic phrases with confidence.
14743
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Kontos

4pm-5:50pm
$145
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9LAN 611Y Polish Conversation: Level 1
Join this complete beginner’s course, taught by a
native speaker. Build basic Polish conversation and
comprehension skills, learn about the Polish culture.
13419
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/9-3/20
Blaszczyk-Ceb
No class 1/16. Text: Polski krok po kroku

7pm-8:50pm
$135

9LAN 611M Swedish Conversation: Level 1
Learn about Sweden; its language, traditions and
culture. Get a solid introduction to the language and
focus on basic conversation for practical use. Plus
learn about celebrations and traditions taking place
during the months of the class.
12645
CLIMB Ctr
CLIMB 301
11:30am-1:20pm
$125
Tue
1/10-3/14
Rohdin-Bibby
No class 2/7. Text: Nyborjarsvenska, textbook and workbook

Class Spotlight:

Gunilla loves to teach each and everyone who wants
to learn the Swedish language as well as learn about
the country and its culture. Sweden is a country in
motion and there are always new things to discover
and explore. Gunilla believes that every moment
is a teachable moment. So, wherever your agenda
is taking you, Gunilla will be there to help you.
Välkommen! Welcome!
9LAN 613Z Conversational Tagalog and
Filipino Culture

Tagalog is a rich language and what better way
to learn the language when Filipino traditions are
integrated. Participants will gain basic conversational
Tagalog sufficient to interact with the Filipino
community, whether for travel or business purposes.
13562
Wed

Remote
1/18-3/8

ZOOM
Loanzon

6pm-7:50pm
$109

American Sign Language: Level 1,
continued
13252
Cascade
JH 106
7:30pm-9:20pm
$135
Mon
1/9-3/20
Worthylake
No class 1/16. Taught by member of the Deaf community.
12443
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-3/16
Martin
Taught by member of Deaf community.

$135

12988
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/10-3/14
Martin
Taught by member of Deaf community.

$135

12350
NW Portland FRNHSE EAST
Sat
1/21-3/25
Worthylake
Taught by member of Deaf community.

$135 + $15

9LAN 614T American

Level 2

5pm-6:50pm

7:30pm-9:20pm

10am-11:50am
fee

Sign Language:

Continue to enhance your ASL skills. Some prior
ASL experience recommended.
14738
NW Portland FRNHSE EAST
Sat
1/21-3/25
Worthylake
Taught by member of Deaf community.
9LAN 613H American

Levels 2 and 3

12pm-1:50pm
$145 + $15 fee

Sign Language:

Increase vocabulary, expressive ability, confidence;
lay groundwork for fluency. For those who have
taken Level 1, have prior knowledge of ASL or are
taking a credit class and want additional support.
13225
Cascade
JH 106
5pm-6:50pm
$145
Mon
1/9-3/20
Worthylake
No class 1/16. Taught by a member of the Deaf community.
12444
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-3/16
Martin
Taught by member of Deaf community.

7:30pm-9:20pm
$145

American Sign
Language
9LAN 613G American

Level 1

Sign Language:

ASL is one of the most commonly used languages
in the U.S. Learn its communication alphabet, how
to engage in basic conversation and about Deaf
culture. We start with nothing and build your skills
from there.
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If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office within
six calendar days after the start of the term. No
drops or refunds on partially used packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Instructor Profile and Availability
Anesa Burkic

Availability: Mon, 10am-3pm; Tue, 2pm-4pm; Fri,
10am-3pm
Anesa holds a Bachelors in International Business
and a Masters in teaching English, and has
moderated and taught foundations of American
English conversation and communicative
competence for over seven years. Her mission is
to empower students in their language learning
goals and position them as experts of what they
already know. Her instruction promotes fluency
right from the beginning. She also specializes in
communication training to employees working
in global companies. With Anesa on their side,
students identify opportunities and strategies to
succeed in a new language and culture.

1-On-1 English
Instruction Packages
9LAN 601Y 1-On-1 English Instruction:
5 Session Package

12445
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/10-3/14
Martin
Taught by member of Deaf community.

14801 Remote

5pm-6:50pm
$149

English
Need an organizer for your travels? That’s Esther.
She loves to travel and has picked up various
conversational languages in the different countries
she’s visited. Esther loves to cook and meet new
people. She loves living in Portland because of its
temperate climate and the luscious trees.

Your instructor will contact you by the first week of
the term to schedule your sessions.

9LAN 600J American Sign Language:
Levels 4 and 5

Build vocabulary and structure. Hone expressive
skills in a supportive environment. For students who
have twice taken American Sign Language: Levels 2
and 3, or have equivalent experience.

Instructor Spotlight: Esther Loanzon

Sessions last 50 minutes. Use sessions within the
term; no refunds for unused sessions. Individual
sessions must be canceled with your instructor 24
hours in advance; otherwise the session is counted
against your package total. You must be registered
before participating in a session.

9LAN 616F Conversational English
Improve your confidence in a variety of American
English communicative areas: general fluency,
politeness strategies, presentations, pronunciation,
body language and critical thinking skills. Speaking
promoted right from the beginning.
12631
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Burkic

1-On-1 English
Instruction

10am-11:50am
$ 99

Study English with one of PCC’s best Community
Education instructors! Would your language
development benefit from a personalized
curriculum? Whether you’re just starting out or have
previous experience, you and your instructor will
work together to co-create and execute a learning
plan tailored to your goals and language level.

Improve your English language skills by working
individually with an experienced, highly rated
educator. Focus on any combination of vocabulary,
conversation, grammar, reading and writing
to develop your comprehension and ability to
communicate.
1/9-3/25

Burkic

$ 275

French
You may also like Gratin: The French Decadence
on page 29
9LAN 614E French for Travelers
Planning (or wishing for) a trip to France or to a
French-speaking country? This class is the perfect
chance to learn basic expressions for comfortably
navigating common situations. We’ll talk about
French culture and travel tips as well.
15102
Fri

Remote
1/13-3/17

ZOOM
Cariou

9am-10:50am
$135

15106
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-7:50pm
$109
Mon
1/9-3/20
Murer
No class 1/16. Text: Rick Steves French Phrase Book
9LAN 614C French Conversation: Level 1
Oui, you can speak French! This beginning class is
perfect for those with no prior experience who are
interested in learning what has been called “the
world’s most beautiful language.”

Registration Opens: November 23 | Register and Pay: page 8 | Remote/Online Class Info: page 9 | Policies and Student Info: pages 54-56
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Recreation and Wellness
French Conversation: Level 1, continued

French Conversation: Level 5, continued

12899
Cascade
TEB 218
6:30pm-8:20pm
$135
Mon
1/9-3/20
Benoit
No class 1/16. Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate

11448
Remote
ZOOM
9am-10:50am
$149
Wed
1/11-3/15
Cariou
Text: Ultimate French Review and Practice 3rd or 4th Edition

9LAN 614W French Conversation:
Levels 1 and 2

9LAN 614F French

Allons-y! This mixed-level class is perfect for people
who already know a little French and for those who
know a bit more of the language. Knowledge of
basic French is recommended.

12349
Remote
ZOOM
9am-10:50am
$135
Mon
1/9-3/20
Cariou
No class 1/16. Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate
9LAN 614B French Conversation: Level 2
Expand your ability to use French in practical
situations by learning more grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and conversational phrases. You’ll be
speaking with confidence in no time!
13396
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-8:20pm
$145
Tue
1/10-3/14
Benoit
Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate
9LAN 614Y French

Levels 2 and 3

Conversation:

A continuation class for students who have
taken Level 1 or have prior knowledge of French.
Grow your vocabulary and confidence. Lay the
groundwork for future fluency.
12376
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:50pm
$145
Mon
1/9-3/20
Cariou
No class 1/16. Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate

Conversation

Verbs and

Practice the subjunctive in adverb clauses/
le subjonctif dans les propositions adverbiales,
verbs + infinitive construction/les verbes + infinitif.
Recommended: knowledge of futur simple, passe
compose, subjonctif present.
12926
Remote
ZOOM
10am-11:50am
$149
Sat
1/14-3/18
Cariou
Text: Ultimate French Verb Review and Practice 2nd Edition
9LAN 620A French Songs and
Conversation

Learn vocabulary and practice verb tenses through
songs, exercises, conversation. Recommended:
knowledge of the present tense/present, future
tense/futur simple, past tense/passe compose and
imparfait. This is an intermediate-level class.
14569
Sat

Remote
1/14-3/18

ZOOM
Cariou

1pm-2:50pm
$145

You may also like Group Singing on page 12
9LAN 614D Keeping Up In French
Don’t let your French language skills slip away! This
class is entirely in French. We’ll review past skills,
including verb tenses, and focus on conversations
about current events, literature and culture.
Remote
1/11-3/15

9LAN 614Q French Conversation: Level 3
Ready to take your French skills to a higher level?
This class is for students who have completed
French 2 and are ready to start working toward
greater proficiency.

10981
Wed

14741
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-8:20pm
$149
Wed
1/11-3/15
Benoit
Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate

9LAN 614H German Conversation: Level 1
Get a simple, fun, and useful intro to the German
language in a supportive environment. Practice
speaking right from the beginning. Class will focus
on vocabulary and conversation for practical use
and will introduce basic grammar.

9LAN 614V French Conversation:
Levels 3 and 4

Continuez d’avancer! In this mixed-level class,
we’ll continue to learn vocabulary, grammar and
conjugations and build speaking and listening skills.
12348
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:50pm
$149
Thu
1/12-3/16
Cariou
Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate

9LAN 614A French Conversation:
Levels 4 and 5

This class is for you if you’ve completed French
1, 2 and 3 and are ready to start working towards
fluency.
12375
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:50pm
$149
Tue
1/10-3/14
Cariou
Text: Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate

9LAN 614U French Conversation: Level 5
Let’s cover negative words/la negation complexe,
indefinite words, expressions/les indefinis. We’ll
read an article to practice further. Recommended:
knowledge of present tense/present, future tense/
futur simple, past tense/passe compose.

ZOOM
Machtelinckx

6:30pm-8:20pm
$145

German

12632
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Burkic

10am-11:50am
$135

9LAN 614N German Conversation: Level 2
Ja, du kannst Deutsch! If you have some knowledge
of reading, writing, and grammar and would like to
immerse yourself in building fluency in German, this
is the perfect class for you. Warning: class is a lot
of fun!
14744
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Burkic

10am-11:50am
$145

9LAN 613T German Conversation Level 4
Ready to take your German skills to a higher level?
We’ll build vocabulary and hone your speaking and
listening skills in a fun and safe environment. In
addition, we will explore German culture and life in
Germany. Lass uns Spass haben.
13474
Remote
Wed
1/18-3/8
Text: Wilkommen 2

ZOOM
Rebaum

10am-11:50am
$119

15228
Rock Creek
Thu
1/19-3/9
Text: Willkommen 2

BLDG2 246
Rebaum

$119

10am-11:50am

9LAN 601N German Pronunciation
through Stories

Ready to train your facial muscles and master the
sounds of German while reading fun and easy to
understand stories? Best for learners who already
know some German and looking to fine-tune their
“Aussprache.” Conversation encouraged!
14746
Thu

Remote
1/12-3/16

ZOOM
Burkic

10am-11:50am
$135

Irish Gaelic
9LAN 600R Irish Gaelic: Level 1
Learn vocabulary and simple sentence structures
using topics that relate to your own life. Understand
and reproduce these simple conversational patterns
in speech and begin to explore some very basic
written language.
12947
Cascade
Wed
1/11-3/22
No class 2/22.

TEB 217
Hart

6pm-7:20pm
$105

9LAN 600X Irish Gaelic: Level 2
Practice your conversational skills using simple
sentences and common phrases on topics that
relate to your life. Build skills to understand basic
written accounts and learn how to write simple
sentences on subjects that interest you.
14724
Cascade
Wed
1/11-3/22
No class 2/22.

TEB 217
Hart

7:30pm-8:50pm
$115

9LAN 601Z Irish Gaelic: Level 3
This continuing class offers a third level of basic
Irish Gaelic conversation and understanding.
Increase your vocabulary and confidence with ease;
lay the groundwork for future fluency.
14725
Cascade
Tue
1/10-3/21
No class 2/21.

CH 209
Hart

7pm-8:20pm
$119

Italian
9LAN 613J Italian

Conversation for
Wishful (or Wistful) Travelers

Dream of traveling to Italy? Start preparing from
the comfort of home! Explore Italian culture while
building travel vocab and phrases. Or if you want to
reminisce about your travels, and review and add to
your language skills, join us.
12927
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/10-3/14
Finley
Text: Learn Italian the Fast and Fun Way

6pm-7:50pm
$135

9LAN 613P Italian for Travelers:
Level 2 - Stay a Little Longer

Continue building your Italian for Travelers language
skills. This course is great for those who have a
little experience with the Italian language or want to
continue beyond Italian for Travelers 1.
12925
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:50pm
$145
Wed
1/11-3/15
Finley
Text: Ultimate Italian: Beginner-Intermediate

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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9LAN 615A Italian

Level 1

Conversation:

From the culture that brings us phenomenal food,
wine, fashion and art, comes this expressively rich
language. In this beginning Italian class, you’ll easily
pick up fundamental conversation skills.

12378
Thu

Sylvania
1/12-3/9

14607
Tue

Willow Creek WCC 225
1/10-3/14
Barker

TCB 212
Heineck

9LAN 615B Italian

Level 2

6:30pm-8:20pm
$119
6:30pm-8:20pm
$135

Conversation:

Expand your ability to use Italian in practical
situations by learning more grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and conversational phrases. You’ll be
speaking with confidence in no time!
12379
Tue

Cascade
1/10-3/14

CH 201
Ketcheson

7pm-8:50pm
$145

9LAN 615E Keeping Up in Italian
Don’t let your Italian language skills slip away! This
class is entirely in Italian and is suitable for anyone
with three or more terms of Italian, or equivalent
experience. What a great opportunity to practice
and build fluency!
11773
Wed

CLIMB Ctr
1/11-3/8

CLIMB 301
Heineck

1pm-2:50pm
$129

9LAN 615C “Leggiamo” (Let’s Read)
Improve your Italian conversation and vocabulary
skills through reading and discussion of Italian
books. Students should be able to read a 200 page
book and converse in Italian, albeit in a simple way.
11382
Tue

CLIMB Ctr
1/10-3/7

CLIMB 301
Heineck

10:30am-11:20am
$ 89

Japanese
Level 1

Conversation:

Get a solid introduction to the Japanese language
in a supportive environment. You’ll develop basic
listening and speaking skills.
10987
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-8:20pm
$135
Wed
1/11-3/15
Fuse
Class material will be provided by the instructor.
11415
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-8:20pm
$135
Mon
1/9-3/20
Barrett
No class 1/16. Text: Japanese for Busy People, 3rd Ed
9LAN 611E Japanese

Level 2

Conversation:

Expand your ability to use Japanese in practical
situations through grammar, pronunciation and
conversation practice. Boost your vocabulary and
speak basic phrases with confidence.
12034
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-8:20pm
$145
Thu
1/12-3/16
Fuse
Class material will be provided by the instructor.
13473
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/15
Barrett
Text: Japanese for Busy People, 3rd Ed
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9LAN 612H Russian

Level 2

9LAN 611F Korean Conversation: Level 1
Get a solid introduction to the Korean language
in a supportive environment. We’ll focus on basic
conversation for practical use and provide an
introduction to the writing system.
14312
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
You

6:30pm-8:20pm
$135

14593
Thu

Remote
1/12-3/16

ZOOM
Lim

6:30pm-8:20pm
$135

10989
Wed

Sylvania
1/11-3/15

TCB 215
Lim

6:30pm-8:20pm
$135

9LAN 611G Korean

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
You

6:30pm-8:20pm
$145

13372
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Lim

$145

9LAN 600N Korean

Level 3

Remote
1/12-3/16

6:30pm-8:20pm
$145

6:30pm-8:20pm
$149

Conversation:

Enhance your Brazilian Portuguese language
mastery in vocabulary and verb tenses by refining
your speaking and listening skills. Class will include
discussion and exploration of the Brazilian culture.
Remote
1/17-3/21

ZOOM
Skinner

6:30pm-8:20pm
$149

9LAN 613Y Fun with Portuguese
Every week, we will discuss a new topic. Subject
matters include culture, songs, poetry, short
stories, among others. We will learn new vocabulary
and expressions while practicing conversation in
Portuguese. Recommended for students levels 4 or
above.
13790
Thu

Remote
1/19-3/23

ZOOM
Diniz

Remote
1/12-3/16

ZOOM
Bogdanovich W

6pm-7:50pm
$135

ZOOM
Bogdanovich W

6pm-7:50pm
$149

Spanish
Conversation:

10948
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/23-3/20
Galindo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

10am-11:20am
$ 95

11794
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-3/16
Hernandez Her
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

6:30pm-8:20pm
$135

12995
Remote
ZOOM
Fri
1/13-3/17
Bensel
Text: Learn Spanish the Fast and Fun Way

$135

13027
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/9-3/20
Merlo Flores
No class 1/16. Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$135

14734
Rock Creek BLDG2 110
Wed
1/11-3/15
Gutierrez Sot
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$135

13564
SE Campus TABOR 137
Mon
1/9-3/20
Sonera
No class 1/16. Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$135

13565
SE Campus TABOR 137
Wed
1/11-3/15
Sonera
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$135

13555
Willow Creek WCC 205
Thu
1/12-3/16
Sotelo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$135

1pm-2:50pm

6pm-7:50pm

6:30pm-8:20pm

6pm-7:50pm

6pm-7:50pm

6:30pm-8:20pm

Conversation
Level 1: Fast Paced

Russian

10982
Thu

Conversation:

9LAN 615H Spanish

6:30pm-8:20pm
$145

9LAN 611K Russian Conversation: Level
Discover the historic Russian language within the
context of rich Russian culture. This is a great
introduction that covers language, culture, the
alphabet, numbers and travel terminology.

6pm-7:50pm
$145

Learn the basics in this fun, interactive beginner’s
class. We’ll introduce Spanish vocabulary,
pronunciation and grammar while exploring
elements of Latin cultures. Then we’ll put it into
practice in group and one-on-one conversations.

Portuguese (Brazilian)

14748
Tue

13240
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

9LAN 615G Spanish

Conversation:

Level 4

ZOOM
Bogdanovich W

Level 1

6:30pm-8:20pm

ZOOM
You

Remote
1/10-3/14

This continuing class offers a third level of Russian
conversation and understanding. Increase your
vocabulary and confidence with ease; lay the
groundwork for future fluency.

A continuation class for students who have taken
Level 1 and/or Level 2. Class focus is on Korean
phonology, grammar/punctuation and literature.
14722
Thu

13239
Tue

9LAN 613W Russian

Take the next step in learning Korean. Engage in
simple conversation, learn dates and times, sing
traditional Korean songs and play traditional games.
Students should have basic knowledge of Korean
writing system and numbers.
12090
Wed

Conversation:

Further develop your basic Russian language skills
and gain further insights into culture and daily life
in Russia.

Level 3

Conversation:

Level 2

9LAN 611W Portuguese

You may also like Ikebana: Japanese Flower
Arranging on page 32
9LAN 611D Japanese

Korean

1

Studied Spanish long ago but forgot most of it?
Join this fast-paced beginners’ class for those with
previous yet rusty experience. We’ll converse in
basic present tense and quickly move on to past
and future.
11165
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/23-3/20
Galindo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

6pm-7:20pm
$ 99

14317
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/15
Bensel
Text: Practical Spanish Grammar

6:30pm-8:20pm
$139
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Language and Culture
9LAN 615I Spanish Conversation: Level 2
Expand your ability to use Spanish in practical
situations by learning more grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and conversational phrases. You’ll be
speaking with confidence in no time!

Spanish Conversation: Level 3, continued

12643
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/9-3/20
Urbina Benton
No class 1/16. Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

9LAN 615L Spanish

12pm-1:50pm
$145

13341
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-3/16
Bensel
Text: Learn Spanish the Fast and Fun Way

$145

13371
Remote
ZOOM
Mon
1/23-3/20
Galindo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$105

13378
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/15
Merlo Flores
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$145

10949
SE Campus TABOR 137
Thu
1/12-3/16
Sonera
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$145

12647
Willow Creek WCC 205
Tue
1/10-3/14
Sotelo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

$145

9LAN 615J Spanish

Fast Paced

1pm-2:50pm

3pm-4:20pm

6pm-7:50pm

6pm-7:50pm

6:30pm-8:20pm

Conversation Level 2:

Continue your Spanish learning in the fast-paced
format. We’ll converse in past, present and future.
Then we’ll move on to progressive, present perfect
and pluperfect.
13340
Remote
ZOOM
6:30pm-8:20pm
$145
Mon
1/9-3/20
Bensel
No class 1/16. Text: Practical Spanish Grammar

Class Spotlight:

Instructor Gilda Bensel’s love for teaching and
helping people has contributed to her 35 years of
helping students learn the Spanish language. Of
these 35 years, 30 have been with PCC helping
students at all levels step outside of their comfort
zone and start talking in the language they eagerly
want to learn. Learning a language and part of the
culture expands our view of the world and helps us
appreciate the differences between our own culture
and the rest of the world. As a native Spanish
speaker, learning English and French helped her
understand people better and see the world with
a more open mind and she want to share that
knowledge with her students. Students taking any
of the classes she teaches will learn a lot of the
various aspects of the language and will be less
apprehensive when speaking.
9LAN 615K Spanish Conversation: Level 3
This continuing class offers a third level of basic
Spanish conversation and understanding. Increase
your vocabulary and confidence with ease; lay the
groundwork for future fluency.
11798
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/25-3/22
Galindo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

10am-11:20am
$109

12644
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

5:30pm-7:20pm
$149

ZOOM
Urbina Benton

13342
Remote
ZOOM
Thu
1/12-3/16
Bensel
Text: Learn Spanish the Fast and Fun Way
14747
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/10-3/14
Sonera
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

6:30pm-8:20pm
$149
6pm-7:50pm
$149

15605
Willow Creek WCC 205
Wed
1/11-3/15
Sotelo
Text: Spanish Now! Level 1

Level 4

6:30pm-8:20pm
$145

Conversation:

11801
Wed

Remote
1/25-3/22

ZOOM
Galindo

3pm-4:20pm
$109

12954
Thu

Remote
1/12-3/16

ZOOM
Urbina Benton

2:30pm-4:20pm
$149

14736
Remote
ZOOM
Tue
1/10-3/14
Bensel
Text: Practical Spanish Grammar

$149

13566
SE Campus TABOR 137
Thu
1/12-3/16
Sonera
Text: Spanish Now! Level 2

$149

9LAN 615M Spanish

6:30pm-8:20pm

10am-11:50am

Conversation:

Ready to move beyond the intermediate level? This
class will be entirely in Spanish. Suitable for those
with two or more years of Spanish coursework or
equivalent experience, such as living in a Spanishspeaking country.
12373
Wed

Remote
1/25-3/22

ZOOM
Galindo

9LAN 601H Advanced

Exploration

6pm-7:20pm
$109

Spanish: Culture

Expand your Spanish speaking skills while exploring
the rich Hispanic culture. We will discuss visual arts,
music, poems, legends, books as well as delve into
the history, politics and traditions of Latin America
and Spain. Recommended for levels 4 or above.
13561
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Peche

Mario Galindo

Availability: Tue, 10am-2pm, 4-6pm; Thu, 10am-1pm

Ready to take your Spanish skills to a higher level?
We’ll build vocabulary and hone your speaking and
listening skills in a supportive environment. For
students with three or more terms of Spanish, or
equivalent experience.

Level 5

Instructor Profiles and Availability

6:30pm-7:50pm
$119

1-On-1 Spanish
Instruction

Study Spanish with one of your favorite PCC
Community Ed instructors! Would your language
development benefit from a personalized
curriculum? Whether you’re just starting out or have
previous experience, you and your instructor will
work together to co-create and execute a learning
plan tailored to your goals and language level.
Sessions last 50 minutes. Use sessions within the
term; no refunds for unused sessions. Individual
sessions must be canceled with your instructor 24
hours in advance; otherwise the session is counted
against your package total. You must be registered
before participating in a session.
Your instructor will contact you by the first week of
the term to schedule your sessions.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office within
six calendar days after the start of the term. No
drops or refunds on partially used packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

Mario is a Guatemalan professor who has been
teaching Spanish for nearly 15 years. He is
passionate, creative and conscious of his students’
learning skills. He believes the process of learning
Spanish is another route to approach and engage
with people because monolingualism is curable.

Rasec Urbina Benton

Availability: Thu, 9am-10am, 2pm-6pm
Rasec is a native Spanish speaker and a former
business executive who holds a Master degree in
Marketing. She loves sharing knowledge about the
Spanish language and has teaching and tutoring
experience. Her love of being an educator mayhave
been born within her family since her dad, mother,
sister and a few aunts are Professors! She believes
learning should be fun and enjoyable. Rasec is very
willing to assist others with the challenging aspect of
learning a new language. Tell her your goals, and she
will help you, encourage you, coach you with great
positive and enthusiastic energy to achieve them.

Gina Sonera

Availability: Mon, 9am-3pm; Tue, 9am-3pm;
Thu, 1pm-3pm; Fri, 9am-3pm
Gina is a veteran teacher who holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Spanish and Master’s degree in
Education. Her goal is to get students to connect,
engage, and communicate in Spanish through
a variety of activities in a relaxed environment.
Creativity, passion and humor are part of her
“receta” (recipe) for learning a language. Release
your fears and open yourself up to the community at
your doorstep.

1-On-1 Spanish
Instruction Packages

Improve your Spanish language skills by working
individually with an experienced, highly rated
educator. Focus on any combination of vocabulary,
conversation, grammar, reading and writing
to develop your comprehension and ability to
communicate.
9LAN 601B 1-On-1 Spanish Instruction:
5 Session Package
12943 Remote

1/9-3/25

Galindo

$ 275

12944 Remote

1/9-3/25

Urbina Benton

$ 275

13820 Remote

1/9-3/25

Sonera

$ 275

9LAN 601A 1-On-1

Spanish Instruction:
10 Session Package
Remote

1/9-3/25

Galindo

$ 499

12942 Remote

1/9-3/25

Urbina Benton

$ 499

Remote

1/9-3/25

Sonera

$ 499

12941
13819

Teach with PCC

Have experience with a subject and can
effectively share your knowledge?

pcc.edu/community/teach

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Snowshoeing on Mt. Hood
Learn to snowshoe through Mt. Hood’s crystalline
paradise. If you can walk, then you can snowshoe.

Find this class on page 51

44
44

Recreation
and Wellness
Adult 55+
Fitness

9WO 610C Stability Ball Basics
Develop strength, balance and improve mobility with
a stability ball. Learn basic movements for balance
and core strength using a stability ball. Participants
should be able to get up and down from the floor
with ease. Find new flexibility, ease and strength
while you play!

9MBF 618D Senior Yoga Basics
If you’re new to yoga or just want a slower pace,
join us for this feel-good class. Learn basic yoga
postures, along with modifications to suit every
body. It’s helpful to have a yoga mat, 2 blocks, strap
and a blanket or towel.

13446
Sat

12083
Remote
ZOOM
4pm-4:50pm
$ 99
Wed
1/11-3/1
Maclise
Yoga mat, 2 blocks, blanket, and strap suggested.

11390
Fri

9WO 624K Zumba Gold
Zumba Gold is a low-intensity and low-impact
version of the popular Latin-dance inspired workout
of Zumba. Improve cardiovascular health by
challenging the heart with fun and simple dance
moves, while also building balance and flexibility.
11379
Wed/Fri

Remote
1/11-3/17

11380
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Nishikido

9am-9:50am
$149

ZOOM
Nishikido

$125

9am-9:50am

14695
Fri

Remote
1/13-3/17

ZOOM
Sherwood

5pm-5:50pm
$125

12660
Sat

SE Campus
1/14-3/18

TABOR 102
Nishikido

9:30am-10:20am
$125

Remote
1/14-3/4

ZOOM
Hall

10:15am-11:05am
$125

9WO 624W Gentle Toning and Stretching
Bring a mat and focus on both light, resistancebased toning exercises and recuperative stretching.
Remote
1/13-3/17

ZOOM
Wagoner

1pm-1:50pm
$125

9WO 625N Get Golf Ready for Seniors
Learn the fundamentals of golf in all 4 aspects of the
game: Ball striking, short game, on course and rules
and etiquette of the game.
14762
Thu

NE Portland COLWD RANGE
2/16-3/16
Bader

1pm-1:50pm
$119

9WO 625R Pain Relief Chair Yoga
Discover ways to move, breathe and approach
your chronic pain to lesson symptoms in this gentle
chair-based yoga class. Develop body awareness
and self-care. This course benefits people with back
and joint pain and stress related symptoms.
12968
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/1
Maclise
Equipment needed: chair and yoga mat.

10am-10:50am
$ 99

9WO 625X Yoga for Bone Health and
Against Osteoporosis

Learn and practice yoga poses that are proven to
improve Bone Mineral Density and build healthy
bone if done consistently over time. Suitable for new
as well as experienced yogis.
13430
Remote
ZOOM
Mon/Wed 1/9-3/20
Nadal
No class 1/16, 2/20, 2/22.
13559
Remote
Tue
1/10-3/14
No class 2/21.

ZOOM
Nadal

9am-9:50am
$149
7pm-8:20pm
$139

9MBF 617Y Yoga for Bone Health and
Against Osteoporosis Workshop

Learn and practice the 12 poses that are proven to
combat osteoporosis and build healthy bone when
practiced consistently. We will focus on the femurs,
hips and spine. Get immediate feedback on your
understanding and execution of the poses.
14698
Sat

Cascade
2/11

CAGYM 201
Nadal

9am-11:50am
$ 39

14697
Sat

Rock Creek
1/21

BLDG5 111
Nadal

$ 39

9am-11:50am

Senior Discount

If you are 62 years old or older, you are
eligible for a 50% tuition discount!

More info: pcc.edu/senior

Class Locations: pages 57 | Class Subject Index: page 58 | Have a question? Email communityed@pcc.edu or call 971-722-6266
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Better Bones and
Balance

Classes designed specifically to increase bone
mass, improve balance and reduce osteoporosis
risk. Men and women of all fitness levels welcome.
The Better Bones and Balance program was
pioneered by the research of Christine Snow, PhD.,
former director of the Oregon State University Bone
Research Lab in Corvallis. This long range research
project yielded critical information and strategies
that actually increase bone mass in later life, with
a specific exercise plan. Wear athletic shoes and
bring water.
9WO 624A Better Bones and Balance
Reap the benefits OSU bone research studies have
shown. This exercise significantly slows the rate
of bone loss in adults of all ages and increases
mass. Improve balance, flexibility, coordination and
increase muscle tone.
12956
Remote
Mon/Wed 1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Manning

9am-9:50am
$159

11774
Remote
Mon/Wed 1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Kaplan

$159

14692
Remote
Mon/Wed 1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Kaplan

$159

11:30am-12:20pm

6pm-6:50pm

10996
Tue/Thu

Remote
1/10-3/16

ZOOM
Kaplan

$159

14763
Tue/Thu

Remote
1/10-3/16

ZOOM
Manning

9am-9:50am
$159

11578
Tue/Thu

Remote
1/10-3/16

ZOOM
Kaplan

$159

12352
Fri

Remote
1/13-3/17

ZOOM
Kaplan

10am-10:50am
$125

13445
Sat

Remote
1/14-3/4

ZOOM
Hall

9am-9:50am
$125

9am-9:50am

10am-10:50am

ZOOM
Perrault

46

Cascade
1/21

TEB 119
Milln

Remote
1/12-2/2

ZOOM
Maclise

6pm-7:20pm
$115

9am-11:20am
$ 39

4pm-4:50pm
$ 49

9HW 615I Understanding Pain to
Relieve Pain

Bite sized pieces of information to help you
understand your body, how you move and how you
can experience less pain. We will learn, move, learn
more, move more. An effective cycle for long term
change. Bring yoga mat, strap, wall space.
14690
Fri
and
Sat

Remote
2/10
Remote
2/11

ZOOM
Maclise
ZOOM
Maclise

4pm-5:50pm
9:30am-10:50am
$ 85

9HW 601I Supple Spine, Supple Mind!
These therapeutic yoga classes will focus on
suppleness and strength for the spine. We will
explore the low back, upper back, sacrum, neck,
and everything in between. You’ll also learn
mindfulness practices for improved physical health.
14711
Tue

Remote
1/31-3/21

ZOOM
DeHilster

11am-12:20pm
$129

9HW 601J Meditation for People Who
Can’t Sit Still

Learn how to prepare yourself for an enjoyable
meditation through gentle stretches, breathing
techniques and contemplative movements that
unlock mindfulness and calm. We will relax into a
short guided meditation at the end of each class.
Remote
2/2-3/23

ZOOM
DeHilster

Practice

9HW 601A Finding your Breath
Breathing is something we often don’t think about
and take for granted. Did you know that most
people don’t breathe properly? Find new ways to
increase the quality and strength of your breath.
Improve your posture, nasal breathing and digestion
with these techniques.
13438
Sat

14689
Thu

9HW 614S Mindfulness:

9HW 601G Breathwork for a Balanced Life
This Energy Center/Chakra Balancing class will
provide understanding on how the seven energy
centers in our body can influence our physical,
mental health and overall well-being. We will be
using an “Active Breath” technique and a curated
playlist to clear and align your body, mind and spirit.
Remote
1/18-3/1

Blending biomechanics with yoga can be an “in”
to the complex interplay between physical, mental
and emotional dimensions of pain. Retrain healthy
movement patterns to stabilize and strengthen your
back. Modifications offered. Gentle.

14712
Thu

Health

14755
Wed

9HW 601B Form and Function: Low Back
Pain and Core

11am-11:50am
$ 99

Awareness

Transform your relationship to pain, strong emotions
and anxiety with mindfulness contemplation, gentle
breathing and joyfully light body movements.
Experience the benefits of greater resiliency and
more energy. Be calm, be free, be happy
14757
Remote
Mon
1/9-2/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Britton

10:30am-11:20am
$ 49

9HW 615J Mindfulness and Meditation;
A Practical Application

Are you needing to learn ways to quiet the mind,
reduce stress and navigate stressful triggers? This
class will demonstrate effective ways to manage
and respond to life’s challenges. Mindfulness and
meditation can help make your life more meaningful
and satisfying.
14768
Wed

Sylvania
1/11-2/1

SS 121
Joubert

7pm-7:50pm
$ 49

9HW 601H Intermittent Fasting: What
You Need to Know

Intermittent Fasting has quickly become a trend in
the nutrition world. In this workshop you will learn
what intermittent fasting is, the pros and cons, why
intermittent fasting might not be right for you and
the different types of fasting options.
14652
Sat

Remote
3/4

ZOOM
Milln

9am-10:50am
$ 35

9HW 614P Eldercare Planning Options
This class is a planning guide for adult children of
aging parents from practical real-world experience.
Topics: eldercare, housing, legal/financial, end-oflife. In-class exercises designed to help start your
personal and family process.
13447
Tue

SE Campus
2/21-2/28

TABOR 137
Dittmer

6:30pm-8:50pm
$ 59

9HW 615H Creating Healthy Habits:
Nutrition, Exercise, Stress
Management

Dive deep into what clean eating, exercise, stress
management and quality sleep could look like
for you. Using the health coaching approach you
will create a personalized plan to integrate small
changes around these areas that will positively
impact your health and well-being.
15335
Tue

Remote
2/7-2/28

ZOOM
Browning

6pm-6:50pm
$ 99

1-On-1 Health
Coaching

Feel your best with your own personal health coach!
Whether you would like to eat better, exercise
more, reduce stress, increase your energy, or to
tackle other life challenges, your personal coach
is dedicated to helping you succeed. Our certified
health and wellness coaches are here to give you
structure, provide accountability and empower you
to achieve your goals.

Program Details:

• First session: initial consultation and appraisal
• The first two sessions will be one hour in length
(meeting via phone or video, your choice!) and up
to 45 minutes in the following weeks.
• Sessions canceled with less than 24 hours notice
are counted against your package total.
• If PCC cancels your session, two attempts will
be made to schedule a make up session to take
place before the end of the term. If PCC is not
able to make up your session, you will not be
granted a refund.
• For more details, please visit: pcc.edu/
community/1-on-1-classes/health-coaching/

Refund/Drop Policy:

If you want to drop, you must do so online via MyPCC
or by contacting a Registration office within six
calendar days after the start of the term. No drops or
refunds on partially used coaching packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.
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Recreation and Wellness
Health Coach Profiles
and Availability
Julie Browning

Availability: Mon-Fri, 8am-5pm
Julie is a National Board-Certified Health and
Wellness Coach, specializing in helping individuals
who feel stuck, overwhelmed, or unsure how to
move forward with their health and wellness. She
has experience working with:
The Health Coach approach helps clients make
changes to the way they eat, move, manage stress,
sleep, etc. by taking small steps grounded in the
client's strengths, available resources and internal
motivations. When Julie isn’t Health Coaching she
is watching her daughter play basketball, riding her
mountain bike or trail running with her dog.

Susan Milln

Availability: Tue/Thu, 10am-3pm
Susan is a Level 2 Precision Nutrition Coach and
an ACSM certified personal trainer. She also holds
certifications in Gut/Brain Axis for Mental Well
Being, First Aid for Mental Health, Barre, TRX and
Schwinn Cycling.
Susan believes in creating sustainable healthy
habits that will last a lifetime. She has a strong
background in online nutrition coaching and enjoys
helping others learn how to build menus and meal
prep for optimum health while sticking to a budget.

Jill Tuleya

Availability: Mon-Thu, 7am-4pm
Trained at Duke Integrative Medicine, Jill is a
certified Integrative Health Coach focusing on
behavior change as related to physical fitness,
mental-emotional wellbeing, nutrition and lifestyle,
fulfillment and purpose, sleep and rest. Jill partners
with you to define your optimal health goals,
identify barriers to change and create and manage
actionable steps toward improved health. For more
information, visit pcc.edu/staff/jill-tuleya15.

1-On-1 Health Coaching
Packages

Reiki
help you to understand what nutrients your body
needs and how to get them. Learn how to meal
plan on a budget or how to manage your weight
without sacrificing enjoyment of food. Eating right
can create a ripple effect on your health, leading to
increased vitality, healthier skin, improved digestion,
more restful sleep and a better immune system.
14647 Remote

1/9-3/25

Browning

$ 375

14644 Remote

1/9-3/25

Milln

$ 375

9MBF 618T Reiki Level 2
Learn to give reiki as a practitioner, you will learn
the first 3 reiki symbols as well as how to send reiki
at a distance. This class will include a level 2 reiki
attunement as well as certificate and reiki family
tree. Reiki level 1 required prior to taking this class.
13366
Thu

Remote
3/2-3/16

ZOOM
Nahoku

5:30pm-7:50pm
$ 322

You may also like Plant-Based Meals Made Easy
Series classes on page 29

9MBF 618U The

9HW 601E Health

Are you ready to feel more comfortable in your
body? You may want less of something (chronic
pain, trauma) or more of something (professional
skill, presence, artistry). This class will address
unnecessary tension and provide practical tools to
create change in the quality of your life.

Coaching - Stress
Management: 5 Session Package

Do you feel overwhelmed with all that life is throwing
at you? Is stress affecting your overall quality of
life, reducing your productivity or causing health
problems? We can’t remove all of the obstacles in
our lives but we can fortify our resilience so that
we are ready to take on whatever comes. Your
Wellness coach will help you develop healthy habits
for reducing stress, building positive relationships
and re-energizing healthy behaviors. There are
many techniques for improving mental and social
well-being, but they all require intention and
commitment. You are stronger than you know and
our coaches want to prove it to you!
14648 Remote

1/9-3/25

Browning

$ 375

14645 Remote

1/9-3/25

Milln

$ 375

14650 Remote

1/9-3/25

Tuleya

$ 375

Alexander Technique:
Turn Tension into Ease

14653
Sat

Remote
1/28-3/18

ZOOM
Butler-Denman

9:30am-10:45am
$189

9MBF 618V Improved Postural Alignment
for Runners and Walkers

Learn tips to improve postural alignment to help you
run or walk with greater ease and less risk of injury.
Workshop will draw from principles of ChiRunning®
and ChiWalking® and will also include gentle yoga
poses and simple breathing techniques. All levels
welcome, but participants should be able to get up
and down from the floor with ease.
Remote
2/21

9HW 601F Health

13440
Tue

Are you having trouble starting or maintaining
a desired way of life? Research shows that
accountability is a major factor in motivating healthy
habit changes. That’s why your personal Wellness
coach will help you develop and start a targeted
wellness plan. Find the routine that works for you
and get the support you need to make systematic
changes that will reap lifelong benefits.

9MBF 601B Deep Stretch
Get a deeper stretch in this all levels stretch course.
Accelerate your stretching practice from adequate
to next level. Learn techniques that increase
mobility. This course will approach back, shoulders,
hip, splits and leg flexibility with an emphasis on
alignment, and supportive strength conditioning.

Coaching - Getting
Started: 5 Session Package

14649 Remote

1/9-3/25

Browning

$ 375

14646 Remote

1/9-3/25

Milln

$ 375

14651 Remote

1/9-3/25

Tuleya

$ 375

9HW 601D Health Coaching - Nutritional
Wellness: 5 Session Package

Whether you would like support with following a
specific diet (low-glycemic, vegan, gluten free,
reduced sodium, etc.) or are just looking to learn
more about healthy eating, your Wellness coach will

Mind-Body
Wellness
9MBF 619V Reiki Level 1
Are you curious about energy healing? Come learn
this Japanese healing technique in a welcoming
and fun environment! The intention is to create deep
relaxation, to help speed healing, reduce pain, and
decrease other symptoms you may be experiencing.
Workshop will include a Reiki 1 attunement and a
Reiki 1 certificate.
12984
Thu

Remote
2/9-2/23

ZOOM
Nahoku

5:30pm-8:20pm
$ 222

13432
Tue

ZOOM
Diffely

SW Portland ECLYSI STUDIO
1/17-3/7
Stinnette

6pm-7:50pm
$ 24

2:30pm-3:50pm
$ 279

9HW 614R Energy Healing 101
Learn to use the energy that naturally flows from
your hands to support your body’s own healing
ability. Get a sampling of astrology, human design
and moon cycles. Geek out on energy with a Reiki
Master and a community of curious seekers.
12914
Thu

Remote
1/19-2/2
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Nahoku

5pm-6:20pm
$ 99
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9MBF 601D Breathwork for Stress and
Anxiety Relief

Breathwork helps process, heal and guide us to
deeper self-understanding. Let go of negative
thoughts and energy that cause you to feel stuck.
Manage stress, anxiety and overthinking. We will
use an Active Breath technique and a curated
playlist to clear your body, mind and spirit.
14756
Tue

Remote
1/17-1/31

ZOOM
Perrault

6pm-7:20pm
$ 49

15334
Tue

Remote
2/21-3/7

ZOOM
Perrault

6:30pm-7:50pm
$ 49

Qigong and Tai Chi
9MBF 600T Tai Chi in Chinese
Although it is based on specific martial arts
techniques, Tai Chi is an ancient form of exercise
that uses slow, flowing movements that provide
exercise, improve balance, promote focus and
memory and help provide a sense of physical wellbeing. Taught by a native Chinese speaker.
14765
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Lin

9MBF 600U Cloud

Hands Yang Style
Long Form, Part 3

9MBF 600N Qigong

The longest and most complex part of the Cloud
Hands Long form includes many unique movements.
This form focuses on mindful, coordinated movement
and the development of Chi or energy, also translated
as life force. All levels are welcome.

Internalize the foundation of Qigong breathing
and simple practices, and learn the “Six Healing
Sounds” Qigong routine and the “Four Winds”
routine.

14655
Remote
Wed
1/11-3/15
No class 2/1.

ZOOM
Holder

5pm-6:20pm
$145

9MBF 616E Qigong Tai Chi for Health
Qigong predates Tai Chi and is a mindful movement
exercise which emphasizes posture, breathing and
balance. It is intended to help balance all the body
systems and to promote health and wellbeing. All
are welcome.
13442
Sat

Remote
1/14-3/4

ZOOM
Holder

9am-9:50am
$125

Your Health

13434
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

to Take Charge of

ZOOM
Reinhertz

9:30am-10:20am
$125

9MBF 600H Tai

Chi Beginning: Yang Style
24 Movement Form

This Yang style Form emphasizes fluid, continuous
motion while maintaining breath and posture
control. Mindful movement to improve balance,
posture and coordination of whole-body motions.
We will be learning this form forward and mirrored.
15063
Thu

SE Campus
1/12-3/16

TABOR 102
Holder

1:30pm-2:45pm
$159

6:30pm-7:50pm
$109

9MBF 600I Tai Chi Beginning: Chen Style
18 Movement Form

This Chen style form is a wonderful form for
beginners as well as experienced practitioners of Tai
Chi. Emphasizing mindful, deliberate movement to
increase strength, coordination and balance as well
as fluid movement and focused energy production.
12894
Sat

Sylvania
1/14-3/18

AM 125
Holder

10am-11:20am
$165

9MBF 600V Tai Chi: Wudang Sword Form
For students who have had basic training in
Tai Chi. A 49 gesture Wudang sword form will
be taught in this class. Emphasis is on mindful
movement, posture, strength and fluid movement.
Wooden swords provided in class. Previous Tai Chi
experience recommended.
14654
Sat

Sylvania
1/14-3/18

9MBF 600R Yang

Foundation

AM 125
Holder

11:30am-12:50pm
$165

Style Tai Chi

The foundation of Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan is the
first section. Come learn and practice this section of
the Yang long form as well as various other postures
of the form. The class will begin with the Silk
Brocade routine and breathing exercises.
14706
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Reinhertz

9am-9:50am
$125

9MBF 617Q Tai Chi: Yang Style 40
Movement Form

This Yang style form continues to emphasize
mindful, fluid and continuous motion. Balance,
posture, coordination and breath are all
components of this form with some slightly more
complex movements than the 24 form. Beginners
welcome.
13444
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16, 2/20.
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1:30pm-2:45pm
$145

Tai Chi
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Winter 2023

Recreation and Wellness
Yoga

Please bring a yoga mat to all yoga classes.
9MBF 618A Yoga: Level 1
Develop flexibility, strength, peace of mind
and reduce stress in this strong fundamental
introduction! Poses are fun, safe and easy-tofollow; and give you a sense of focused calm.
Bring yoga mat.
12385
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/8

ZOOM
Winalski

5:30pm-6:20pm
$115

10969
Fri

Remote
1/13-3/17

ZOOM
Adami

$125

ZOOM
Stemler

$125

12088
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

12pm-12:50pm
5:30pm-6:20pm

12653
Thu

Remote
1/12-3/16

ZOOM
Leadingham

12:30pm-1:20pm
$125

13368
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Wagoner

$125

12pm-12:50pm

9MBF 619Z Gentle Yoga for Beginners
and Every Body

This gentle yoga class is designed to meet the
needs of beginners and bigger bodies. We will
explore gentle yoga poses and breath work to calm
the nervous system. We will introduce modifications
to allow for ease allowing students to develop a
home practice and confidence to join other yoga
classes.
14482
Sun

Remote
1/15-3/19

ZOOM
Josi

10am-11:20am
$135

9MBF 618L Yoga: Restorative
Looking for tools to support your nervous system
through the ups and downs of life? Restorative yoga
features long-held poses supported by blankets,
blocks and other props to invite deep relaxation
and a sense of spaciousness within. Appropriate
for all levels. Instructor will send a full prop list with
household item substitutions.
13431
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:20pm
$115
Tue
1/17-2/21
Stewart
Yoga mat, 2 blocks, blanket, and strap suggested.
9MBF 602C Vin/Yin Flow Yoga Fusion
Vin/Yin is 30 minutes of a juicy slow flow to
warm the body up, followed by 30 minutes of
surrender to restore and fall into deeper mediation.
All Levels.
14766
Fri

Remote
1/13-3/17

ZOOM
Stemler

5pm-5:50pm
$125

9MBF 602F Gentle Therapeutic Yoga
Beyond stretching, therapeutic yoga can help us
find balance through movement, self-awareness
and breath. It delivers specific practices to meet
specific issues; ie. joint pain, shallow breathing.
All Levels.
14687
Tue

Remote
1/10-2/28

ZOOM
Maclise

10am-10:50am
$ 99

14688
Thu

Remote
1/12-3/2

ZOOM
Maclise

12pm-12:50pm
$ 99

9MBF 602H New

Years Restorative Yoga
and Creative Resolution Workshop

Start your new year right with a nourishing
restorative yoga class to relax your body, paired
with journaling exercises and a guided Yoga Nidra
meditation to center your mindset around whatever
positive renewal you desire in 2023.
14701
Mon

Remote
1/9

9MBF 602I Yoga

Child

ZOOM
Rae

5:30pm-6:50pm
$ 29

for Nurturing Your Inner

Seek to transform suffering from early life
experiences into compassion for yourself and others
through yoga sequences inspired by the book
“Reconciliation: Healing the Inner Child.” All levels
are welcome, but participants should be able to get
down to and up from the floor with ease.
14758
Tue

Remote
2/28-3/21

ZOOM
Diffely

6pm-7:20pm
$ 89

9MBF 616Y Lunchtime Yoga: Breathe,
Move, Relax

Take a yoga break at lunch! Move easily, release
tension, breathe freely. Then relax and renew. This
is an all level yoga class focused on letting go,
loosening up, being more centered and gaining
balance, You’ll need a mat and strap. Wear
something loose enough to move in.
14700
Wed

Remote
1/11-2/22

ZOOM
Sugg

12pm-12:50pm
$ 89

9MBF 616F TRE

and Yoga for a Calmer
Nervous System

Enhance the calming effects of yoga by blending
it with TRE(R) (Tension and Trauma Releasing
Exercises), a unique, movement-based approach to
down-regulating the nervous system. All levels are
welcome. Participants should be able to get down
to and up from the floor with ease. This series is
intended for individuals seeking to cultivate tools to
manage mild to moderate stress.
12923
Remote
ZOOM
6pm-7:20pm
$115
Tue
1/10-2/7
Diffely
Yoga mat and a straight-backed chair suggested.
9MBF 618I Yoga for Runners and Walkers
Enjoy the company of other runners and walkers
as you develop or deepen a yoga practice to
complement your active lifestyle. Improve flexibility,
strength, breathing technique, postural alignment,
balance, and body awareness.

11790
Remote
ZOOM
Wed
1/11-3/15
Diffely
Mat, chair, blocks, strap, and blanket.

7am-7:50am
$109

1-On-1 Yoga Lessons

Private lessons are an excellent way to get
started with yoga or to deepen your practice. Our
knowledgeable and welcoming instructors will be
your personal resource for exploring this ancient
practice, which has been proven to help improve
mental health, reduce stress, and increase overall
wellness. All levels welcome.

Program Details:

• Sessions will be 50 minutes in length and will be
delivered remotely through Zoom.
• Individual sessions must be canceled with
your instructor 24 hours in advance. Sessions
canceled with less than 24 hours notice are
counted against your package total.
• If PCC cancels your session, two attempts will
be made to schedule a make up session to take
place before the end of the term. If PCC is not
able to make up your session, you will not be
granted a refund.
• For more details, please visit:
pcc.edu/community/1-on-1-classes/private-yoga/

Registration/Scheduling Process:

1 Review the yoga instructor profiles and
availability and choose an instructor.

2 Select a package and register for your selected
instructor’s corresponding CRN.

Refund/Drop Policy:

If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or or by contacting registration within six
calendar days after the start of the term. No drops
or refunds on partially used packages.

Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

1-On-1 Yoga Lesson
Instructor Bios and Availability
Catherine Borlant

Availability: Mon-Fri, 10am-1pm
Catherine has been teaching body-mind fitness
classes for the past 21 years and specialized in
yoga in 2006 when she trained to be certified in
the U.S. and in India. She has taught a variety of
classes, including Tai-Chi for better balance, Power
Yoga, Gentle Yoga, and more. She is passionate
about finding the right combination of movement
and meditation to help her clients heal, strengthen,
gain flexibility and the power they need to connect
their body-mind and heart.

Robin Dodson

Availability: Wed, 1pm-5pm; Thu, 12pm-5pm
Robin is a Registered Yoga Teacher who began
practicing nearly 20 years ago. Robin’s classes
are smooth and calming with a focus on fluidity.
She will customize a powerful practice that can be
challenging but accessible for all. While guiding
students through the physical movements of
traditional yoga, she will teach the benefits of
connecting the mind and body with the breath.

Liz Eisman

Availability: Thu, 9am-4pm; Fri, 11am-2pm
Liz Eisman is a licensed massage therapist, yoga
instructor, somatic coach, Realization Process
meditation teacher & TRE® practitioner. Liz has been
supporting individuals and groups for more than
two decades, blending her knowledge of nervous
system regulation, trauma recovery, mindfulness,
and communication. With a focus on awareness,
internal imagery, and self-compassion, Liz supports
accessible and effective movement practices. Liz
loves to meet people where they are and gently guide
them toward their growing edge.
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Maureen Maclise

Archery, continued

Availability: Tue/Wed, 11:30am-2:30pm;
Thu, 11:30am-1pm
As a registered yoga therapist Maureen has
helped those perplexed by their physical pain find
relief. She has a deep fluency in using movement
as a therapeutic tool. By connecting brain and
body through functional movement principles,
mindfulness, and traditional yoga postures Maureen
facilitates each student’s discovery of their own
optimal movement. Lessening symptoms of pain,
overuse, burnout, autoimmune flares requires a
combination of healthy self- challenge with excellent
self-care.

Jill Tuleya

Availability: Mon-Thu, 7am-4pm
Jill Tuleya is a certified and registered yoga teacher
and yoga therapist. She works with clients dealing
with chronic pain and illness, stress, sleep issues,
life transitions and/or wanting to make changes in
their physical, emotional, social or spiritual lives. Jill
has been working with PCC since 2012 in Exercise
Science and Physical Education. Visit pcc.edu/staff/
jill-tuleya15 for more information.

14708
Sun

Rock Creek
1/15-2/12

ARCHER FIELD
Notaro

11am-12:20pm
$75 + $10 fee

14709
Sat

Rock Creek
2/25-3/25

ARCHER FIELD
Notaro

1:30pm-2:50pm
$75 + $10 fee

14710
Sun

Rock Creek
2/19-3/19

ARCHER FIELD
Notaro

11am-12:20pm
$75 + $10 fee

9SPR 620J Pickleball
Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in America. A
combination of ping pong, tennis and badminton that
is enjoyed by all ages and skill levels. This fun, social
and friendly game is easy to learn but can develop
into a quick, fast-paced game for experienced
players. Enroll to join the pickleball movement!
14713
NW Portland FRNHSE GYM
Tue
1/10-2/28
Diffenderffer
Bring own paddle

12:30pm-1:50pm
$135 + $ 20 fee

14714
NW Portland FRNHSE GYM
Thu
1/12-3/2
Diffenderffer
Bring own paddle

$135 + $ 20

14715
NW Portland FRNHSE GYM
Sat
1/14-3/4
Diffenderffer
Bring own paddle

$135 + $ 20

12:30pm-1:50pm
fee
9am-10:20am
fee

Get one-on-one support from an advanced yoga
instructor. Whether you want to increase your range
of motion, reduce pain, build strength, or improve
mental health, your instructor will customize each
session to help you reach those goals.

Remote

1/9-3/25

Borlant $275

Remote

1/9-3/25

Dodson $275

13337

Remote

1/9-3/25

Eisman

12921

Remote

1/9-3/25

Maclise $275

13818

Remote

1/9-3/25

Tuleya

$ 275

$ 275

9MBF 616H 1-On-1 Yoga Lessons:
10 Session Package
Remote

1/9-3/25

Borlant

$ 499

12931 Remote

1/9-3/25

Dodson

$ 499

13336 Remote

1/9-3/25

Eisman

$ 499

12929 Remote

1/9-3/25

Maclise

$ 499

Remote

1/9-3/25

Tuleya

$ 499

13166

13817

Instructor Spotlight: Shannon Diffenderffer

Often, after their first experience with pickleball, I
hear players exclaim, “That was fun, when can we
play again?” The small court, the low cost to play,
the fact that a game can be played in under thirty
minutes, and the familiar elements of tennis, ping
pong, and badminton combine to make pickleball an
ideal sport for many ages and abilities. Like many,
I was hooked when I first learned the game and am
not surprised it is now the fastest growing sport in
the U.S. As an educator for over 20 years, I get a
particular thrill when multiple generations from the
same family take my pickleball class; I know they
will have fun and stay fit together for years to come.
9SPR 620N Run

a Long Run

9SPR 623L Archery
Find out what a great sport archery can be. Learn
archery safety and marksmanship while playing
fun games. If you have ever been intrigued by
the archery in movies like “The Hunger Games”,
“Brave”, or “The Avengers” now is the time to give
it a shot!
14707
Sat

50

Rock Creek
1/14-2/11

ARCHER FIELD
Notaro

like the Wind: More than

“More Than A Long Run” is intended to help you
bring joy and better results to your running. Weekly
workouts will be geared toward creating a stronger
and more efficient runner by adding variety and
intensity to workouts.

Sports

1:30pm-2:50pm
$75 + $10 fee

Rock Creek
1/14-3/18

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 9am-10:20am
$135 + $ 5 fee
Slack

14717
Sat

Rock Creek
1/14-3/18

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 10:30am-11:50am
$135 + $ 5 fee
Slack

14718
Rock Creek
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 7pm-7:50pm
$109 + $ 5 fee
Slack

14719
Rock Creek
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 8pm-8:50pm
$109 + $ 5 fee
Slack

15255
Wed

Rock Creek
1/11-3/15

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 7pm-7:50pm
$109 + $ 5 fee
Slack

15256
Wed

Rock Creek
1/11-3/15

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 8pm-8:50pm
$109 + $ 5 fee
Slack

1-On-1 Tennis Lessons

Sessions last 50 minutes. Use sessions within the
term; no refunds for unused sessions. Individual
sessions must be canceled with your instructor 24
hours in advance; otherwise the session is counted
against your package total. You must be registered
before participating in a session.

9MBF 616G 1-On-1 Yoga Lessons:
5 Session Package
14528

14716
Sat

From a beginner to an experienced tennis player,
private lessons are a great way to achieve your
goals. Do you want to learn or improve a skill; learn
court strategy; have fun with newfound success? If
so, private lessons are a great way to accomplish
those objectives.

1-On-1 Yoga Lesson Packages

12920

9SPR 623F Tennis: Beginning Level 1
Take up tennis - a fun physical workout and an
easy social and networking outlet! This intro class
includes grip, strokes, scoring rules and tennis
etiquette. Bring racket and two unopened cans of
tennis balls to first class.

13439
Tue

Sylvania
1/10-2/28

HT TRACK
Long

5:30pm-6:50pm
$ 99

9SPR 625L Team Handball
If you like basketball, hockey or soccer, team
handball is the game for you! It is a fast-paced
indoor court game the requires teamwork,
cooperation and strategy. Students will learn skills,
strategies and rules in this growing sport.
14721
Thu

Rock Creek
1/12-3/16

BLDG5 GYM-A/B 6:30pm-8:20pm
$149
Josipovic

Your instructor will contact you by the first week of
the term to schedule your sessions.
If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or by contacting a Registration office within
six calendar days after the start of the term. No
drops or refunds on partially used packages.
Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

1-On-1 Tennis Lesson
Instructor Profile and Availability
Kent Slack

Availability: Tue/Thu, 10am-12pm; Fri, 3pm-6pm
Kent has been teaching tennis at PCC for 31 years.
Additionally he has taught many years in the USTA
program and previously coached the boys program
at LaSalle High School. His love of tennis allowed
him to compete in intercollegiate athletics at
Western Oregon University.

1-On-1 Tennis Lesson Package
9SPR 620T 1-On-1 Tennis Lessons:
6 Session Package

Take your game to new heights. Be the main focus
of the instructor as we create a lesson plan tailored
to your tennis ability and fitness level. With your
specific goals in mind, we utilize various drills,
hitting practice, match play, movement exercises
and games to take your tennis to where you want it
to be.
14800 Rock Creek

1/9-3/25

Slack

$ 329 + $ 5

fee
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Winter 2023

Recreation and Wellness
9WO 600M Pound Fitness
Channel your inner rockstar and rock your body with
this modern-day fusion of movement and music.
Drum along to your favorite music using weighted
drumsticks in this full body interval workout
designed to torch calories, burn fat and leave you
dripping sweat!
14754
Tue

Cascade
1/10-3/14

CAGYM 201
Haney

6pm-6:50pm
$119

9WO 610D Stretch and Tone
Prepare your body to experience FUN and discover
new ways to stretch and keep your body toned! This
energizing class focuses on total body toning and
stretching for everyone. Experience moves from the
standing position to the floor to deliver whole body
conditioning.
13429
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

14530
Remote
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

Climb and Hike

Golf

9SPR 620B Cross Country Ski Mt Hood
Learn to cross country ski and glide along groomed
tracks through this winter wonderland. Cost
includes guide, instruction and transportation from
Sandy. Ski gear rental in Sandy prior to 8:15 am is
extra $ 25/day. Bus transportation from Sandy to
Teacup is extra $20/person. Call 503-563-1500 for
info on bus and lesson.

9SPR 610L Golf: Colwood Golf Center
“Get Golf Ready” - Learn the basics of how to play
golf and how to have fun while doing it. Work on:
putting, chipping, full swing and basic rules and
etiquette of golf. The last session will be on course,
playing the game.
14759
Wed

NE Portland COLWD RANGE
2/15-3/15
Bader

12pm-12:50pm
$119

13334
Sandy
PPLOT PARK
Thu
1/19
Gilstrap
Must reg / drop by 1/16.

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

14760
Wed

NE Portland COLWD RANGE
2/15-3/15
Bader

$119

13335
Sandy
Sat
2/11
Must reg / drop by 2/8.

PPLOT PARK
Gilstrap

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

14761
Thu

NE Portland COLWD RANGE
2/16-3/16
Bader

$119

14594
Sandy
PPLOT PARK
Sat
1/21
Gilstrap
Must reg / drop by 1/18.

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

14595
Sandy
PPLOT PARK
Fri
2/3
Gilstrap
Must reg / drop by 1/31.

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

13823
Sandy
Thu
2/9
Must reg / drop by 2/6.

12907
Tue

3pm-3:50pm
12pm-12:50pm

ZOOM
Stark

$119

9am-9:50am

Remote
1/10-3/14

12397
SE Campus
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
Nishikido

6pm-6:50pm
$125

TABOR 102
Nishikido

$125

6pm-6:50pm

9WO 625T Zumba Toning
Get in a high-energy, body-sculpting workout all
while having fun! Zumba Toning combines the dance
party elements of a typical Zumba class with the
use of light (1 to 2.5 lb) weights or toning sticks to
build definition and strength.
12908
Wed

Remote
1/11-3/15

ZOOM
Nishikido

6pm-6:50pm
$125

Work Out
9WO 610G Spin, Sweat, Repeat
Something for everyone! Intervals, rolling hills,
sprints, climbs, runs, surges and jumps all to music
hand-picked to motivate and inspire! This is a great
workout if you want to burn calories and increase
endurance. Come on in for the ride!

PPLOT PARK
Gilstrap

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

14767
Wed

13824
Sandy
PPLOT PARK
Thu
1/26
Gilstrap
Must reg / drop by 1/23.

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

14596
Sandy
PPLOT PARK
Sat
1/28
Gilstrap
Must reg / drop by 1/25.

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

14597
Sandy
Sun
2/5
Must reg / drop by 2/2.

8:15am-4pm
$ 89

9WO 600N Cardio Dance Fusion
Dance is the ultimate exercise in disguise! Cardio
Dance Fusion is a fun and energetic class that mixes
a variety of dance and music styles with easy-tofollow traditional fitness movements. This class
is sure to get your body moving and your heart
pumping.

PPLOT PARK
Gilstrap

8am-8:50am
$119

9WO 624L Zumba!
Ditch the workout and join the party! Burn calories
while dancing to Latin and international music. We’ll
move to the beats of salsa, merengue, cumbia,
reggaeton, belly dance, flamenco and more!

Run like the Wind: More than a Long Run

9SPR 620C Snowshoeing on Mt. Hood
Learn to snowshoe through Mt. Hood’s crystalline
paradise. If you can walk, then you can snowshoe.
Cost includes guide, snowshoe and transportation
from Sandy. Call 503-563-1500 for info on bus and
lesson.

ZOOM
Stark

14694
Thu

Sylvania
1/11-3/15

Remote
1/12-3/16

HT 113
Zapata-Wilson

ZOOM
Sherwood

5pm-5:50pm
$125

5pm-5:50pm
$125

Instructor Spotlight: Sachi Nishikido

For those who want to party, but put extra emphasis
on toning and sculpting to define those muscles.
The challenge of adding resistance by using Zumba®
Toning Sticks (or light weights), helps you focus on
specific muscle groups, so you (and your muscles)
stay engaged. In addition to these exercises, you
can enjoy abdominal and lower body-specific
exercises and balance exercises to strengthen your
core muscles. Sachi Nishikido has been a Zumba
instructor since 2016. She loves nothing more than
to see the participants in her classes blow off steam
through physical activity and to see the contented
smiles on their faces at the end of class. She also
teach Zumba and Zumba Gold classes.
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Cardio

Registration/Scheduling Process:

9WO 624E Cardio Boot Camp
Want to tone up and get fit but do not know how
to start? Get a personalized exercise plan for your
body shape, learn how to stay motivated and set
some fitness goals. Includes cardio and strength
fitness to help you feel your best!
10967
Remote
Mon/Wed 1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

ZOOM
6pm-6:50pm
Macedo Gallegos $189

9WO 610H Cardio Sculpt
Come for the ultimate workout to build lean
muscle and burn fat. This high-energy, low-impact
interval training workout incorporates a powerful
combination of Barre, jump board and strength
training.

1 Review the personal trainer profiles and
availability and choose a trainer.
2 Select a training package and register for your
selected trainer’s corresponding CRN.
3 Your trainer will contact you via PCC email or cell
phone by the first week of the term to schedule
your training sessions. First time students will be
sent a Personal Training information packet by
the trainer
4 Complete the information packet and return it to
your trainer at your first session.

Refund/Drop Policy:

If you want to drop, you must do so online via
MyPCC or or by contacting registration within six
calendar days after the start of the term. No drops
or refunds on partially used packages.

Review the complete refund/drop policy on page 8.

15340
Beaverton
Mon
1/9-3/20
No class 1/16.

IMXPIL STUDIO
Grant

10:30am-11:30am
$ 239

Fitness Trainer Profiles
and Availability

Beaverton
1/14-3/18

IMXPIL STUDIO
Grant

11am-12pm
$ 239

Kris Basta

15341
Sat

9WO 624U Strength and Stretch
Learn how to efficiently work most of your muscles
in the shortest amount of time! You will build
stability in your lower body, tone your core and
develop strength in your arms and upper back.
15472
Sun

NE Portland NWDPS STUDIO 10:15am-11:15am
$165
1/15-3/19
Dimick

1-On-1 Fitness Training

Fitness Training gives you the opportunity to
exercise in a one-on-one environment with a
nationally certified personal trainer, educated
through PCC’s Exercise Science Program. Your
trainer will evaluate your current fitness level and
design an individual program based on your fitness
test results and goals, then guide you through a safe
and effective routine.

Fitness Training Your Way

The PCC Personal Trainers are here for you, even
while our community is still practicing social
distancing. Training sessions can be done either
in-person at the trainers’ respective campus or
remotely via Zoom. If you are at home, your trainer
will work with whatever tools you have in your home
(be it free weights or soup cans!) to help craft a
fitness routine that fits with your lifestyle.

Program Details:
• Individual sessions must be canceled with your
trainer 24 hours in advance. Sessions canceled
with less than 24 hours notice are counted
against your package total.
• If PCC cancels your session, two attempts will
be made to schedule a make up session to take
place before the end of the term. Your make up
session will not be with your regular trainer. If
PCC is not able to make up your session, you will
not be granted a refund.
• For more details, please visit:
pcc.edu/community/1-on-1-classes/personaltraining/
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Availability: Mon-Sat, 8am-8pm
Kris has an AA in exercise science and is working on
his BS at Portland State University. He is certified
through the National Academy of Sports Medicine.
Kris establishes his long-term client interactions
with the goal of integrating exercise and optimal
wellness into the demands of daily life.

Heidi Baum

Availability: Mon/Wed, 7am-3pm;
Tue/Thu, 8am-11am, 3pm-8pm; Fri, 8am-2pm
When it comes to health and fitness, Heidi believes
we all want to feel healthier, look better, be stronger
and have more energy. She coaches and designs
practical programs that motivate students to be
more active and enjoy overall results.

Angi Blue

Availability: Mon-Thu, 9am-3pm
Angi believes that an active lifestyle is the key to a
long, fulfilling, happy and healthy life. After losing
40 pounds, she rekindled her passion for fitness
and decided to make a career of it. Angi wants to
empower you to create, achieve and maintain your
healthiest life.

John Cunningham

Availability: Mon-Fri, 10am-5pm
John specializes in functional training that enables
clients to become the healthiest, happiest versions
of themselves. His wellness journey began in his
early 40's when he was struggling with his own
weight and overall energy levels. Through hard work
and the right balance, he was able to turn his health
around. Now, in his mid 50’s, he's in the best shape
of his life!

Tiffini Gibbs

Availability: Mon/Tue/Thu 12pm-5pm;
Wed 11am-5pm
Tiffini has a curiosity and passion for all things
fitness, which has led her to finish multiple
marathons, compete in a fitness competition,
and join a Hood to Coast team. She designs

fitness programs that encourage students to push
themselves, try new things, and have fun.

Stephanie Loftis

Availability: Mon-Fri, 7am-5pm
Health is a holistic path, everything needs balance
to thrive. I am committed to maintaining my strength
and vitality and just as passionate about helping
you achieve the same. I can help guide you through
workout programs that are tailored specifically to
your goals. I will provide you with exercise programs
that are fun, creative and keep your body safe. I look
forward to working with you.

Richard Willhite

Availability: Mon-Fri, 10am-6:30pm
Richard is a passionate fitness professional
who specializes in improving muscular strength,
endurance, cardio-respiratory fitness and fat loss.
He tailors his fitness programs to the likes and
needs of each client so they can become a healthier
and better version of themselves. He is an ACSM
certified trainer and is a graduate of the Exercise
Science program.

Janie Zapata-Wilson

Availability: Mon-Thu, 11:15am-7:30pm
Janie Zapata-Wilson is the quintessential, “If I
can do it, so can you!” example. She is a personal
trainer, group exercise instructor, Zumba teacher,
and water aerobics instructor who graduated in
June 2012, with highest honors from the Exercise
Science Program at PCC.

1-On-1 Fitness Training
Packages

Exercise in a one-on-one environment with a
nationally certified trainer. Review the personal
trainer availability before registering for a training
package. Your trainer will contact you by the first
week of the term to schedule your training sessions.
No refunds for unused sessions. Training sessions
can be done either in-person at the trainers’
respective campus or remotely via Zoom.
9WO 624X Personal

Training:
5 Session Package

12114

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Basta

$ 275

12118

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Gibbs

$ 275

15325 Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Loftis

$ 275

9WO 624Y Personal Training:
10 Session Package
12380 Rock Creek 1/9-3/25

Willhite

$ 499

12654 Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Basta

$ 499

12122

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Blue

$ 499

12117

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Gibbs

$ 499

15326 Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Loftis

$ 499

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Zapata-Wilson $ 499

12124

9WO 624Z Personal Training:
15 Session Package
12381 Rock Creek 1/9-3/25

Willhite

$725

13220 Sylvania

Basta

$725

1/9-3/25
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Winter 2023

Recreation and Wellness
Personal Training: 15 Session Package,
continued
12119

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Baum

$725

12113

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Blue

$725

12115

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Gibbs

$725

15329 Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Loftis

$725

Training:
20 Session Package
Willhite

$ 899

12655 Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Basta

$ 899

12120

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Baum

$ 899

12121

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Blue

$ 899

12126

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Cunningham

$ 899

12116

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Gibbs

$ 899

15330 Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Loftis

$ 899

Sylvania

1/9-3/25

Zapata-Wilson $ 899

12123

Pilates
Reformer + Tower:

Perfect for students new to Pilates. Build core and
full-body strength while improving your flexibility
using the Pilates Reformer and Tower machines.
We’ll work on the basics and get back into fitness in
this slower paced class.
13329
Tue

SW Portland EFM STUDIO
1/10-3/14
Binnendyk

11:45am-12:35pm
$ 339

14696
Thu

SW Portland EFM STUDIO
1/12-3/16
Binnendyk

11:45am-12:35pm
$ 339

9WO 600I Pilates

Level 2

Reformer + Tower:

For students with Pilates equipment experience.
Build full-body strength and flexibility using the
Reformer and Tower machines. We’ll work on more
advanced exercises using the jump board, magic
circle, squishy ball and more.

13326
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
5:30pm-6:20pm
$ 305
Mon
1/9-3/13
Binnendyk
No class 1/16. For students with Pilates experience.
13327
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Wed
1/11-3/15
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

5:30pm-6:20pm
$ 339

13328
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Wed
1/11-3/15
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

9:15am-10:05am
$ 339

13332
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Fri
1/13-3/17
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

9:15am-10:05am
$ 339

9WO 601M Pilates

9WO 600H Pilates

Level 1

Level 3

13325
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
9:15am-10:05am
$ 305
Mon
1/9-3/13
Binnendyk
No class 1/16. For students with Pilates experience.

9WO 625H Personal

12382 Rock Creek 1/9-3/25

9WO 600J Pilates

Reformer + Tower:

Building on the concepts from Level 1, progress
your Pilates exercises on the Reformer and Tower
machines. You’ll have options for advancing your
Pilates routine using the jump board, magic circle,
squishy ball and more.
13319
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
4:30pm-5:20pm
$ 305
Mon
1/9-3/13
Binnendyk
No class 1/16. For students with Pilates experience.

Rerformer + Tower +
Spine Corrector: Level 4

Advanced class for students with Pilates equipment
experience who are ready for more challenging work
using the Reformer, Tower and Spine Corrector.
Injury-free students only.
14702
Tue

SW Portland EFM STUDIO
1/10-3/14
Binnendyk

9:15am-10:05am
$ 339

14703
Thu

SW Portland EFM STUDIO
1/12-3/16
Binnendyk

9:15am-10:05am
$ 339

9WO 600Q reForm

Level 1

Pilates Reformer

This class will introduce beginning and some
intermediate Pilates Reformer exercises. In addition
to strengthening and lengthening muscles, the
Pilates method conditions the core, which supports
the health of the spine. The class will cover
Reformer repertoire, Pilates fundamentals and
concepts. No experience required.
14585
Wed

SE Portland REFORM STUDIO 2:30pm-3:25pm
$ 359
1/11-3/15
Niederhauser

13320
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
10:30am-11:20am
$ 305
Mon
1/9-3/13
Binnendyk
No class 1/16. For students with Pilates experience.

9WO 601G GYROKINESIS
GYROKINESIS® is the creation of dancer, gymnast,
and yogi Juliu Horvath. GYROKINESIS® classes
involve extensive spinal articulation and breathing,
periods of continuous fluid movement, and a
balance of stretching and strengthening.

13321
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Tue
1/10-3/14
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

12911
Remote
ZOOM
Fri
1/13-3/24
Lee
No class 2/3. No experience required.

10:30am-11:20am
$ 339

13322
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Wed
1/11-3/15
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

10:30am-11:20am
$ 339

13323
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Wed
1/11-3/15
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

4:30pm-5:20pm
$ 339

13324
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Thu
1/12-3/16
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

10:30am-11:20am
$ 339

13331
SW Portland EFM STUDIO
Fri
1/13-3/17
Binnendyk
For students with Pilates experience.

10:30am-11:20am
$ 339

14699
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Laks

12pm-12:50pm
$129

7am-7:50am
$129

14580
SE Portland REFORM STUDIO 12pm-12:50pm
$129
Fri
1/13-3/24
Lee
No class 2/3. No experience required.
9WO 610F Beginner Gyrotonic Tower
In this Gyrotonic class you will learn new exercises
and combinations that build on the concepts
learned in the Introductory class. Gyrotonic uses
resistance equipment to encourage the whole
body into efficient collaboration to build strength,
flexibility and joint stabilization.

Pilates Reformer + Tower
Beginner Gyrotonic Tower, continued
14583
Thu

SE Portland REFORM STUDIO 2:30pm-3:25pm
$ 359
1/12-3/16
Niederhauser

14584
SE Portland REFORM STUDIO 1pm-1:55pm
$ 359
Mon
1/9-3/20
Niederhauser
No class 1/16.
9WO 610E Introduction to Gyrotonic
Exercise

Gyrotonic exercise encourages the whole body into
efficient collaboration to build strength, flexibility
and joint stabilization. With an emphasis on
spinal motion, pelvic floor support, and eccentric
contractions Gyrotonic is beneficial for people of all
abilities and experience.
14581
Thu

SE Portland REFORM STUDIO 3:30pm-4:25pm
$ 359
1/12-3/16
Niederhauser

14582
SE Portland REFORM STUDIO 2pm-2:55pm
$ 359
Mon
1/9-3/20
Niederhauser
No class 1/16.
9WO 601H reFORM

Pilates Mat

Mixed Levels

Join us for this mixed-levels class that draws from
classical Pilates. We’ll emphasize intermediate
mat exercises, with modifications and support for
beginners, but with flow, precision and challenging
options for advanced students.
14579
Tue

Remote
1/10-3/14

ZOOM
Butler-Denman

5:30pm-6:15pm
$129

9WO 601L Pilates Fusion
In this open level Pilates mat class, we will use a
mixture of traditional and contemporary Pilates
exercises. In addition, you will learn movements
from other mind-body modalities to strengthen and
stretch the muscles simultaneously.
13558
Remote
ZOOM
Fri
1/13-3/17
Laks
Bring ball or pillow; light weights.

11am-11:50am
$129

Strength Training
9WO 624J Strength Training for Women
Discover how to improve your muscular strength
by gradually increasing your body’s ability to resist
force by using free weights, machines or your own
body weight. Learn some of the most effective ways
to safely burn fat and build muscle.
10968
Tue/Thu

Remote
1/10-3/16
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ZOOM
6pm-6:50pm
Macedo Gallegos $189
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Policies and
Student Information
Register and Pay

Information on how to register and how to pay can be found on page 8, visit pcc.edu/schedule, or call 971-722-6266, option 0.

Registration
Registration Confirmation

Confirmation of class registration is assumed
once you register. You will not be sent written
confirmation. Access to your class schedule
and bill is available online using MyPCC. If you
register online, an electronic billing notification
will be sent to your MyPCC email account. If
you register by mail, note that PCC does not bill
daily, so you might not receive a bill before class
begins. If you register online, an electronic billing
notification will be sent to your MyPCC email
account.

Registration Dates

You can register online as late as the first day
of class, unless otherwise noted in the course
footnote. lease note, though, that some classes
fill quickly and occasionally some classes get
canceled. You can find registration dates online
at pcc.edu/academic-calendar.

Waitlists

Community Ed classes do not have waitlists at
this time. If a class is full, you should monitor the
class enrollment status at pcc.edu/schedule.

Missing a Class

If you miss a class, contact your instructor
to find out what you missed. You will not be
automatically dropped. (See Refund/Drop Policy)

Underage Students

Unless otherwise noted, Community Ed
classes are for an adult audience. However,
younger students may be permitted in some
adult classes. Note the following guidelines for
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admitting students younger than age 18 into adult
Community Ed classes.
Students 16-17 Years Old
Students 16-17 years old are permitted to
register for Community Education adult classes,
except for classes with older age minimums,
such as classes that involve alcohol.
Students 13-15 Years Old:
Step 1: Students 13-15 years old can apply for
approval from a Program Coordinator in order
to register for Community Education adult
classes. To request approval, a parent or legal
guardian must email the student’s request to
register, along with the following information,
to communityed@pcc.edu. If this request is
sent by the student, then their parent or legal
guardian must be copied on the email.
		1
		2
		3
		4
		5
		6
		7

Parent/Guardian Name
Parent/Guardian Email
Student Name
Student Email
Student Age
Class Title
Five Digit CRN

Step 2: A Program Coordinator will respond via
email to inform those involved of their approval
decision. If the Program Coordinator has
granted approval, they will request additional
documentation before the student can be
registered.
Step 3: Once all necessary documentation
has been submitted, Community Education
will register the student and send a registration
confirmation email to both the student and
parent or legal guardian.

Note: Some classes require the parent or legal
guardian of students younger than age 16 to
be present. This requirement will be specified
by the Program Coordinator at the time of
acceptance. In such cases, the parent or legal
guardian will also need to register and pay for
the class.
Special Youth Classes:
• Community Education may offer some classes
that are designed for younger students.
Age ranges will be noted in the class title or
description.

Payment
When to Pay

Payment is due at the time when your registration
is processed. If you don’t pay by the due date,
one or more of the following steps may be taken:
• A late fee of up to 10% of your unpaid tuition
and fees.
• A financial hold against future registrations.
• Collection of your past due balance by an
outside agency. Accounts in collection are
subject to additional charges and penalties.
You will not be automatically dropped from a
class for non-attendance.

Senior Discount

If you are 62 years of age or over when you
register for classes, you are eligible to receive a
50% tuition discount on Community Ed classes.
The tuition discount does not apply to lab and
class fees and CEU tuition.
After you register, Contact the Student Account
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Services office by calling 971-722-8888 (option 3)
to request your senior discount. Once it is set up,
there is no need to request it again for non-credit
courses. The discount will be applied to your
account the day after you register and may be
viewed online via MyPCC.
Visit pcc.edu/senior for more information.

Refund/Drop Policy

If you want to drop a class, do so online via
MyPCC by the appropriate deadline, listed below.
Charges will not be removed if you fail to drop
before the drop deadline.
Class Length

Drop Deadline

Less than
2 weeks

Prior to the first day
class meets.

2-7 weeks

By the end of the
first day class is held.

8-10 weeks

Six calendar days
after the start of class.

Specific Programs

Drop Deadline

Online ED2GO

Six calendar days after
the start of class.

1-On-1 classes

Six calendar days after
the start of the term.
No drops or refunds on
partially used packages.

Note: some classes have specific registration/drop
dates listed in the course footnote. Those dates
supersede the drop deadlines listed above.
Please note that if you register for a class and do
not attend or stop attending and fail to personally
drop by the drop deadline, you will be responsible
for all tuition and fees. Accounts are subject to
late fees if bills are not paid on time.

Tuition Appeals

If you were unable to complete a course due
to circumstances beyond your control, you
may file an online Tuition Appeal. Students have
90 day after the end of the term in which they
registered to submit a tuition appeal for a course.
If approved, a tuition voucher of 25% to 100%
will be applied to your account. Appeals do not
cover non-refundable lab and other course fees.
Notification of the outcome of your appeal will be
sent to your MyPCC email address within 30 days
of receipt. Before submitting your appeal,
please review PCC’s registration policies
(pcc.edu/enroll/registration/policies.html)
and the appeal requirements listed below.

Appeal Requirements
All requirements listed below must be met before
your appeal will be considered. Before submitting
your appeal, carefully review the information below
and verify your account balance by logging into
the MyPCC “Paying for College” tab, clicking

“Student account information,” then clicking
“Account Summary by Term.”
• Payment: You must pay all past due charges
on your account, including the amount under
appeal. If you are unable to pay the full amount,
please call 971-722-8888, option 3 to make
payment arrangements.
• Documentation: Include independent
documentation that supports the reason for
your request, along with any information you
believe would be helpful to the committee in
making their decision.
• Submission Deadline: Your tuition appeal must
be received by the college within 90 days from
the end of the term.
To submit your appeal for consideration:
1 Go to the MyPCC “Paying for College” tab.
2 Click “Student account information” in the “My
Account” channel.
3 Click “Tuition Appeals.”
Appeals that do not meet all requirements will be
returned without being reviewed.
Location/Remote/Online

CRN

12345
Wed
Day

Building/Room Start/End Time

SE Campus
1/15-3/1

TABOR 102
Garcia

Instructor
Start/End Dates

6:30pm-8:20pm
$75 + $12 fee
Tuition/Fees*

Additional Information
Understanding Class Listings

Below is a sample class listing with descriptions
of the information it includes:
The class listing may include a footnote listing
additional information about the class including
days the class won’t meet, supply lists, textbooks,
fees payable at the first class, and instructor
websites or contact information.
*Fees are typically used to cover class supplies
and demonstrations. Combined payment for both
tuition and fees listed in the course information is
payable to PCC.

Textbooks

Textbooks for Community Education classes
can be found at PCC Bookstores which are
located at each PCC Campus or online at
pcc.edu/bookstore. To check the avialability
of a specific text, call 971-722-4910 or visit
pcc.edu/bookstore.

Choosing a Language Class

If you are unsure of the appropriate level, first

register for the class you think best fits your skills
level and attend the first class to assess your
comfort level. If you need to change levels you can
do so by following the add/drop procedure.
If you have specific questions for an instructor
regarding course content, you can find their
PCC email address in the PCC Staff Directory
(pcc.edu/contact) or by clicking on their name in
the online course listing.

Disability Services

PCC is committed to creating a learning
environment that meets the needs of its diverse
population. If you anticipate or experience any
barriers to learning, discuss your concerns with the
instructor. Disability Services coordinates disability
related accommodations. To make a request,
contact DS in advance. Click “get started” online at
pcc.edu/disability or call
971-722-4341 or email disability.services@pcc.edu

Title IX

Portland Community College seeks to provide
an environment that is safe and welcoming for
all of us: an environment that is free of bias,
discrimination, and harassment. Instructors
are committed to supporting students and
upholding gender equity laws as outlined by Title
IX. Therefore, if a student chooses to confide
in an instructor regarding an issue of sexual
harassment/misconduct/assault, that instructor
is obligated to tell PCC’s Title IX coordinator. For
additional information and a resource guide, visit:
pcc.edu/about/equity-inclusion

Enrollment Verification

PCC is unable to provide completion certificates
or attendance verification for non-credit classes
that are exclusively non-credit. This is because
attendance is not taken in non-credit classes and
grades are not assigned.
Students are able to pull up billing, payment, class
schedule and registration status for their classes
in MyPCC. Students can request an Enrollment
Verification letter that will confirm the term
and CRN that the student enrolled. To request
an Enrollment Verification letter, please email
communityed@pcc.edu

Unscheduled Closures

At times, inclement weather or infrastructure
failures may necessitate delayed opening or
closure of PCC locations and off-campus sites.
All in-person Community Ed classes will be
canceled if PCC is closed, even if the class was to
be held at an off-campus location that may remain
open. Remote (ZOOM) and online classes will
typically be held as scheduled unless otherwise
noted in the closure announcement.
Closures specific to Community Ed classes will
appear as an alert on pcc.edu/communityed.
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Policies and
Student
Information,
continued

Behind the Schedule

Campus WiFi

Secure wireless network access is available
for current students, employees and guests
at all PCC locations.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Students and staff
To connect to PCC’s wireless network:
1 Make sure wireless is enabled on your device.
2 Select the PCCWiFi wireless network.
3 To sign in:
Username: your MyPCC username
Password: your MyPCC password
Guests
Guests of PCC can connect to the wifi network:
1 Make sure wireless is enabled on your device.
2 Select the PCCGuest network in your wireless
settings.
3 Review Terms & Conditions
4 Accept Terms & Conditions
5 Your access will be active for 24 hours.
Visit pcc.edu/wireless for information or help.

Student ID Cards

Students in non-credit classes can get a PCC
Student ID card by paying a one-time fee of $10.
ID cards and payment are available at each
campus Student Account Services office. A
valid form of photo identification will be required.
Details about the process can be found at
pcc.edu/enroll/registration/id-cards.html

Get a Schedule

Students who have taken a class within the last
year will automatically receive the Community
Education schedule in the mail. To order a
schedule visit pcc.edu/communityed and click on
‘Get help’ then ‘Get a Print Schedule’ or call us at
971-722-6266. It’s free!

Teach at PCC and
share your knowledge
and experiences.
Visit pcc.edu/communityed
and click Teach a class
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1

Noah Bruner

7

Erika Huffman

2

Miriam Budner

8

Lindsay Johnson

3

Brian Copper

9

Pavlina Kovarik

4

Justin Eslinger

10 Leslie Mestman

5

David Glass

11 Krista Stephens

6

Melissa Hargrove

12 Windy Wahlke

Instructional Administrative Assistant
Program Coordinator
Instructional Administrative Assistant
Interim Non-Credit Marketing Manager
Program Coordinator
Lead Instructional Administrative Assistant

Our Values Commitment

PCC’s Community Education program is
committed to being a place where we learn
from each other and all voices, backgrounds
and perspectives are welcomed and respected.
We recognize the constant need to evolve
in both our understanding and response as
we address the needs and interests of our
communities. This work of creating an inclusive
learning environment belongs to every member
of our community. Community Education
is a key collaborator in integrating equity,
inclusion, and diversity into all aspects of our
programming and instruction.

Instructional Administrative Assistant
Program Coordinator
Instructional Administrative Assistant
Community Education Director
Designer

Program Coordinator

PCC Community Education
Vision Statement

Enriching lives through lifelong learning.

PCC Community Education
Mission Statements

• Provide student- centered, quality,
non-credit classes that promote personal
exploration and development.
• Create and support communities of learners.
• Connect people to PCC resources,
campuses, and learning opportunities.
• Enhance communities by providing
accessible, innovative, and diverse
education experiences.
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Class Locations
Beaverton
IMXPIL

IM=X Pilates and Fitness,
18335 NW West Union Rd, Suite A,
Beaverton OR 97229

NWDPS

Northwest Dance Project Studio,
211 NE 10th Ave, Portland OR 97232

NW Portland

SE Campus
PCC Southeast Campus,
2305 SE 82nd Ave, Portland OR 97216
pcc.edu/southeast (campus map, accessible building features)

Cascade

BLUSKY

Blue Sky Gallery,
122 NW 8th Ave, Portland OR 97209

SE Portland

PCC Cascade Campus,
705 N Killingsworth St, Portland OR 97217
pcc.edu/cascade (campus map, accessible building features)

FRNHSE

Friendly House,
1737 NW 26th Ave, Portland OR 97210

ECHOTC

Echo Theater Company,
1515 SE 37th Ave, Portland OR 97214

WINE

The Wine Cellar,
525 NW Saltzman Rd, Portland OR 97229

REFORM

reForm Pilates & Movement,
828 SE 34th Ave, Suite D, Portland OR 97214

Clackamas
GRNPNT

Greenpointe Floor Supply,
11802 SE Jennifer St, Clackamas OR 97015

CLIMB Center
CLIMB

PCC CLIMB Center,
1626 SE Water Ave, Portland OR 97214
pcc.edu/locations/central (center map)

Downtown
ARTMSM

Portland Art Museum,
1119 SW Park Ave, Portland OR 97205

Lake Oswego
LKWOOD

Lakewood Center,
368 S State St, Lake Oswego OR 97034

N Portland
SJCLAY

St. John's Clay, Cathedral Park Place,
6635 N Baltimore St, Suite 110, Portland OR 97203

NE Portland

OMIC Center
OMIC

PCC Oregon Manufacturing Innovation Center,
33701 Charles T Parker Way, Scappoose OR 97056
pcc.edu/omic (center map)

Online
ED2GO

Must register/pay via: ed2go.com/portlandcc

Remote
ZOOM

Online via ZOOM video chat.
Info/FAQ on page 9 or pcc.edu/community/remote

Rock Ceek
PCC Rock Creek Campus,
17705 NW Springville Rd, Portland OR 97229
pcc.edu/rockcreek (campus map, accessible building features)

Sandy
PPLOT

Swan Island
WELDTC

Swan Island Welding Training Center,
5555 N Channel Ave, Portland OR 97217

SW Portland
ECLYSI

Ecdysiast Dance Studio,
316 SW 11th, Suite 300, Portland OR 97205

EFM

Effortless Movement,
1730 SW Skyline Dr, Portland OR 97221

Sylvania
PCC Sylvania Campus
12000 SW 49th Ave, Portland OR 97219
pcc.edu/sylvania (campus map, accessible building features)

Willow Creek
WCC

PCC Willow Creek Center,
241 SW Edgeway Dr, Beaverton OR 97006
pcc.edu/willowcreek (center map)

Pioneer Parking Lot,
Pioneer Blvd and Bruns Ave, Parking lot is
behind Otto's Ski Shop, Sandy OR 97055

BRIBEE

Bridgetown Bees Apiary,
3580 NE Alberta Ct, Portland OR 97211

COLWD

Colwood Golf Center,
7313 NE Columbia Blvd, Portland OR 97218

Scappoose

METSAL

Metalwood Salvage,
4311 NE Prescott St, Portland OR 97218

MMPS

Martin Model & Pattern Studio,
32000 Raymond Creek Rd, Scappoose OR 97056

Get directions to your class.

Visit pcc.edu/locations for directions and campus
maps or give our office a call at 971-722-6266,
Monday through Friday from 9am to 4:30pm.

Health and Safety for In-Person Classes
For information regarding PCC's health and safety protocols for in-person classes, visit pcc.edu/community/in-person or call 971-722-6266, option 0.
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Class Subject Index
Arts
Dance...............................................................11
Music and Theater..........................................12
1-On-1 Music Lessons.....................................12
Guitar................................................................12
Strings...............................................................12
Theater..............................................................13
Photography....................................................13
Darkroom..........................................................14
Online Ed2Go Photography Classes ..............14
Visual Arts.......................................................14
Architectural and Art History............................14
Ceramics...........................................................15
Drawing.............................................................15
Drawing: Comics and Illustration.....................16
Mixed Media.....................................................16
Painting.............................................................16
Painting: Acrylics and Oils................................16
Painting: Watercolor.........................................17
Writing..............................................................17
1-On-1 Writing Coaching..................................18
Fundamentals...................................................18
Memoir and Nonfiction.....................................18
Poetry................................................................19
Publishing and Editing......................................19
Online Ed2Go Writing Classes.........................19

Web Design and Development.........................24
Online Ed2Go Computer Skills
and Technology Classes..................................24

Metal Crafts..................................................... 36
Metalworking Jewelry.......................................37
Wood Crafts......................................................37

Personal Finance........................................... 24
Managing Your Money and Investments.........25
Retirement........................................................25
Online Ed2Go Personal Finance Classes........25

Motorcycle and Scooter Classes................ 37

Test Preparation............................................ 25
Online Ed2Go Test Preparation Classes..........25

Cultural Exploration...................................... 39
Travel Prep....................................................... 39
World View....................................................... 39

Home, Garden and Self

Languages...................................................... 39
American Sign Language................................ 40
English.............................................................. 40
1-On-1 English Instructin................................. 40
French.............................................................. 40
German.............................................................41
Irish Gaelic........................................................41
Italian.................................................................41
Japanese.......................................................... 42
Korean.............................................................. 42
Portuguese (Brazilian)..................................... 42
Russian............................................................ 42
Spanish............................................................ 42
1-on-1 Spanish Instruction.............................. 43

Do It Yourself (DIY)........................................ 27
Emergency Preparedness............................ 27
Food and Drink ............................................. 27
Artisan Bread Baking.......................................28
Baking...............................................................28
International Cuisine.........................................28
Plant-Based Made Easy Series....................... 29
1-On-1 Plant-Based Lifestyle Coaching......... 29
Sweet Treats.................................................... 30
Wine................................................................. 30
Garden, Nature, and Yard............................. 30
1-On-1 Organic Gardening Coaching............. 32
Beekeeping...................................................... 32
Birds and Wildlife............................................. 32
Home Gardening Series with Rod Smith......... 32

Careers........................................................... 21
Online Ed2Go Careers Classes........................21

Hobbies and Crafts....................................... 33
Beaded Jewelry............................................... 33
Knitting and Fiber Crafts................................. 33
Sewing and Quilting......................................... 33
Games.............................................................. 33
1-On-1 Chess Lessons.................................... 34

Career Skills................................................... 21
Communication................................................21
1-On-1 Public Speaking Coaching...................21
Online Ed2Go Career Skills Classes............... 22

Home Improvement....................................... 34
Hardwood Floors............................................. 34
Home Design and Organization...................... 34
1-On-1 Home Organization............................. 34

Careers, Technology
and Finance

Computer Skills and Technology................ 22
Mac/Apple Fundamentals............................... 23
1-On-1 Computer Instruction.......................... 23
Desktop Publishing and Graphic Design........ 23
Microsoft Office............................................... 23
Programming................................................... 23
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Language and Culture

Pets.................................................................. 35
Self Development.......................................... 35
Online Ed2Go Self Development Classes....... 35
Style and Beauty............................................ 36
Woodworking and Metalworking................ 36

Recreation and Wellness

Adult 55+ Fitness........................................... 45
Better Bones and Balance.............................. 46
Health.............................................................. 46
1-On-1 Health Coaching.................................. 46
Mind-Body Wellness......................................47
Qigong and Tai Chi.......................................... 48
Yoga................................................................. 49
1-On-1 Yoga Lessons...................................... 49
Sports.............................................................. 50
1-On-1 Tennis Lessons.................................... 50
Climb and Hike.................................................51
Golf....................................................................51
Work Out..........................................................51
Cardio............................................................... 52
1-On-1 Fitness Training................................... 52
Pilates............................................................... 53
Strength Training............................................. 53
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Imagine having
the information
and support you
need to build
the business of
your dreams!

PCC SBDC Client Success Story

W

“The SBDC gave me tools to get me going and
has been at my side through every challenge.
Almost three years into this venture, I can say
that I have used a wide spectrum of SBDC
services ranging from business management
and business writing to seeking startup
funding. The SBDC has helped me get my
business organized by tracking what I do with
tools like GrowthWheel and LivePlan. Now, my
biggest project is about to be funded for an
international construction project in Cameroon,
Central Africa, providing infrastructure for
health-related business local to the region.”

hen Michel Mouzong recognized
a need for improved business
infrastructure in the developing world,
he reached out to the PCC Small Business
Development Center for assistance in
founding NEMILIS Global Strategy Group.
Since then, Michel has completed several
PCC SBDC training programs, including
Business Builders and Buying and Selling
Outside the U.S., and has taken advantage
of specialty, no-cost advising with PCC
SBDC experts in areas of start-up strategy,
international business best
practices, and trade regulation.

— Michel Mouzong, Founder of
NEMILIS Strategy Group

The PCC Small Business Development
Center, Global Trade Center, and
Capital Access Teams are here to help
you by providing:
• Specialized, relevant business
training programs
• Confidential, one-on-one
business advising
• Support from experienced industry
leaders and subject-matter experts
• Connection to a cohort of likeminded small business owners

In 2021, our work contributed to:
SCAN THIS CODE TO LEARN MORE NOW:

1,025

351

$2.8M

Small
businesses
served

Jobs
supported

Sales
increase

36%

Minority-owned
small businesses
served

$6.1M

bit.ly/pccsbdc

Capital
infusion

Helping Build Oregon’s Best
Businesses for Nearly 40 Years

Contact Us: 971.722.5080 | sbdc@pcc.edu
Oregon Small Business Development Centers are funded in part through a cooperative agreement
with the U.S. Small Business Administration, and by the Oregon Business Development Department.
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PCC Professional Development
and Training
Gain and improve your skills for the workplace –
for individuals & larger organizations

MENTAL HEALTH
CEU 3961 Mental Health First Aid: Youth

CEU 3960 Mental Health First
Aid: Adults
[1.00 CEU credits] Provides key skills
to help adults who are developing a
mental health problem or experiencing
a mental health crisis. Covers mental
health literacy, including identifying,
understanding, and responding to signs
of mental illness.

[1.00 CEU credits] Provides key skills to help an
adolescent (12-18 years) who is developing a
mental health problem or experiencing a mental
health crisis. Covers common mental health
disorders and potential crises such as helping
a young person who is having a panic attack,
is contemplating suicide, or is struggling with
substance use disorders.

Required: Full attendance is mandatory
to meet adult Mental Health First Aid
certification requirements from the
National Council on Behavioral Health.

Required: Full attendance is mandatory to
meet Youth Mental Health First Aid certification
requirements from the National Council on
Behavioral Health.

CRN: 13620 Instructor: Tuleya
Modality: Remote Tuition: $158
Date/Time: Fri, 2/24, 9am-4:50pm

Who Should
Take It:
• Employers
• Police officers
• Hospital staff
• First responders
• Faith leaders
• Community
members
• Caring
individuals

CRN: 13621 Instructor: Guyer
Modality: Remote Tuition: $158
Date/Time: Fri, 2/11, 9am-4:50pm

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
CEU 3436 Project Management Fundamentals

CEU 3578 Leadership Skills for Supervisors

[.70 CEU credits] Although not intended to take
someone from a supervisory or administrative
position to that of a project manager, this workshop
will familiarize participants with the most commonly
used project terms and practices.

[.40 CEU credits] You have the power to turn on
or turn off the productivity of the people who
report to you. This course will give you the skills
in communication, coaching, and conflict that
you need to be successful.

CRN: 11891
Instructor: VanHeuvel Modality: Remote
Tuition: $195
Date/Time: Thu, 2/2, 8:30am-4:20pm

CRN: 12626
Instructor: Waterfall Modality: Remote
Tuition: $195
Date/Time: Tue, 3/9, 9am-12:50pm

APPLE SWIFT TRAINING
PCC is offering a
2-part iOS series
including iOS Mobile
Design and iOS Mobile
Development. These
courses are part of
the Apple Curriculum for Swift
Explorations and are designed
to get students started in app
design and development, as
well as prepare them for the
Apple Swift Certification Level
1 through CERTprep, which
is an industry recognized
credential. These courses are
offered through our non-credit,
Professional Development and
Training Department and can be
completed in just one term.

9COM 621R iOS Mobile Design

9COM 621S iOS Mobile Development

Introduces the development and
design process for a variety of
interactive applications. Define
project goals and target audience,
utilizing information architecture and
user experience design principles. It
brings together explorations of user
feedback, prototyping methods and
interface design to create optimal
user experiences.

This course will prepare students for
the Mobile Applications Programming
Environment using Swift/Apple
platform. Introduces the fundamental
concepts of structured programming
and provides a comprehensive
introduction to programming. Prepares
students for the Apple Explorations
Certification.

CRN: 14985
Instructor: McKee
Modality: In-person (Cascade)
Tuition: $249
Date/Time: Fri, 1/13-1/20,
6pm-8:50pm and Sat, 1/14-1/21,
10am-1:50pm

CRN: 14986
Instructor: Staff
Modality: In-person (Cascade)
Tuition: $650
Date/Time: Fri, 1/27-3/24,
6pm-8:50pm and Sat, 1/28-3/25,
10am-1:50pm
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Contact Us: professional.training@pcc.edu

REAL ESTATE
CEU 3673 Real Estate Broker License Test Prep Course

CEU 3672 Property Manager
Pre-License Education

[15.00 CEU credits] Confirmation of class registration:
Registration is assumed once you register. You will not be sent
written confirmation.

[6.00 CEU credits] Prepares students to
qualify for the Oregon Real Estate Property
Manager certification exam.
Text: Property Mgmt, 10th Ed., R.C. Kyle.

CRN: 11985 Instructor: Calvert
Tuition: $525 Fee: $120

CRN: 11894 Instructor: Amato
Modality: D2L Tuition: $495 Fee: $20

CRN: 11896 Instructor: Lasselle
Tuition: $525 Fee: $120

Modality: D2L

Modality: D2L

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND LICENSE RENEWAL
CEU 911K Mediation Training

CEU 908V Grant Writing Introduction

[3.20 CEU credits] Provides a highly interactive
training to become a mediator and to develop
better communication skills in conflict situations.
Learn to use mediation skills to help resolve
conflicts in workplace, court, business or
community-related disputes.

[1.20 CEU credits] Secure grant funds for your nonprofit!
This class uniquely provides real-life examples, handson tools, and extensive feedback from your peers and
the instructor. Step by step, you will develop a two-page
application.

CRN: 12351 Instructor: Dimant
Modality: Remote Tuition: $479

Date/Time: Fri-Sat, 1/13-2/4, 8:30am-12:20pm

CRN: 14984 Instructor: Davis
Modality: In-Person (Cascade campus)
Tuition: $229

Date/Time: Tue, 1/10-2/14, 3pm-5:20pm

EDUCATOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CEU 3949 Flipped Plus Model

CEU 3983 Equitable Grading & Inclusion

[2.50 CEU credits] The Flipped+ Model is about more
than students watching videos and doing homework.
Learn how to create an inclusive environment where
learners are engaged and met where they are in terms
of their level of understanding.

[2.50 CEU credits] Join us to learn tangible ways
to increase inclusivity and implement equitable
grading practices in your courses. Come away
from this course with classroom-tested ideas
based on current theory. Applicable for any
teaching modality or discipline.

CRN: 13032
Instructors: Bernards, Fresh
Modality: Remote
Tuition: $349
Date/Time: Fri, 1/20, 9am-2:50pm
and Fri, 1/27, 9am-11:50am

ONLINE Ed2Go courses for K-12
teachers and education professionals:
Complete your annual PDU requirement
with one online course. The following
Professional Development Unit (PDU)
online courses are completed within a
6-8 week time frame. Work on them at
your convenience: at home, at school, at
any time of day. Classes will appear on
your official transcript.

CRN: 14976
Instructors: Bernards, Fresh
Modality: Remote
Tuition: $349
Date/Time: Fri, 2/3, 9am-2:50pm
and Fri, 2/10, 9am-11:50am

Schedule:
Classes begin monthly
Cost:
$139 fee
Register:
To register, pay, and access
your course on the start date
visit: ed2go.com/portlandcc

Learn More: pcc.edu/climb/professional-development

Classes Offered
• Solving Classroom Discipline
Problems
• Teaching Smarter with Smart
Boards
• Childhood Language Development
• Creating a Classroom Website
• And dozens more!

